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Stressing the centralii of ordinary human experience by focusing on 

M a t  is ai &ken far parüeufar parücipants in particuiar sluatins (Kleinman & 

Kleinman 1991), this exploratory study involved listening, observing, analyzing, 

documenüng and better understanding "things as they are" (Jackson 1996) for 

four street-involved, HIV-positive Abanginal wumen. The particular situation and 

voicm of street-involved Aboriginal women are rarely discussed in reference to 

pdicy development in the Downbwn €astsi& of Vancouver, in BC, in Canada, 

or within anthropological literature, Ac~ardingly, this thesis contributes to existing 

knowledge, grouncfed in the voiees and experiences of the four women who 

discuss Wat is at stake' for them as HIV-positive Aboriginal women residing in 

Canada's most impoverishd neighbohood, The thesis highlights the particular 

situations and circumstances in which four Aboriginal women live that contribute 

to their vulnerabilii not just to HIVJAIDS, but to a number of mstraining social 

factors that a m  their overall health, safety and qua l i  of life. 

To understand and better appreciate the women's lived experiences 

(Jackson l896), or their posiüoned knowledge (Kleinman 1995), an ethnographie 

perspective that placed primary emphasis on narradive was utilked. Through the 

use of narraüve, within a poputation health framewotk that takes a more 

comprehensive view of Aboriginal women's health to ericompass the historical, 

social, cultural, economic, and physiil factors as aiey ideract with race and 

gender, I examine some of the fEPdors that impinge upon the health of Aboriginal 

women, dimctd by the four powerful stories/voiœs of the women themselves. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

Pur- of the study 

1 think ww A m i n a l  wwomen somehaw need to M a way to develop a tiQhbr cide 
togefiter because 1 dont m c h  out to wmm that olten, but I'd like to have healing 
CiWm, or talking ci&, of 1-n medidnes, or lndian cmmonies or just anything tha t 
cdlects us togetheras a group. .. we need b be togenier in a circle because Mht now, 

al1 so tragmenteû. I'd like b be Avdved in thet..! 

(Interview with ~adine? June 1998). 

The purpose of this research project was to better understand some of the 

Iived expcwiencas and nwds of ~borigiml~ women living with HlVlAlDS (Human 

Immunodeficiency VirudAcquired Immune Oeficiency Syndrome) in the Lower 

Mainland of Briish Columbia, Canada. More specifically, this research involved 

cdlscting the narratives of four urban Aboriginal women who have past and 

present histories of intravenous drug use and invoivement in the sex trade. The 

particular situation of inner city, street-involve~d~ Aboriginal women is rarely 

discussed in refbrence to HIVIAIDS policy development in the Downtown 

-- - 

' The womcn's voices am idcntitied ihroughwt this pnpcr in italks and have bcen selected h m  interviews 
that 1 conductcâ beginning in June 1998 and ooaduded in May 1999. 
Ali of ihe m e s  in this thesis have ken chmged to pmtect the snonymiîy of the As well, I 

have changai or o m W  personal i M m s  when neçessary. In so &mg, some intmstmg and 
illuminating sections of out conversations had to k excludd in the ' m g  up' pmcess. That said, 1 have 
tried 10 maintain the individual expnssion of psrticipaats but it shodd be notai that the excerpts an edikd 
vasions of the raw krausaipti~ that I selected. ' 'ibis discussion focuses on Aboriginal wancn in Canada. Thacfore, 1 have used the tenu Aborigt'nul to 
nfet to Staîus, non-Staîus, Mais and huit women of Canade, recognizing however that many Aboriginal 
peoples cightfiilly dcscni  or identifL thundycs &&S. As well, 1 want to pomt out tbat although 1 
mgnize the inapplicabii of an u n d i ~ a i  concept of 'Aboriginai women,' 1 use this tcnninology 
throughout the discussion but 1 am wt implynig bat ail Aboriginai womm have a similar nlationship to 
EuvtAtDs. ' My use of the p h  'meet-mvolvai' reférs to impo~sbed, merginalised women whose economic and 
miai iives priacipally nvolvc mund the strcet-level dnig market and sireet-level sexwork. ïhe phrase is 
otten uscd by community workas m the Downtown Easîside whni mairing to, for exampk 'Street- 
invalved y&' or 'saeet-involved womcn' - tbosc indMduals whose &y-tday livcs and smiggics arc 
tied to üiegai, stra-level sctivities includmg prostitution, drug Ming, dnig consumption, the% etc.. 
However, the phrase is also commonly used by Scpdanics a d  researchcR (see Maher 1997; Stcrlc 1999) as 
an dl mcompassing phrase for individuais imlvcd m *eus f m s  of sinet-level, criminal activities. 



Eastside of Vancouver, in BC, in Canada, or within anthrapological literahire. 

Consequently, this research project antributes to existing knowledge by 

inchrding the voices of a hitherto silencsd group and suggesting pdicy directions 

and theoretical questions that arise when the women's experiences become 

central to analysis. 

As I stated above, an impurtant aim of this project is to ground the 

research in the voices and expeciences d the women who agreed to participate, 

illustrating the importance of 'lived experienœ' when researching health and 

illness. Through the women's stories and ethnographie obsewations made over 

the past three years researching and working in Vancouver's Downtown 

Eastside, I have constructed a discussion that not only illuminates the complexity 

of their day-to-day lives, living with tiiVi'nfecti011 and addiction, but also reveals 

their strength, humor, courage and active involvement in h i r  communities. In 

an attempt to keep the women's voices central, I will show what sorts of issues 

were important to them. 

How ifs pieced to~sther 

In Chapter One, I m i n  the sbry by lookii at myself in relation to this 

project, describing the various paths that I fatlowed to get to this particular topic. 

In Chapter Two, I outline a bnef but necessary review of Aboriginal health in this 

province and here I look back in time at some of the early policies and practiws 

of missionaries, settlers and bureaucrats and how the process of colonization 

affectedlaffects the heakh status of Aboriginal peopies in British Columbia. An 

historical review is crucial in that it provides context in which to view the 



contemporary stade of Aboriginal heaith in this country. Before continuing 

however, I will ouüine what I mean by 'Aboriginal healttt' for I am rat simpîy 

W m n g  to the absence or reductim of disease/illness amongst Atmriginal 

people& M e r ,  I am thinking and writing about a much more comprehensive 

picture of balth that encampasses the historical, social, cuîtural, eanomic and 

physical factors îhat interad with race and gender to impinge upon the health of 

this countfy's Aboriginal women. 

in Chapter Thtee, I briefly discuss the setting: Vancauver's Downtown 

Easîside (DTES), and some of the relevant research that has been cmducted in 

the DTES, In this chapter, I also outline the nature and sape of this particular 

study and the methais that guided my appmch. I highlight the contributions of 

narrative methad, where the m e n  ttiemselves decidecl 'what is at stake" 

(Kleinman & Kleinman 1991: 277) for them through the stories that they decided 

to tell. ln taking an in-depth look at methodology, I ako point to the specific 

challenges faced in conduding the research for this study. Essentially, I show 

how my original research strategies were a world away frorn the survival 

strategies of the wmen who participateci in this study. 

In Chaptw Four, I step aside as auaior to more fully present the voices, 

experienœs, and insights of the four women. in structuring the discussion, I 

have deliberately chosen to place the women's stories ahead of the theoretical 

fcames - emphasùing the necessity of their views and their unberstandingis. In 

this section of the dission,  we will hear the women speak about 'what is at 



stake' for them as HIV-positive Abwiginal women who reside in Canada's most 

im poveris hed ndghborhood. 

Chapter Five goes on to discuss the theoreücal frameworks that guided 

the planning, process and euenhial analysii of this particular project. I use the 

terni 'frameworks' because no single formula or theoretical approach can 

account for what love attempteâ to do here. Nevertheless, the project was guided 

by priwiüzing lived experience over theoretical knowledge (Jackson 1996). In 

this chapter, I will look brie@ at the population heakh approach as well as 

kminist fiames, as they relate to this parüculat study. Mindful of the hindamental 

question that population health asks which is why some people are healthy and 

others are not, I cal1 attention to the diverse factors and wider conte* that 

actually influence and shape A m i n a l  women's heaiîh today - stressing the 

importance of gender and race as key variables to health or il1 health. 

Finally, the discussion section in Chapter Six oers  a brief overview of the 

study and I also take a retrospecüve b k  at the saidy's limitations and suggest 

processes that I migM do dWrently, wre I to undertake similar work in the 

future. Chapter Six is where t explore some theoretical questions and directions, 

based on the women's experiences and voices. Howmer, rnany questions 

remain unresoM. 

I take sole responsibili for this project and I've tned to be as candid as 

possible about the limitations and contiadictions of this parücular research, as it 

actually unfolded. In this way, I ofkr some explanatiom fix the choiœs I've 

made in researching îhis topic, collecting the data, as well as Wing up' my - 



thesis. Furaiemore, I want to ernphasize that it was never my intemtion to speak 

hr women with HIV/AIDS, or *Aboriginal women, or hr tesidents of the 

ûowntown Eastside. Rather, l've tfied to res(lecthilly consider bur Aboriginal 

women's stories and experiences in an effort to raise questions and open the 

area to h i m r  thought and discussion. That said, my daim to speak only for 

mywif does not mean that I have noî tried to be responsible and mindful 

througtrout the m r c h  and writing ptocess, which indudes my goals in attaining 

academic credentials. Nonethek, I akne take responsibility fior any of the 

shartcomings found within the pqes of th& thesis. l've mine to accept that this 

project was about an intense learning proceas and during that process, 1 have 

made some mistakes yet I have triexi to work and write h m  a place of respect. 

Is this really enough? I now realize that I c m  only enter into this p m s s  from a 

place that is my own, with the little expenenœ, funds, time and eriergy that I have 

as a researcher, writer, and mother and the question above remains open and 

subject to perpetual recunsideration. 

Before going furaier, I want ta rrckriowledge the important contribution 

made by the m e n  who participateci in this project for they an the 'experts' on 

the topic of living with HIVlAîDS as 8trW-invohred Aboriginal women and without 

their voim, this pmject would not have been possible. Thus, I give thanks to the 

four women who C O U ~ I ~  shared their stoks with nie for it was the women 

themselves - through the telling of their s t o h  - who helped me to bettw 

understand th& day-to&y realiths and stniggles, and the directions that 

darpe-ly need iurther attention. That said, pulicy-makers and individuals in 



the helping professions might also find it useful to read (and h m )  these stories 

and fom their own opinions about what might be done to improve the overall 

safety and heahh of Aboriginal women that cal1 the Downtwn Eastside their 

'home' and to perhaps recansider the consequences of their powerful decisions 

in the everyday tives of these women. 

The prm that brought mm hem... 

Before I continue, I want to discuss how 1 came to this research topic, my 

involvement in the DTES, and how this ethnographie project has evolved over 

the past four years. I think it is important to situate myself in relation to the 

research and to be dear about how things have changed over the past four 

pars. My personal joumat was invaluable hm.  

I've been interested in past and present issues related to Aboriginal 

peoples in this country since I began to take seriously my own ancestry - which 

indudes Metis heritage - after the birth of my daughter in 1991. Prior to the birth 

of rny daughter however, I typically avoided the issue altogether. This was often 

difkult to do because people werelare always asking me, "Are you Native?" or 

"Do you have Native blood?" Partly because of the often condescending, 

negatii tone of the people asking these questions, and partly because I used to 

feel ashamed about my Aboriginal ancestry as a young child, I would olten 

anwer with "Yah, a bit" and then attempt to re-direct the conversation6. 

- - 

1 havealwoys lapt a pasonal joumai and my journal has ken an invaluable source of information about 
relevant daies and happcnings but also about how my own views towards this pmject have shifiad and 
evolvcd over tirne. 
W l c  grouhg up m Rina Rupert and Prince Geoqe, 1 can remanber king ahid to talk about my 

Aborigmai heRtage with both my Aboriginal and non-Aborignial peers. 1 knew, h m  a very earty age, thet 
a clcar division cxisîed b a n  the two ammunitics and having a h t  in both worlds was o h  
confiising, to say the last. 'Ihat said, 1 also knew tbat Aboriginai children faced damaging 



However, I continue to squirm about various issues related to my identity and the 

worklresearcMnrriting that I do, not because I feel ashamed of my ancestry but 

because now I often ïeel, "not Native enough" to involve myself in amas perhaps 

bett8r looked at by "full-blooded" Aboriginal people or by "Status Indians." 

Realizing that this serves no purpose, I still find myself downplaying my Metis 

roots (1 also have Scotüsh and Irish ancestry) and in the near future, I plan to 

treat my idenüty as "an area requiring further research." However, I know l'II 

have more to say as my journey along this particular path continues and as l 

grow and change. For now, suffice it to Say that I have acüvely increased rny 

involvement in Aboriginal issues over the p s t  ten years because I have actively 

increaseâ my recognition of and respect for my Metis heritage. 

My interest and involvement in the area of HIVIAIDS and Aboriginal 

peoples began in 1996 while I was working on an undergraduate degree in 

anthropolagy at Simon Fraser University (SFU). During my last semester, I was 

hired by the SFU Native Student Centre to assist newly admitted Aboriginal 

students with their transition to SFU. In this positian, I met an individual who 

was working 'next door' at the Centre for Students with Disabilities. On the wall 

of his office there was a poster of Buf@ Sainte-Marie speaking out about 

HlVIAlDS in Aboriginal communitii which read as follows: 

L i i  is Our mat sacred gM from the Creator. As the Fiist Peoples of this land, it is out 
o M i i  to pmtect and chensh that i i i  for the sake of our children, Our cornrnunities 
and the Mure of our peoples, One of the rnost important steps that we must take to 
prescrrve our lim and the Iives of others is to i n f m  ounehres and Our communities 
about the dangers of HIV and AIDS. This disease Q perhaps the greatest thteat to our 
eflOrts to d a i m  wr place as sovereign peopks and to make w r  invaluable 
contribuoons to the Mure of humankind. This is rny personal plea to you to be informed 

-- 

sanotypeslteasmg ad 1 actively tricd to distancc mysclf h m  my AboriginaI heriîage bccause 1 had 
udanalued these iolagcs fFom a very youag age. My learning and un-leaming continues! 



and io protect yowself, ywr ioved #ias and ywr communities h m  HIV and ND$. Our 
Mun is sa brigM and ripe wiai pass ibiîities... Ws be there to see it, together (1996 
Ontario Aboriginal HIV/AlDS Stre$gy). 

Afthough this may ssem a somewhat awkward beginning, it was this poster that 

propeibd m towards thinking wriously about HlVlAlDS and Aboriginel peopies '. 

In an effort to M e r  inforni myselfabout HIV/AIDS, I began to have daily 

discussions with my colbague at the Centre for Students with Disabiliîh and at 

my prornpting, he WOU# speak about his partnets worlc at AIDS Vancouver. 

Within three weeks, I was king inbrviewed by the volunteer coordinator at AIDS 

Vanmer. In this meeting I menthnecl that I was interesW in wrking on the 

Cam Team ~ r o j e d  with Aboriginal womm living with HNIAIDS. However, the 

coordinator explaineci that there were very few Aboriginal clients and even fewer 

female Aboriginal clients utilking AIDS Vancouver but that I could go îhrough 

with the orientation training and se8 where things wnt from there. 

After wmpkting the AIDS Vancouver con training seminar in September 

of 1996,l was placed on a 'Cam Tearn' and my first 'buMy' visl took place at the 

Surrey Mernorial Hospital on October 29,1996 with a seifdescribed 'heroin 

junkii". During my visits to tha horpital, ~aura~and I covered a range of topics 

but what stnrck me the hardest was the fact that other than medical 

professionals, I was the on& penon aiat Laura had had contact with since being 

admitted to the hospita! four weeks prior to rny initial visit with her. Sadly, I was 

1 want to a c k n o w l ~  and thenk Toay btcllo for his gentle eiwouragement to ga mvohed with AIDS 
V~llcouvaand for giving me a copy of the poster 1 am spe4king of hm. 
Thc 'Cam Team Rojaf mvolves groups of 10-14 volUnGcR, trained to mpd to the on gomg practical 

and compenionship nceds of iurjividupls (or 'kPddics') iiving with FiIV op AiDS. Each team is c o o r d i i  
in itP eiMs by a Cirre Team Fscilitrdor, who ncciyes dinaion h m  the F9opm Coordinator of AIDG 
Vaacowc1. Sme ofthe p v i d e d  by care team volunteers mClude household mks; shopping; 
bPi1spartatioa; bospiia! visicsiion and companioaship at home. 
'Lutra' is a pscudonym. 



still the only visiir to have seen or spoken with Laura when her intemal organs 

failed, causing her death on November 21,1996. For almost two months, Laura 

lay in a hospital bed where she wouM eventually die - alone - at the age of 26, 

the same age as I was at that üme. Reflecting on Laura's fate, I wrote in my 

journal: 

I don1 think you can ever really know which way i i i  will take you or how l will take you in 
the end. I was thinking about Laum's death again today and the cal1 I received from her 
father and I began to think that maybe I shoukl have talked to him some more about our 
[Laura's and my] conversations in the hospital ... I felt sick b my stomach this mclm!ng, 
thinking about Laura and her family. Addiion really rips things apart and I've been 
thinking about my own issues and my own family and I've been wondering if this is an 
area that t should be getting inwiived in (personal journal entry, November 1906). 

I did, however, continue to work on the 'Care Team Project' visiting and assisting 

HIV-positive clients in their homes and in the hospital. However, in ûeœmber of 

1996 1 also began volunteering at Healing Our Spirit: BC First Nations AIDS 

societylo (HOS) and within a few months, I shifted my energy and time to this 

Aboriginal HIVIAIDS organization. My decision to volunteer at HOS was 

influenced by conversations I had with the volunteer coordinator at AIDS 

Vancouver. Understanding my request to assist Aboriginal people living with 

HIVIAIDS, she agreed that I would be better off working with an Aboriginal 

HIV/AIDS organization since she was unable to place me with any Aboriginal 

clients of AIDS Vancouver at that time. 

Subsequently, I began to volunteer for HOS. At that time they were in 

need of a mptionist, so for the next few months the majority of my volunteer 

hours were spent working in the main oniœ in North Vancouver. Over time and 

'O H&g Our Spirit (HOS) provides suppoit md mSaMces to Aboriginal people living with HIV/AIDS as 
weU as the promotion of communily pmentiw and awareness simtegies. HOS was cbfomded m 1992 by 
L e d  Johnson d Fmkick Hahmult, who have sina dicd of AIDS. 



out of necessity, I was also asked to visit with hospitalized Aboriginal individuals 

who had little or no support and who wre reqwting visiton Uirough HOS. I 

bqan visiting with some very lonely and isolated HlV-positive Aboriginal women 

at St. Paul's Hospital and around this tirne, I began to brmulate ideas about how 

1 might research and M e  about Aboriginal wornen king with HIV/AIDS. 

Originally, I appi i i  and was acœpted into the MA program with the intention of 

researching and writing about &male-headed, single-parent families. However, I 

changed my research focus during my first semester in the graduate program, 

which I entered in September of 1996. 

While attendirtg a meeüng for HOS volunteen in April of 1997,l began to 

discuss some of my research ideas with a woman who also volunteered at HOS 

during a 'smoke-break.' We began ta talk about darent research methods, 

specifically interviewing. At the close of this meeting, this individual approached 

me again and asked if I would be interested in working on a study that involved 

intenriewing HIV-positnre First Nations people in the Lower Mainland of 

Vancouver. Wheci I expressed an interest in this projed, she passed me a 

business card and eneouraged me to give the project coordinator a call. 

In May of 1997,l was employed by the 'First Nations Community Health 

Resaurce Project (FN-CHRP)," a 1 Smonth study w h i i  looked at the direct and 

indirect costs of living with HIV for Aboriginal peoples currently residing in 

Vanoouver, Briüsh Cdumbia. FN-CHRP was a joint partnership project between 

the University of Britih Columbia, S t  Paul's Hospital, and The Assembly of First 

Nations. More specificaliy, FN-CHRP was an offshoot, pilot project that 



developed out of the initial 'Community Health Resource Prqect' and upon 

completion of FN-CHRP, I conünued to work at CHRP until the interviewing was 

complete. In my position as an interviewer, I conduded well over a hundred 

interviews with individuals living with HIViAIDS in various spaces inciuding 

Vancouver Native Health, St. Paul's Hospital, Healing Our Spirit's satellite affice 

on Broadway, the Pa& AIDS Resourœ Centre, the Dr, Peter Centre, various 

restaurants in the DTES, and in participants' homealhatel rooms. However, 

since I was employed to conduct interviews with HIV-positive Abfiginai people 

specfialiy, the majority of the interviews that I conducted took place in 

interviewing rooms located at Vaneouver Native Heakh in the DTES of 

Vancouver. 

During this project, I developed a good rapport with many of the 

participants in this study. To some degree, these relationships evolved out of the 

structure of this parücular project which inwlved interviewing individuals every 

three months, over a 15rnonth time frame. This got me to thinking that I rnight 

actually be in a better position to collect data by interviewing women whom I had 

corne to know thmugh FN-CHRP." In January of 1998. I approached my senior 

supervisor (Dara Culhane) and aie principal investigator at FN-CHRP (Robin 

Hanveit) about the possibilii of conducîing interviews for my graduate research 

with Aboriginal women that I had made contact with through my employment at 

FN-CHRP. At that fime, both of these senior researchers supported this decision 

AS a siagie-mother, WI-tirne graduaXe sîudcnt and parbrime employee, my decision to inîewiew women 
wbo I bed alrersdy established relationslips with was a mcai one. Howevcr, Ehere were ethicai 
considrretions involved in this decision as well and m Chapta Two I discuss my a p p m h  and some of the 
implicotiuns of ibis decision, 



buf they both strongly expressed the importance of keeping the two projects 

entirdy separate. Keeping participants infomed about the distinct aims of the 

two projects was not al1 that difficuk, however, especialy considering that the two 

projects had very little in c ~ m o n . ' ~  In fadl fmm the very beginning of my 

employrnent with FN-CHRP I had tokl everyone (participants, feilow researchers, 

staff at agiencies where I was comluding intewiews for FN-CHRP) that I was also 

an anthropology student doing graduate research on 'Aboriginal Women's 

Experiences Living with HIVIAIDS'. In bhf,  this is how I came to know and 

interview the four women who participated in the research that I conducted for 

this MA thesis. Undoubtedly, my position at FN-CHRP gave me an advantage in 

approaching prospective research participants and I think it is important that I 

make this known here. 

Another recent endeavor that has sureiy added depth to my thinking and 

wriüng was an unexpected ofFer of employment with the Youth Action Centre 

(YAC) which is part of the Downtown Eastside Youth Adivities Society 

(DEYAS)'? In November of 1998,l received a phone cal1 from a fnend of mine 

who was employed thmugh YAC and he asked if I would be able to help out the 

centre by cooking meals for approximateiy 40 - 80 street involved youth that 

frequented the centre on a daily basis. The previous cook had left unexpectedîy 

and the centre was desperately trying to find someone who could fiIl in until they 

'' Sec chapter two hr a more detailcd account of the seldon of parîicipants. 
I3 The Y& Action Centre v) is a dropm iàciliîy for sîreet-mvolved youth in the DTES. YAC ofirs 
a safk environmait fat young people to bang out and acocss services which include two hot meals daily, 
showers, laundry îàcilities, fimdbank access, advocllcy, rrcrc9ti-onai programdout tnps and a job 
e ~ c e  ptogram. The Downîown Easîside Youîh Activities Socicty (DEYAS) was created to deliver 
outre& to stcect-involveci people, youîh and aduiî, in Vancouver's Downiown Eastside. Pmgrams 



had a chance to hire another employee. I knew that the Youth Action Centre was 

a 'difficult gig' and I knew that I should be facusing specifically on my graduate 

work, yet I decided to give it a try. At the time, I anticipated filling in for a week or 

ho.  However, one week tumed into two, then three and eventually I ended up 

working as front-line staff at the Youth Action Centre for 10 months. Challenging 

both emotionally and physically, this position became somewhat overwhelming in 

that I knew I had to get back to work on my degree, but at the same time I began 

to think that my research and writing was simply not al1 that important anymore. 

When I did finally resign from YAC (and my work thus far in the DTES) I felt as 

thwg h I had betrayed both the youth and the women that I had corne to know in 

this community in favour of a far-removed academic worîd that I had completeiy 

distanceci myself from. In what follows, I attempt to re-connect with that 

academic worîd, bringing with me a little more experience, a little more 

knowledge and four powerful storieshoices Born the DTES. 

include die Hcalth Ouûeach Vans, the Nccdle Excbange, and the Alcohol & Dmg Counseiiig Program 
dong with crisis management, advocacy, refds and risk reduction initiatives and services. 
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CHAPTER TWO: A BRlEF HISTORY 

The purpose of this &on is to describe the context that Aboriginal 

heaith is embedded in, in this country. This is a crucial starting point if one's aim 

is to better understand contemporary issues and challenges related to and 

impinging on Aboriginal women's health status. I focus here on some of the 

policies and practices (past and prefient) that have shaped Aboriginal health in 

British Columbie specifically. Thus, in an effort to better understand how and 

why Aboriginal peoples continue to be identifid as the most unhealthy 

population in Canada, I focus on th8 relationship between public policy (past and 

present) and Aboriginal heaith status. I begin by looking specifically at pre- 

contact Aboriginal health before moving on to review the evolution of early 

policies and practices developed in relation to Aboriginal peoples in this province 

including the relentless usurpation of what were, traditionally, Aboriginal lands 

and resources, the promotion and establishment of the reserve system, as well 

as the residential schaol system. Tbrefore, this chapter offers a bnef history of 

Aboriginal health in British Columbia by looking specifically at the relationship 

behNeen early policy and pracüce and the decline in Aboriginal health status, but 

the issues covered here a n  hr fm exhausti~e'~. That riaid, my aim here is to 

" For a mon d&Id account of Aboriginal healih m British Columbia spccüïcaily, see Kelm's Colonking 
Bodies: AàorigimI H d t h  and Healing in &ifr;Ph CdmbUtr 1900 - f950 (1999); and Stephenson, Elliott, 
Foster and Hamis (eds.) A Persistent Spirit: T o d  ü i i rsrd ingAbr@inal  Health in British Columbia 
(19%). 

- * 



illustrate some of the more salient historical policies and practices relating to and 

impinging on contemporary Aboriginal women's health in British Columbia. 

The picture of (prelcontact) h l t h  

In British Columbia, the end of the pre-contact period is generally marked 

at a point in the eighteenth century when European explorers or fur traders made 

contact with various Aboriginal peopkr inhabiting this vast areal5. Many 

investigators of pre-contact health and disease argue that British Columbia's 

Aboriginal peoples enjoyed relaüvely heaithy lives prior to contact as they 

concentratecl "along the resource rich coast-line and major river systemsn 

(Acheson 1995: 1). Although infectious diseases were not entirely absent in the 

pre-contact period, Boyd (1992: 249) points out that Old World diseases wre 

introduœd much later on the Northwest Coast, but archaeological evidence of 

diseases amongst the various Abwiginal nations of British Columbia is limited. 

However, four chronic diseases (viral pneumonia, non-venereal syphilis, 

tuberculosis and trachoma) were known to pre-contact peoples of the western 

hemisphere, but as Acheson (1995) points out, Yhere is no evidence of the kinds 

of high-mortality densitydependent infectbus diseases common to the Old World 

prior to cultural contact"(9). Moreoveir, aithough tuberculosis had been 

daumented among various pre-contact Aboriginal groups in North America, it 

was not documenteci in British Columbia unül after contact when tuberculosis 

was first recorded among the Nuu-chah-nulai at Noatka Sound in 1793 (Boyd 

'' t lccognize thit I am mPkmg some f8iriy kod general'izatiom tcgardiog Aboriginai pcoples and the 
pcc-coatact pcriod and 1 want to point out thit k e  are, in îàct, mony precontact histories in the area 
we now lmow as British Cohunbia. 



1990: 137). Even though it is difficuit to detemine pre-contact population sire in 

British Columbia, a growing body of data argues for a substantially larger pre- 

contact or pre-epidemic population for Aboriginal peopks in British Columbia. 

Acheson points to earlier pre-contact estimates for this province, including that of 

Mooney's 86,000, Hill-Tout's 125,000 and Dulf's figure of at least 80,000, "a 

number which had declined to 28,000 province-wide by 1885, and reached a low 

of just 22,000 in 1929" (1995: 11). 

In the report of The Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples (1996) the 

prwntact  period is described as follows: 

... Aboriginal people had adapted well to their home envimnments: they had developed 
effecave mistance to the micro-organisms living ahgaide them and had knowledge of 
herbs and other tfierapies for îreating injury and diseaw. Of course, some Aboriginal 
people died prematurely. But more stayed well, or recovered fmm illness, and thus lived 
to raise their children and continue the clans and the nations (Vol. 3: 1 12). 

As described above, Aboriginal peopies lived generally healthy lives throughout 

the precontact periad but at various times and in various places, Aboriginal 

peoples' lives and health woukl have been disrupted by disease, bouts of 

starvation, and inter-tribal warfare. In their discussion of pre-contact Aboriginal 

health in Canada, Waldram, Hening and Young (1995) suggest that: 

H i l e  an ideaked, disease-free paradise was unlikely ever to have existed, there is 
sufiicient documentary evidence to suggest that a series of epidemics and famines of 
varying extent, seventy, and duration aflected diffierent regions at diirent times 
sutsequent to contact (65). 

By the 18' Century, however, Europeans began to arrive on the coast of what is 

tbday British Columbia and with their arriva1 came new contagions that would 

eventually prove disastrous to Aboiiginal groups who lacked immunity to these 

foreign pathogens. Discussing the initial period of contact on the Northwest 

Coast, McMillan (1988: 205) posits that despite the epidemic outbreaks of 



disease brought by boat and spread by European explorersPtraders, the effects of 

initial contact were generally positive for Aboriginal groups along the Northmt 

Coast. Before sustained contact and settlement then, McMillan suggests that 

"traders were only interested in making a profit and had no desire to usurp the 

land or convert the heathens. lndiviâuals who hekl sueh goals, however, were 

not far behind" (1988: 205). 

The port-contact period & the lou of Aboriginal bodier 

The devastating impact of European diseases and the subsequent 

population decline amongst Aboriginal nations afier contact is an extremely 

significant chapter in the history of Aboriginal heaith in this province. However, 

the introduction of new diseases would pale in cornparison to the destructive 

impacts of early colonial policy and practice in British Columbia. Before moving 

on to discuss past policy and practices in this province, I briefly review the 

Aboriginal population decline that occurred because of newly introduced 

pathogens brought by Europeans in the 18' Centuy. 

The consistently poorer healthlb ~bofiginal peoples since contact has a 

complex history but the vast rnajority of research supports the notion of increased 

il1 health following the post-contad period. ûiicussing this period, Waldrarn, 

Herring and Young (1995) have stated that "as the years passed, however, it 

became increasingly evident that the poor socio-economic conditions of the 

l6 Although there has been a dramatic ncovay ofîbe Aborigmol population since the end of the tgL 
Century, health iadicators (infant mortaIiîy rates, levels of mftctious disease, overall mortality rates, f i  
example), md social indiators @overr/, uncmploymcnt, subsiandarà housing, substance abuse) have 
comhtently show that the gap separatuig Aboriginal h m  wa-Aboriginal people with regard to health 
sîatus and quality of life mains SniWomly wide. Although m e  communîties have made great strides 
toward the dynamic state of healîh, "many ticalth and social pmblems go unchecked and some are geîting 
worse" (RCAP, Vol. 3: 108). 



Indians, including srrnitation and education, were to a large extent responsible for 

their relatively poor heatth* (164). Nevertheless, there is also a substantial body 

of liirature that plots the mutes of early diseases a b r  contact and their insidious 

e f b b  on the biological, social, cultural, and economic well-king of Aboriginal 

poples (Meister 1976; Dobyns 1983; Herring 1993; lhomton, Miller, and Warren 

1991; Stephenson et al. 1995; Kelm 1999). Warfare and starvation would have 

continueci to contribute to population losses as well but it was the introduction of 

infectious diseases such as smallpox, measles, polio and influenza that would kill 

massive numbers of indigenous peoples in the post-contact period. 

By the early 19009, tuberculosis had becorne a major cause for concern in 

this province and "of the 38.5 percent of deaths attributable to infectious diseases 

in 1935, almost 31 percent were due to tuberculosis among British Columbia's 

Fi& Nations population" (Kelm 1999: 7). Furthermore, it would not take long 

before certain Aboriginal nations would begin to see their members dying of 

various infectious diseases at an alarmingly high rate. In fact, Kelm (1999) points 

out that by the mid-1940s: 

Aboriginal people in Canada were seven times as likely to die of pneumonia, thirteen 
tnnes as likely to die of Mwping cough, nine times as likely to die of influenza, and forty- 
six ümes as likely b die of measles as their non-Aboriginal oounterparts (1 0 - 1 1). 

The devastating impact of declining populations and the transformation of 

Aboriginal peoples in British Columbia from a state of good health to one of il1 

health wotsened as Aboriginal peoples' entire lifeways were threatened: 

These ksses not only posed a threat to the stabilily and continuity of social institutions 
îhraugh the loais of culhial kmwled~e, but the occurrence of these diseases also posed 
a direct challenge to traditional reliiious b a i i i  that in itself was a source of distress. 
Demaraiiion itself undoubtedly worked to compound the clinical impact of the 
epidemics (Acheson 1995: 18-19). 



Thus, atthough thaüsands became sick and d i i  as a result of sustaineâ contact 

with Europeans, devastatir~ tosses wld also be feit in terms of long-standing 

values, social systems, spiritual pradiœs and traditional economies which were 

gradually undermined or outlawed altogether by the policies and practices of 

erirly governing structures (Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peopîes, Vol. 3, 

1996: 1 13). However, the usurpation of Aboriginal lands (and resources) would 

prove extremely signifiant as well and 1 turn now to this particular area. 

The lou of Aboriginal land8 (and hoah) 

The historical trend of controlling 'Indians and lndian land," as a basis of 

government policy, is signiiicant as present day political structures continue to 

deal with the fundamental errors of policies that were constructed centuries ago. 

In brief, the control of lndian lands has often led to the direct control of Aboriginal 

politics, economies, spirituality and virtually every aspect of Aboriginal pmples' 

hest7. Thus, aithough Britain's initial lndian pdicy aimed to 'protect' the lndian l8 

from European exploitation, the imperial government began its 'civilizing' land- 

basal experiments visd-vis lndian policy by the 1830s. As Tobias (1976) 

descri bes: 

Indiis were encouraged to gather and set* in large villages on these reserves, where 
they couid be taught to fam and wouid meive rdigiius instnicüari and an education. 
Th- endeatm became the bmb of the n#erue system in Canada. The raserve 
system, which was b ôe the keystom of Canada's Indian policy, was concetived as a 
social la-, wbm the Indian wuld be prepared for coping with the European (41). 

" For a more thomugh nview of Conadian poücy, see ûyck t99 1; Miller 1989; Dickason 1992; and T o b i i  
1976. '' See Tobias (1976) fbr an outline of Canada's eariy Aboriginal policies. ln outlinhg die history of 
Canada's Mian policy since the 17- T'obi Uustmtes how gwemment policy evolved h m  the notion 
of-on ad thcn civilizstion and nnally, towards the aim of cacnplete assimilation of Abariginai 
p c o p ~ .  



Essentially, the 'civilking' regime attempted to re-socialize Aboriginal peoples by 

encouraging them to abandon their 'heathenW ways of life and to instead adopt 

what the British believed was a more civilized, European standard. Aithough 

contmlling Aboriginal peoples was typically served by the official practice of 

treating with the indigenous population for their lands, Brody (1 981) suggests that 

lndian resources and lands were further appropnated because of the treaty- 

created reserve systems which "came under the administrative control of Mites, 

a control which created possibiliües (not al1 of them legal) ..." (70). 

Thus, with the resenre system well on its way by the early 18009, the 

government further extendeci its control over Aboriginal lands and peoples in the 

late 1800s with the passing of the lndian Act in 1876. 

The 1876 l n d i i  Act and subsequent amendments contained provisions which attacked 
traditional Indian semial, mamage, and d i i rœ mores and futthered the Christian- 
European values. lnto this category fall the secüons relating to illegiümate children, non- 
band memben on the reserve aRer sundown, non-lndians on reserves and cohabiting 
with Indians, and lndian women in public houses (Tobias 1976: 45). 

It should be noted however, that the Aboriginal population did not passively 

accept the vast amount of control exercised by these early bureaucrats. 

Havever, "tesistance on the part of lndians was met almost invariably by 

amendments to existing legislation or by new acts designed to achieve lndian 

'advancement'" (Dyck 1991 : 53). Aithough many of the early policies developed 

in relation to Aboriginal peoples consistently failed to bring about the anticipated 

outcornes ('civiliuation' and assimilation) and were often distrusted by Aboriginal 

people thernselves, the oppression and domination continuecl with the aim of 

somehow creating an 'invisible Indian' in an 'invisible land'. 



By controlling Indian lands and peoples, both directly and indirectly since 

the pre-Confederation period, govemments have slowly attempted to strip 

Aboriginal nations of their idenüty, dignity and cultures Mile operating under the 

notion of simply 'doing what's best' for Aboriginal peoptes by way of 'managing' 

their lives. However, Dyck (1991) highlights the downplayed role of the state in 

creating and sustaining the relationship between govemments and Aboriginal 

peoples in this country: 

What lndian administratom and Canadians generally have failed to appreciate, however, 
is ihat the lndian 'problem' is not an intierent condiin or a 'thing,' but the underlying 
premim of a relationship. As prominent partnetrs in this relaüonship, EuManadian 
atüîudes and actions towaids Indians are and ahvays have been an essential part of aie 
'proMem' ... It is tirne th& EurWarmdians aauainted themselves with the political and 
bureauctadic system of Indian administration Which has historically governed lndian 
wmmunitiea and which continues to manage the lndian 'probiem' on their behalf (2-3). 

Consequently, it was not just the devastating decline in population due to 

newly introduced pathogens that woutd cause concern for the various Aboriginal 

nations in British Columbia but also the 'governmental policy-makers, civil 

servants, and legislaton who consistently sacnficed Aboriginal bodies for 

'provincial development'" (Kelm 1999: 177). It must be stressed, however, that 

the increase and spread of diseam and subsequent decline in health conditions 

experienced by many Aboriginal groups aftersustained contact was not because 

of an 'inferior Aboriginal body.' Rather, the rapid decline in health status and the 

conditions affecting health can be attributed, for the most part, to the individual 

and collective suffering that has corne about from the on-going, colonial practices 

of controlling Aboriginal lands, noüans of wlving Aboriginal 'problems,' and 

relentless attempts to manage Aboriginal people's lives. 



Policy 6 hoalth in BC: the 2ûm Cantury 

In this section, I describe specifk examples of how the ill-heakh 

experienced by many Aboriginal peoples - then and now - was not and is not 

because of a lack of abilii to ehctively tigM disease. Rather, Aboriginal health 

issues of the past and the present have come about because of colonization - 
both its discourses and its practices - which have created a multitude of 

interrelated historical, economic and sucial issues that continue to irnpinge on 

Aboriginal lives and heaith. 

Kelm highlights some of the more notable changes in Aboriginal lifestyles 

after the anival of Euro-Canadians in Briiish Columbia (as sefflers, missionaries, 

and bureaucrats), when she explains mat: 

ResMcüons on the fo4d fishery and on the taking of game, along wiai the alienation of 
plant-food hamting sites, aireatensd indigenous food supplies. At the same tirne, non- 
Native amployers and further gmrnment regulahn limiteci the ability of Native workers 
to participaîe fully in th emergent cash economy. Reserve allocations were seldom 
sufiicient either to provide for the subsistence needs of the resident population or, 
increasingly, even to supply adequate accommodation. Cond i i s  of poverty, possibly 
for the first tirne in northwest eoast Aboriginal history, becam endemic. And with this 
poverty came undemourishment, poor housing conditions, and greater susceptibility to 
disease (1 999: 176.1 75). 

This process of geographic, social, cultural and economic marginilization worked 

to further jeopardize the heatth status of Aboriginal peoples. In fact, the poor 

resenre conditions Kelm refers to above would eventually provide one of the 

justifications for uprooting Aboriginal children and placing them in the residential 

school system ÿvhere their bodies were further shaped through malnutrition, 

overwork, ovemowding, and an alienating curriculum of 'health education.' 

Aboriginal bodies, their reshaping and 're-formation,' then, were central to the 

processes of colonization" (Kelm 1990: 175). In hct, the residential school 



system provides an excellent example of how policy and practice affected the 

health status of Aboriginal peoples in the provinoe and it is to this early 

govemment initiative that I will now tum. 

The Rosidenthl School Syatam in BC 

After Oie passage of the lndian Act in 1876, the federal government and 

the Christian churches escalated their campaign to assimilate Aboriginal peoples, 

laquages and values with the founding of the residential school system. Initially, 

the residential school system was viewed as a pathway from the Aboriginal world 

into the non-Aboriginal cornrnunity and this "passage was marked out in clear 

stages: separation, socialization and, finally, assimilation through 

enftanchisement" (Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples 1996, Vol. 1: 342). 

Nevertheless, the 'pathway' to the non-Aboriginal worid often led Aboriginal 

students, families and communities into deteriorating health. For many pupils, 

the system actually led to an early grave. Although hundreds of former 

Residential School students in BC have come fomard to have their voices heard 

regarding mistreatrnent they experienced while attending this colonial 

educational systsm, there are also those who were able to resist and develop 

creative strategies during and after residential schaoling. Here, I will briefly look 

at both the mistreatment and the resistanœ movements created by former 

students. In this section, I also highlight same instances where gender clearly 

irnpacted the ways in which Aboriginal girlshomen experienced this colonial 

education system. 



Kelm (1 999: 59) points out that by 1900 there were eleven residential 

schools in British Columbia and aiat in ail, eightm residential schools were 

operating in this province during the first half of the twentieth century. One of the 

specific, official, aims of residential schooling was to enhance Aboriginal health. 

However, a plethora of research and writing has revealed the predominantly 

negative impacts that the schools have had on the health of both their pupils and 

subsequent generations? In fact, the residential s c h d  system has been 

implicated in undemourishing and ovenuorking its student population as well as 

creating and maintaining unsanitary and overcrowded living conditions in the 

schools themselves. These depbrable conditions would eventually be linked to 

the high death rate among Aboriginal pupils from the rapid spread of infectious 

illnesses such as tuberculosis. More recently, residential schooling has had an 

even uglier side revealed as countless narratives continue to be told that speak 

of sexual, physical and ernotional abuse at the hand of school oficials. In the 

report of the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, this process of radical r e  

socialization was further compounded by mismanagement, underfunding and the 

provision of inferior educational services (1996, Vol. 1: 337). 

In relation to Aboriginal women, residential schooling held fimly to yet 

another objective which involved the training of Aboriginal girls and women in a 

foreign standard of domestic labour. Regardiess of Aboriginal peoples extensive 

and accomplished histories on Mis continent, the missionaries were convinced 

that Aboriginal women were incapable of ' p r w t  parenüng and housework. 

- p~ - 

'' Sœ, for example, Haig-Brown (1988); AssembIy of Fit Nations (1994); Royal Commission on 
Aboriginal Peoples (1996),Vol. 1, Ch. 10; Cardm T n i  Cornil (1991); and Miller (1996). 



Kelm (1999) argues that during the eariy 1900~~  "residential schaoling was seen 

as leading the First Nations to health, both by removing children h m  the 

clutches of supposedly negligent and ignorant parents, and by teaching them 

Euro-Canadian standards of cleanliness and care" (62). Thus, it was the dual 

discourses of inadequate mothering and inferior cleanliness (or 'whiteness') in 

the home, that would clearly affect the ways in which Aboriginal girls and women 

were 'retrained' in the residential schools. For female Aboriginal students, a 

residential school 'education' went beyond learning about European customs and 

European history. By focussing on domestic chores such as sewing, knitting, 

cooking, ironing and cleaning, these church-run schools attempted to 'clean up' 

brown girls and brown women who would in turn 'clean up' brown men and 

brown children. However, this 'pathway to civilization' was met with resistance 

as well, as some Aboriginal students developed craative strategies to cope with 

being separated from their families and communities while others found ways to 

make residential schooling work to their advantage upon returning home. 

F iske (1996) describes the aim of both the federal government and 

missionaries to train Carrier female students to become farm wives and mernbers 

of a nuclear household unit in the resewe setting. Fiske goes on to explain that 

"their education included primarily "domestic sciences," reading, arithmetic, and 

religious instruction. Since the missionaries cleatly intended that the girls 

become "Catholicn wives and mothers, submissive to male authority, al1 school 

activities were subordinabci to religious instruction and ritual" (167). Fiske goes 

on to illustrate how -m Carriér wornen selectively utilized the knowledge and 



skills they had gainel at the bjac Residential Schwl while resisting Eure 

Canadian modeb of patriarchal authority. She describes the situation as fdlows: 

Aiîhough the Indian Act denM mrmeri â i i  participation in their band's a W i  before 
1951, womm utflbed thetir schooling to influame cornmunity deeisbn making* In the 
IW, for example, k m r  bjac studenb organized local protests against the hanh 
conditions at Le@& Carrier wwnen rsfussd b enrdl thetir children and wmte letters to 
Ottawa demanding changes ... Wornen b d e n e d  their community responsibiliües. It was 
they, M e r  than men, who had the lltsracy aasenüal to efkcüve political action. Once 
again they IdDbied and psbitioned the gwernment, this time s m l i n g  10r improved 
housing, healai SBlYCws, and assistance (1998: 178). 

Aside from its harsh routine and patriardial tendencies then, some Carrier 

w m n  were successfully able to resist and eventually take advantage of their 

experiences at Lejac by marketing domestic skills and assuming leadership roies 

in their home communities. 

Haig-Brown (1988) also discusses 'pockets of resistance' against 

injustices at the Kamloops lndin Residential Schod, noting that rnaintaining 

silence, running away, wearing make-op and stealing food to supplement the 

limited nutrition offered by the school were some of the ways in which Aboriginal 

students retained a sense of control over their lives. lllustrating the extent and 

cornplexity of Aboriginal resistam by coNecting the narratives of 13 former 

students, Haig-Brm concludes that: 

The strength of Native culture is eviâant in the way Native people dealt with the institution 
of residentid sctiod by succeasfully resisîing its interventions in their lives. Repelling its 
goal of assimilation, Naüve people adopted aqmcb that appeamd woTalwhife while 
rejecting oaien. Those who queuaaried, who iehised to aceept the authoritarian system 
perpehrated upon thern, sunrived (1 988: 160). 

Aithough the assimilation of "the Indian," by way of reeducating and retraining 

Aboriginal pupils, would prove to be an mattainable mission - aie unfinished 

business of the church and state continues to wreak havoc on many lives today. 

Moreover, although some studerits &are able to resist the negative impacts 



of this colonial educath systern, very few Aboriginal bodies went unaffeded by 

the appalling condiions at the schools. 

In fact, even the large number of reports on the "condition of children - 
hungry, malnounshed, ill-clothed, dying of tuberculosis, overworked - failed to 

move either the churches or successive governrnents past the point of intention 

and on to concerted and effective remedial actionn (Report of the Royal 

Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, 1996, Vol. 1: 365). Instead, mistreatment 

and neglect on behalf of church and government was routinely ignored, resulting 

in conditions that led to the abuse and death of large numbers of Aboriginal 

students. As well, the substandard conditions and mistreatrnent that many 

Aboriginal children had to endure while attending these church-run institutions 

have been linked to the dysfunctional conditions found whhin many contemporary 

Aboriginal comrnunities today. In fact, the residential school systern has been 

implicated in the dislocation and decreased parenting skills of Aboriginal peoples 

and increased emotional, mental, and physical health issues as a result of the 

various forms of abuse that took place. Speaking about being sexually abused 

as a young boy by his dormitory supervisor for three years, William Blackwater of 

the G i n  Nation, linked the higher rates of HIVIAIDS amongst Aboriginal 

people to the legacy of lndian Residential Schools in British Columbia: 

N w  anyone who claims that Aboriginal people wiai HlVIAlDS has a very minimal 
cannection to the legacy of lndian Residential Schools, oôviously hasn't spent any time at 
ail in the Rddential Schod System. Visuake the obvious connedion -the very k t  of 
our Abonginal continuous destructive behavim should be evident enough. The prisons 
are full of First Nations people who have either gone thmugh the Residential School 
System themselves ara rnember of their family has. The loss of connecth, being 
stnpped of out dignity and self+espect should be eviàent enough. We have lost out 
idenüty. The skibrows of every city across Canada are full of our First Nations people 
who have no other piace 10 cal1 home upon completion of theit sentences in various 
lndian Residemtial Schods, These suMvors are coping with their own traumatic 



mernories by aie mly rneans that is easily aeeessiôie - alcohd and drugs. These very 
suMvors share whatever is needed to ease their painful mernories, including needles... 
Ulamately, after al1 the various abuses endured, it wuld be absurd Bat the km 'safe 
se$ would carry a signiiicant pmmbion meaning to tham (BC Abriginal HIVIAIDS Task 
F m  Report, 'The Red Road - Pathways b Wholeneas*, 1999: 17). 

Unfortunately, the residential school system existed in this province up until the 

19709, but the immeasurable damage of this early govemment initiative 

continues to weigh heavily on the lives, spirits, and health of individuals, families 

and entire communities. 

In briefly reviewing an historical context in which to view contemporary 

Aboriginal health issues, I've show that the clear-cut exploitation of Aboriginal 

lands, resources and peoples - along with the evolving policies and practices of 

governments - have al! worked together to alter Aboriginal lifeways, thus altering 

the state of health of Aboriginal peoples. In fact, the historical trend of controlling 

Indian lands as a basis of govemment policy in this country has proven ta be 

extremely significant since control of Aboriginal lands has often led to the direct 

control of virtually every oîher aspect of Aboriginal people's lives. In this section, 

I've alluded to some of the disastrous effects that early poticy and practices had 

on the lives of Aboriginal people in British Columbia. I have shown above that 

the residential school system a n  be viewed as a prime example of the 

undeniabie relationship between poor govemment policy and practice and poor 

Abonginal health. That said, looking at early policy and practices al= points to 

the resiiience and detemination of Aboriginal peoples to survive and work 

towards realizing a vision of healthier individuals, families and communities. 

Despite disease and increased disrupüon in their communities, Aboriginal 

peoples have suwived by adapting to and resisting policies and practices that 



have attempted to wipe out their distinct cultural identity. in this way, an 

historical context also reveals the strength, resistance and perseverance of 

Aboriginal peoples to survive an uninvited and relentless political process that 

began dunng sustained European contact. However, I have also shown that this 

political process worked to break down Aboriginal bodies and spirits, and that 

past policies undoubtedly contribute to the poorer health of many Aboriginal 

people and airnmunities today? Sometirnes explicit, sornetimes not - the 

rnisguided policies that stemmed from a practice of 'taking caret of Aboriginal 

peopta2' over the past two hundrd years have clearly contributed to the 

substandard health of the First Nations of BC. In the following section, I will 

show how contemporary policy compounds this historical experience in the 

context of urban Aboriginal peaples today. 

Until 1969, assimilation was still the major goal of federal "Indian" policy as 

evidenced by the White Paper Policy announced during that same year. 

However, following the Calder case in 1973 (and the Supreme Court of Canada's 

recognition of Aboriginal Tiile), Canada officially adopted a new agenda based on 

nation-to-nation negotiations, but many believe that the old ideas of assimilation 

remein intact (Report of the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples 1996, Vol. 

1 : 314). Regardless, the detrimental impact of colonkation on the state of 

p~ - 

In An Emr in Judgement: The Politics of Medical Cure in an IndiidWhite Community (1987). Cuihane 
Speck provides a concrete munt (through the words of community members in Alert Bay) of the 
experkncc of coloniaiism, Indian policy, and poor Aboriginal health. '' Sec Dyck (1991) for an in depth look at the past 9nd prescnt relationship between Aboiguial peoples 
and the govcnmients of Canada Particular Mention is paid to die ways in which the Indian 'pmblem' was 
mted and sustainai through the application of 'coercive Melage' to manage Aboriginal afiàûs. 



Aboriginal heaith continues as research consistently shows that the heaiîh status 

of ail Aboriginal peoples is significantly below that of the national average. In 

fact, the average iii expectancy of Aboriginal people is still approximately 12 

years shorter than that of average Canadians (British Columbia: Provincial 

Health ûfficer 1997: vi). Thus, at the start of the twenty-first century, the majority 

of British Columbia's Aboriginal population continues to experience poorer health 

than non-Aboriginal populations of the province. The contemporary picture was 

described as follows by the Provincial Health ûfficer for British Columbia in 1995: 

In British Columbia today, it is apparent that ... Aboriginal communities have substantially 
poorer heal ai... This is manifesteci in many healai indicators, such as a much higher 
infant mortality rate and higher rates of suicide, injuries and tuberculosis. This is pn'marily 
aie result of reilaüvely low incornes, increased unempioyment rates, poor housing, low 
duration of ducation and insunicient control over living and working conditions (Millar 
1993, cited in Foster et. al. 1995: 45). 

On average, Aboriginal people have higher levels of violent deaths and suicides, 

higher rates of incarceration and higher rates of teen pregnancy. Aboriginal 

people also experience more poverty and higher rates of dnig and almhol 

consurnption and because these rates continue to grossly outstrip those of other 

Canadians, Aboriginal people also face an increased risk for HIV-infection. A 

1998 discussion paper, published by the Canadian HIVIAIDS Legal Network, 

argues that Aboriginal people are disproportionately represented in groups 

designatecl as 'high risk,' including injection drug users and prison populations. 

The paper also pub forth a number of 'risk factors' that are influencing the rapid 

spread of HIV amongst Aboriginal people: 

low rades of safer sex practices (indiited by high rates of teenage pregnancy 
and high rates of sexually transmitted diseases); 
samial and physical violence; 
low self-85teml; 

O alcahot and drug abuse; 



poor health in general; 
high mobility amang the Aboriginal population; and 
a ductame to get HIV Wing (Maüaüon 1998: 3). 

Besides HNIAIDS, some of the more pressing Aboriginal healai Gare issues 

today inciuâe aâdressing child physical, sexual and emotioiaal abuse, home care 

for Etders, mental health, solvent abuse, parenting, diabetes, nutrition, and 

appropriate alcohol and drug treatment, to name just a few (RCAP 1993; RCAP, 

Vol. 3,1996; Kelm 1999; and Stephenson et al. 1995). 

However, in addition to these important areas of wnœm, there are 

jurisdictional issues around health transfer policies and the non-insured heaith 

brt8f11s program? A ment report titîed "The Red Rosd: Pathways to 

Whohess," published by the BC Aboriginal HIVIAIDS fask Force in 1999, 

explains how Meral heaith transfer and First Nations health transfer agreements 

involve the transfer of certain healai care services ta local, Aboriginal control 

(mgistered lndian Bands and Tribal Cauncils). This resuk in the delivery of 

sorne health care services by Aboriginal governments, ramer than service 

delivery to Status Indians by Health Canada's Medical Service Branch (MSB). 

The services 'transferred' are negotiateâ and dependent on the particular Heaith 

Transfer Agreement but other than the non-insured health benefits, any of MSB's 

services couid, in theory, be included in a transfer agreerr~ent. In this same 

report, the task force goes on to suggest that: 

Reorganizaüons of îhe heaîth care system (like 'Regiondoation" and 'Trallsfer") provide 
opportuniüets to creab new p t o g m  and services, but aiey also pose challenges to 
preserre existing senriees and b maintain progm standards. Abriginal ieaders and 
repre~entatim of Aboriginal HIVIAIDS -ce organizaîions must participate 

' Set C h e  Speck (1989) for an examination ofthe 1986 Idian Health Tramkt Palicy. 



meaningfully in the new regionai tieatai sirudures to Wretss long-standing inequities 
(BC Aboriginal HlVlAlDS Ta* Fom 1999: 44). 

Nevertheless, the federal goventnent and the various First Nations have yet to 

fully work out responsibility for Aboriginal health in this country and this 

responsibility continues to be shuffled between various deparbnents as well as 

between federal, provincial, municipal, and Abmginal governments and band 

jurisdictions. It is in this context that vue must also locate the discussion of urban 

Aboriginal health. 

The Urban Context 

In the report titled "Aboriginal Peoples in Urban Centres" which was a 

product of the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, it was stated that "there 

are more Aboriginal people living iri urban centres acrwss Canada than there are 

living in Aboriginal territories and communlies" (RCAP report, 1993: 11). 

Pushed from their home communities by poor economic conditions, substandard 
housing, limited etducaiion, and social probkms - and pulted to urban centres by the 
potential for education, employment and health care - increasing numbers of Aboriginal 
people are taking up uiban Iife (Ibid: 2). 

Approximately two-thirds of Aboriginal people live off-reserve, but debates over 

jurisdicüonal issues by both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal forrns of govemments 

result in drastic under-funding of urban Aboriginal organizations. 

In most cases, the fkktral govcmiment reîèrs statw lndians back to their bands for 
services but 1 is inconsistent in providing seMces to the df-reme populaüon. It funds 
some pmgrams but not others ... The result is that some Aboriginal people can be served 
by Aboriginal sarvices whiie others are not...There is just as much of a jurisdicüonal void 
wiihin Aboriginal pditical organuations as wiîhin non-Aboriginal govemments (Ibid: 17- 
18). 

The demand for appropriate services in the city is increasing due to the 

faet that many Aboriginal people do not find a better life in the city because of 

racial prejudice, discrimination, and denial of culturally appropriate education, job 



training, employment and housing (RCAP 1993). However, despite the fact that 

Canada's Aboriginal populaüon has becorne increasingiy urbanized since the 

19609, very l i i  research has been conducted on the specific needs of urban 

Aboriginal peoples. Moreover, liile attent'in has been paid to the real 

difierences which exist among and within d i i e n t  groups of urban Aboriginal 

women as "policy work in the past has tended to treat Aboriginal women as a 

single monolithic entity, with no regard for their social, economic and cultural 

distinctiveness" (Stout & Kipling 1998: 3). The urban environment, especially 

impoverished inner-city areas like Vancouver's DTES, has become a high-risk 

set?Ing for the spread of HlV for some Aboriginal women who make the difficult 

transition to urban centres but here as well, research has been almost non- 

existent. Even though wornen comprise approximately 30% of residents in the 

DTES and large nurnbers of these wornen are Aboriginal, a review of current 

literature reveals that the voices of street-involved Aboriginal women in the DTES 

remain, for the most part, silenceci. By l i i i n g  to and documenting the stories 

of four urban Aboriginal women, I h o p  that my research and writing will be a 

small addition to the literature concerning Aboriginal women in the inner-city. In 

the following chapter, I outtine the M i n g  (the DTES) in which my research 

project was located before I briefiy review some ment research that has been 

conducted in the DTES. Finally, I explore the noethodology utilized during the 

research process. In so doing I highlight some of the limitations of the project as 

well as some of the challenges I facd in conducting aiis particular study. 



CHAPïER T HREE: 
ABORIGINAL WOMEN IN THE CITY 

7he -Ring: 

As a researcher, I've purposely limitai aie scope of this project in that I 

have chosen to stay within the 'boundaries' of Canada's most impoverished 

neighborhood, the Downtown Eastside of Vancouver (DES). The DTES is 

loeated within the Strahwna district of Vancouver, British Columbia and 

according to the City of Vancouver, this district extends from Main Street to 

Clarke Drive, and the Great NoMiern Way tu the Bunard Inlet waterhont2? 

Nevertheless, the corner of Main Street and Hastings Street is the core point of 

the neighborhood, extending in four directions from that central point (The 

VancouverlRichmond Health Board t 999: 73). 

The total population of the DTES was estimated at 16,275 in 1996 and by 

1999 there was an average household income of $1 1,029 which was significantly 

less than the C i  of Vancouiiar's average household income estimated at 

$35,583 (Downtown Eastside Community Monitoring Report, Octobet t 999). A 

compact, 12-blodc section of the city, the DTES is a spaœ in which Aboriginal 

peoples often find themselves when they bave their home wmmunities. The 

bleak situation in the D E S  was sumrnarized in a local paper as foilows: 

There are more than 200 agencies operating in the Ocmntown Easts'de, spending 
hundreds of millions ofddlan. Result: 6,000 people in slum hwsing, epidemic disease 
and mdespread crime ... E m  the rnostconservatim estimaîe puts Vancouver's adâid 
population at more than 1,500. If you COClbider the shortage of decent housing, the 
situation is the same: staggering numhs in need. Mile it has poured huge amounts of 

a 1 th& it is imporiant to note hen thar t&e bouhdary set out by the City of V ~ W Q  is basai on the 
zoning and plannihg b t  tkey have becn workiag wilfi aud as such, tùis sort of mapping scheme does not 
d y  r e m  îhe ways m whichrcsidaits of the DTES w d d  spaîially w n c ~ h  zkir 
ntighborhd 



tax rnoney into the area over the last ihree decades, the city still lacks a sustained 
aflwdable housing program and a continuum of addiction treatment senrices (reporter lan 
Mulgiew, The Vancouver Sun, Ocirùer 22,1998). 

The DTES is an area of nindown single-room occupancy hotels (77.9% of single 

room occupancy hotel rooms/units (SRO's) are W t e d  in this neighborhood), 

cheap rooming houses, ernergency shebrs and boarded-up storeftonts. 

Furthemore, many of the residents of this neighborhood are, in many ways, 

arnong the most desperate in Canada for this is a cornmunity where poverty and 

addictions prevail. Combined with the highest percentage of IV drug users, 

HIVIAIDS cases, and Street prostitution in Canada, the DTES is a neighborhood 

struggling with a multitude of complex social and economic conœms. In a 1998 

Heaith Canada news release, Health Minister AHan Rock declared that: 

The situation in the Downtown Eastside is serious and highly complex. Not only is îhere 
interplay bedwm multiple illnesse~ such as HIVIAIDS, tuberculosis, alcohol and drug 
addiion and mental illness, but these conditions are furaier compounded by broad 
socioeconomic factors such as poveity and la& of good housing. Therefore it was felt to 
be important to address some of the immediate needs of the community as well as to 
develop a longer-temi sûategy to help soive the problem (Regional news release, Health 
Canada Home Online, June 25,1998: 1). 

However, it is important to point out that in many ways, the DTES is also a 

vibrant community and its history is baseâ in not only struggle and deprivation 

but also in œlebration and perseverance. More importantly, the DTES is a 

community that has show time and time again that its ready, willing and able to 

respond to cha~lenge*~ (Camemn lQW: 3839). As John Turvey, the Executive 

Director of the Downtown Eastside Youth Activities Society (D.E.Y.A.S.), 

explains: 

For a dcrailed history of Vancouver's Downiown Eastside, set Cameron Fightiifir Cornmuni&: Sloria 
F m  the Cmnegie Centre and the Downtown Eauide (1996). 



If you cal1 îhis place skid road, you create those (negative) attitudes. But if you cal1 it a 
community and start perceiving it that way ... that ifs a wmmunity that nurtures ... and 
cares for itself, then al1 of a sudden you'm conveying to the iest of aie city and the 
Province that l (the Downtomi Eastside) has al1 the dimensions of any other 
community ... The ability to mpond is h m .  People aie much less far apart than in other 
areas... and people do c m ,  there's lots of heart (citd in Carneron 1996: 38). 

Nevertheless, this community has experienced some fundamental shifts as of 

late and having worked in this community over the past few years, I think it would 

be misleading and detrimental to portray the D E S  and its residents as healthy, 

highly-functioning individuals with 'easy,' fulfilling lives. This, in my opinion, 

negates the realities of substandard, unsafe and unstable housing, violence, 

poverty, chronic stress and the complex issues around addiction that the women 

whom I interviewed courageously spoke about. As well, the tendency to highlight 

'community spirit' and 'community wellness' in the DTES distorts the very real, 

day-tuday suffering that I consistemtly oômed amongst the residents of this 

neighborhood. Kleinman, Das & Lock (1997) look critically at the representation 

of and responsibility for social suffering in the following manner: 

How we 'pichire" social suffering becomets that experience, for the observers and even 
for the sufferersiperpetratois. M a t  we tepresent and how we represent it pretïgure what 
we will, or will not, do to i n t e m .  What is not pichired is not real. Much of routinized 
misery is invisible; much that is made visible is not ordinary or routine ... A major 
preoccupation in the Western t r a d i i  has to do with the inwmmunicability of pain, its 
capacity to isolate sufferen and strip them of cultural iesources, especially the resource 
of language (Introduction: xii - xiii). 

In describing the DTES, the 'resource of language' is representative in its own 

right, as the women 'spoke for themselves' about how they actually view their 

community and the spaces and places they currentiy occupy. Although the 

women that participated in this projeet spoke often about suffering, about pain 

and about enduring hardships, they also taked strongly about feeling accepted 

and cornfortable in this neighborhood and two of the participants stated that they 



could not imagine residing anywhere but the DTES. Nevertheless, the women's 

narratives m a l  the push and pull of the DTES. There was much discussion 

regarding how the neighborhood 'vibe' has shifted and their different 

perspectives are illustrative of some of the changes that have taken place in their 

community. Living in the DTES for the past 14 years, supporting her heroin 

addiction via the sex trade, Shauna explained that: 

mm's no sticking tugether anymore. 1 muld really se9 that a ibw years ago but not 
anymare. For instance, when 1 first statted wrking, the girls m l l y  stuck togethec It 
dMnt malter who it wats. /t diünY maiter if you knew each other well w not, we al/ used to 
stick to 8 bas* ke orpw schedule. But now it cwM be your best iiiand for years and 
they mId stN steb p u  In the back lbr five bucks - just to get that half a m k !  
Hanything, Vie scene is a lot mare vEolent now. The girls towarrls the dates, the grils 
tawads each other and the dates towards us girls and now / don? even wa/k down the 
deys hem and belore, it ituIrln't have phesed me a bit. 

(Interview with Shauna, May 1999). 

Shauna's comment above is also representative of the changing relationships 

amongst some womn in the DTES, which is often linked to the increased use of 

crack cocaine. Shauna's 'drug of choice' being heroin, she points to the 

decreased value of sexual labour and increased tension amongst the girls, 

because oQ this curmnt drug trend. 

Lisa, a ten year community member, tells a similar story about the 

changing climate of Vancouver's DTES because of the increased use of crack 

cocaine: 

.. . and you a n  m e t  about the people that are smdin' crack It's a bg  issue right now 
and the& a bC m c ~ )  ri- gohg on hm because of it! &W8, you c d  give a 
m n d  ten bucks and ask them to go get y8 some dope to help yw wake up, but now if 
you give them ten bucks - you won? even see them again! Especially if they're smokhng 
Mat rock and Uiat's the thing - that's the brg dilbmnce nowadays and its causing lots 
more t8b among the people down hem. I"re seen ourpeople change a ton you know - it 
just total& changes a lot of people Ibr the worse. 

(Interview with Lisa, December 1998). 



Lisa's comment above is interesting in light of the fact that she no longer uses 

intravenous drugs herself, prefening the smokable form of cocaine instead. 

Nadine began living on the streets of Vancouver at the age of fourteen. 

Now 36, Nadine has been in and out of the DTES for over twenty years but at the 

time of Our interview, Nadine and her partner were living in an apartment in South 

Bumaby. Refiecting back to the b'me in her i i i  when she tested positive for HIV 

in 1994, Nadine talked about the DTES as follows: 

My ex-husband came and Ibund me downbn, bouncing around in diitbrent hotels on 
Hastings, and he todc me to a CWOX to clean up and that's when 1 got the HIV test - 
that's when 1 tesiedpositive. Now I'm mmâ to death of down there! 1 dont know how 1 
ever lived down them. I'm ~ r e d  b desth of everyone and 1 mally dont know how 1 had 
if in my system to su~ive dawn ümm. / I t  got killed a I$w times, for trying to leam 
how to su~ivw on my own, without my husband. Yar leam the hard way. M e n  1 was 
down therw, / got invdved wiu, some smid things, with m e  stupid people who npped 
me off and attackeû me and it was fucking scary. 

(Interview with Nadine, June 1998). 

24 yean of age, Kelly began 'visiting' Vancouver's streets when she became a 

Ward of the Court at the aige of 13. Prior to residing in the DTES, Kelly stated 

that she has lived in "so many foster homes, I can't even remember them all" and 

she had this to Say about the DES: 

This place is a newr-ending m i v a l  and you cen pkk any act you want when you /ive 
hem ... M y  do you tnrnk 1 like îhis pkœ so much? M y  do you thhk 1 shy? 1 dant need 
to try and fit in hem - 1 dn 1Ft fi. Downlown, ewryone fits in no maiter where you come 
h m  or what you do. 1 was eceepted as a kid, when 1 used to hook and l'm accepted 
dealing dope on the corner. Wnen 1 melly Lhink about if, my rcaree~' have worked out 
pmtiy well so fat? @aughs]. At leest 1 kmw 1 C B ~  M e  cam of myself.. . 

(Interview with Kelly, February 1999). 

Aithough many of the residents in the DTES continue to watch out for one 

another, coming together to support each other over issues relevant to their 

neighborhood and themsehm, 'the s t m b  have been taken over by a younger, 

rougher, meaner crowâ attracted by an active drug market" (City planner, Nathan 



Edelson cited in The Vancouver Sun, Sept. 1 9, 1998: MO). In the interviews that 

I conducted, it is clear that the women's diverse perspectives can often be linked 

to their drug-use patterns and the ways they generate funds to support their 

addictions, which is presently the unrivalecl focus in each of these four women's 

lives. This is dealt with in more detail in chapter four, when we hear the wornen 

speak for themselves about their specific drug-use patterns and the various 

strategies each of them use to support their consumption of drugs. 

As the women alluded to above, the streets of Vancouver have seen some 

rather significant changes of late, especially since the massive influx of crack 

cocaine (also called 'rock' or 'up') around 1996 but also because of the 

expansion of the drug sœne. more generally, over the past ten years2? Cocaine 

is increasingly being injected as well, which requires the user to shoot-up 20 or 

more times per day. As weil, there is a constant supply of fairly pure, low-cost 

heroin (also called 'srnack' or 'down') in this city and a 'point' of heroin (one-tenth 

of a gram) has recently gone down in price and can now be purchased on the 

streets for $10. Crack cocaine (the smokable form of cacaine) currently sells on 

Vancouver streets for $10, which buys roughly one-tenth of a gram. Presently in 

theQTES, there is a trend towards simultaneous, multiple-drug use (cocaine and 

heroin are often mixed together and taken intravenously - known on the street as 

Brody (1971) published an cîhnogtephic work W Indiam on Skid Row: the role of alcohol and 
cornmuni' in the ~t iveprocess  of fdim w h  mi'antp and ibis text offas an interwting cornparison 
to the contemporary context of substance abuscladdictions (especialiy the widespread use of cocaine and 
hcroii) in thc DTES today. Brody's shdy hcusal cxclusivcly on aicohol consumption amongst 'skid 
row,' urban Atmriginai peoples which, at that the ,  was die 'bug of choicc'. Howevw, although alcohoi 
addiction (especially rice alcohol or rice winc) continue amongst Aboriginal people in the DES,  today's 
'dnigs of choicc' are increasingly d c  and haoh. Al1 four of the womea mtervCcwcd fbr this project 
d cocaine d o r  herom daily but none of the women hsd cousumed aldol  regularly, if ever, since 
becoming addicted to cocaine anaor heroia 



a 'speedball') and BC's chief coroner relates the increase in overdose deaths this 

year (which are up 30 percent over last year ait this time) to the increased use of 

multiple-drug cocktails and the surplus of pure heroin that continues to pour into 

this city. According to chief coroner, hrry Campbell there were 1 31 overdose 

deaths in the province from January 2ûO0 until the end of May this year, 

compared with B overdose deaths at the end of May last year (The Vancouver 

Sun, June 7,2000: BI). 

Furthemiore, the D E S  is a ne*ghborhaod in which the virus that causes 

AlDS spreads quickly, especially among street-involved individuals using 

intravenous drugs. However, HIVIAIDS is one of a long list of diseases that 

impacts the health of community membrs as the Vancouver Native Health 

society'sB 1998 Annual Report points out: 

The epidemic of HIVIAIDS in this m m w i i t y  has baen accornpanied by outbreaks of 
many other serious infectious diseases. An epidemic of Syphilis, a genital ulœr disease 
that facilitates the spread of HIV, m a n  in 1997 and is foeused in the Downtown 
Eastside ... Another inMous disease on the rise, particulariy amongst individuals with 
HIVIAIDS is Tuberculais. The inc idm in ihe Dmtown Eastside is several tirnes 
higher than the National avsrags (8). 

One year later, Vancouver Native H e m  statistics reiterated the reality of the 

multiple epidemics of HIViAIDS, Hepatitis B and C, Tuberculosis, and Syphilis 

weaving their way through the DTES population. Besides disease, the residents 

of the DTES are often in a state of aisis, stniggling to meet their basic needs 

including shelter, adequate nutrition, or even a place to shower or bath. Their 

situation is "compounded by the Mects of poverty, homeiessness, no social 

" The Vancouver Native Health Society (VNHS) offas medical and suppat services to Aboriginal and 
non-Aboriginal people m the am. The VNHS w&-in chic was establisid in 199 1 to improvc access to 
medical srnices for urban Fast Nations people. &vices availabk hcludc: HIVIAiDS care, addictions 
trcutmcnt, mahadone maintenance, d l y  hansmiîtd cüscase and blood testing, inféctious disease 



supports, and drug and alcohol abusew (Vancouver Native Healîh Society 1999: 

10). As is reveaied in the narratives, these four street-involved, drug addicted 

Aboriginal women do not view their HIV-infection as a primary conœrn on a day- 

today basis. Rather, HIVIAIDS tends to be looked at by these women as just 

another 'hard' reality that must be dealt with and this perspective needs to be 

placed in the larger contexi of muitiple, constant constraints and crisis that 

women contend with daily. 

Some curmnt mseareh in the DTES 

In October 1999, the Vancouver/Richmond Health Board released a report 

entitled 'Healing Ways: Aboriginal Health and Service Review". Based on the 

findings of this study, the board had voted to spend $471,000 in the fiscal year to 

improve the healai, well-being and social status of Aboriginal peoples under their 

jurisdiction. The report illustrates the magnitude of the problems k i n g  the 

approximately 20,000 M g i n a l  people living in Vancouver and the report's 

introduction highlights some of the areas of particular coneem: 

alcohol-related d e a s  and drug-induced deaths are both eight times higher for 
Status lndians than the National average. 

the average life expectancy of Aboriginal people (63 years) was 16 years lower 
than the average life expectancy of others in the Reg ion. 

three times more Status lndian women die ftom HIV-infedion than other 
women. 

This report also describes debates and concerns related to jurisdiction, stating 

that 'jurisdictional ambigu@ has led to a ftagmented, uncoordinated system that 

leaves many First Nations people, especially those that live in urban centres, 

. . 
sctcenmg, and immunizatrons. Drupin mff also dispense and monitor antiretrovii medications for HZV- 
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unclear about what services exist, what they are entitled to, and how to access 

the servicesn (1998: 76). 

In 1995, a research report titled 738 Hace to Statt Women's Health Cam 

Priorities in Vancouveis Downtown Eastside (1 995) was released by Core 

Women Care. lnterviewing a total of one hundred and forty-two (142) women 

living in the DTES, the Core Women Care advocacy group (made up of women 

of the Downtown Eastside) asked the women who patticipated in the study to 

prioritize their health care needs. Of the 24 health issues reported, the areas of 

critical mncern to the women themselves wre: (i} more/better/safer transitional 

and long-term housing; (2) morelbetter services for street-involved women with 

alcohoWdrug issues, with an emphasis cm fiexibility and diversity; (3) morehetter 

services around violence against women; and (4) more female, street outreach 

workers who have "been theren themselves (Core Women Care 1995: 10). 

Moreover, the report clearly states that the long-overdue and crucial commitment 

to improving women's health in Vancouver's Downtown Eastside stems from the 

fact that this is the area "where positive change is most desperately needed" 

(lbid: 1). 

In 1998, the Vancouver Native Heaîth Society observed that First Nations 

people are over represented in the HIVIAIDS category and they go on to point 

out that "this pattern was most evident with Aboriginal women. They accounted 

for 65% of fernales with HIVIAIDS Ai le  making up only 53% of al1 female 

patients" (Vancouver Native Health Society: Annual Report, 1998: 11). In a 1995 

study tiüed Assessing the Vidence Agahst Street-lnvoh/ed Women in the 

positive 
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Oowntown Eastside/Strethcona Commun@, 85 community women currently 

involved in the sex trade were interviewed in aie DTES and ihis study found that 

almost 70% of its respondents were Aboriginal women (Currie et al. 1995: 13). 

In a more recent draft report prepared by the 'First Nations Communlies Health 

Resources Project' (FN-CHRP) 1 was nded Mat of the Aboriginal female 

participants with AIDS, the proportion who stated IV drug use as the mode of 

in f i ion  (54%) was significantly higher than that of the female non-Aboriginal 

participants (17.1%) involved in this particular study (First Nations Communities 

Heaith Resources Project 1999: 20). 

Thus, the interrelateâ issues of HIVIAIDS and intravenous drug use 

among Aboriginal women in the DTES are demanding to be noticed, within the 

larger frames of poverty, racism, sexism, inadequate housing and treatment, 

violence and abuse and a lack of cornmitment to affecting mal change in the lives 

of street-involved, Aboriginal women. From the research and statistics that have 

been conducted to date, it is clear that the impact of HIVIAIDS on urban 

Aboriginal women that reside in the D E S  is increasing. However, this is an area 

that will require Mure research, attention, funds and creative strategies which 

are developed from the ground up, where the women ttiemselves assist in 

research design and direct the areas that most desperately require further 

attention. As quality of l i  continues to decline for Aboriginal women in the 

DTES, concrete solutions that mesh with the realitii of these wornen's lives 

need serious consideration if any signifiant chang8 is to occur. 



"Study the patient rather than the disease ..." - HippocmW adviœ lo phyricians 
mon than 20 m t u r h  aga. 

This project followed an exploratory p m s s  in that I made no attempt to 

test a hypothesis. Rather, I have interactied with the data/peopleslspaces in an 

effort to better understand the impact of HIVJAIDS - from the actual experiences, 

voices and lives of Aboriginal wmen themselves. In this way, the project was 

guided by prioritizing lived experiences over theoretical knowledge, or what 

William James called 3he world exper9encedn (cited in Jackson 1996: 8). The 

women themselves decided "what is at stake" (Kleinman & Kleinman 1991 : 277) 

for them through the stones that they decided ta tell. In this thesis then, the 

reader will hear excerpts from the stories told by the four women that participateci 

in this project. Subsequently, this research project is not only about 'Aboriginal 

women' and 'HIVIAIDS,' as the women's stories and lives necessarily expanded 

this project to include issues of violence, addiction and treatment, mothering, 

unstable housing, involvement in the sex trade and drug economy, etc.. 

Nonetheless, what I am concerned with in this section of my thesis is providing 

an account of the methods utilized in the cocwtruction of this msearch project. As 

such, this next outlines how I conduded the research but it also looks at 

the 'writing up' proœss, how the project was actually put together. In looking at 

both of these areas, howewr, I try to be dear about how and why I made the 

decisions that I did and what the implications of my decisions were for the 

project, for participants and for the researchet. 



In this research project, I placeci primary emphasis on the life-stories of 4 

HIV-positive Aboriginal women who have both past and present connections with 

the Downtown Eastside of Vancouver, British Columbia. Each of the four women 

interviewed for this project have past and pteseiit histories of IV drug use and 1 

of the 4 women currently works in the sex trade. The participants in this study 

were 38,36,33 and 24 years of age. Moreover, there was one Metis, one non- 

Status, and two Status women involved in this project. As I mentioned earlier, 

the four women that participated in this projed were wornen that I had had 

previous contact with through past employment in the DTES". Haig-Brown 

(1988) talks about the methods that guided her research on residential schooling 

and she suggests that interviews may be richertfulkr because of established 

relationships between an interviewer and participants. She writes: 

Because of the intense emotions invdved in shaiing pieces of life with an interviewer, 
one must have established a wann relationship before the interview, or be capable of 
establishing rapport quick ly... I do not mean to imply in any way that this relationship 
should be developed in an exploitive way, in orctetr to interview, but rather the converse. 
The accounts reproduced here were generally fuller and more open aian is often the 
case with one-time interviews, for the most part b u s e  of a long term relaüonship 
between the interviewer and aie parocipant (1 53). 

In regard to this study, my decision to a& women who had come to know me 

and who I had come to know - where a nlationship had alreaûy been 

established prior to the interviews - was made because of practical and ethical 

considerations. At the tirne, I bit that I would likely be more 'successful' in asking 

women who knew me to participate in this project but I also suspected that the 

interviews would be much more in depth, mat there would be more disclosure 

As I discusscd in the initiai chaptcr, 1 developed a re1ationship with many individuals nsidiig in the 
DTES through my anployment on die 'Fa Nations Cammunitics Health Resoutcc hject' (FN-CHRP), 
which bqan in May of 1997. In this research project, 1 was mponsible for interviewhg people living with 



because of the fact that the women knew me end my research intentions. As 

well, because the women atat I was interesfed in talking with are also involved in 

various illegal acüviiies, it would have been naïve to mpect women to come 

foward and disclose information to a stranger, or worse a researcher, that they 

had never met before. However, I did not pre-plan this approach and I certainly 

never intendeci to exploit or bn'ng harm to the women that I had corne to know in 

the DTES. In fact, when I first thought about this approach, I didn't know if it 

would even be possible, but I followed this direction because I felt that doing so 

would be a less invasive method of collecüng data. Furthemore, this decision 

was made because the topic itself was not only personal but also potentially 

ernotional, and because of this I did not feel that it was an appropriate area to 

approach with strangers. However, I also reoognize that the interviews were 

undoubtedly afccted by the fact that 'rappoct' had ahady been established and 

that participation on behaif of these four women must be seen in the context of 

Our established relationships. Thus, seledion of participants was anything but 

random. Rather, in convershg with women in the DTES I spent hundreds of 

hours listening as women spoke about their lives. After several months, I found 

that I had develaped more intense relatiinships with certain women that I had 

come to know while working as an interviewer at Vancouver Native Health. On 

rny breaks, I began spending more tirne with the women I had corne to know 

which at times simply involved 'hanging out' at Vancouver Native Health, going 

for 'smoke breaks,' helping prepare mals, 'cruking' the neighborhood or going 

HiVlAiDS and the project opmaid mainly out of the Vancouver Native Health Society interviewing 
mm. 



for o o f k  or a meal at the Ovaitine restaurant. The relationships I developed 

were not one-sided as I too shared stories with the women who took an interest 

in my life (my daughter, my family, my relationship, work, and my studies were 

amas I often spoke about) and in this way, many of the women whom I had corne 

to know in the DTES knew about my researchithesis as well. Eventually, I 

intemiewed women who I had developed relationships with and who expressxi 

an interest in taking part in an interview when I approached the subject wlh 

them. However, by the time I actually conducted the first interview, my 

employment with FN-CHRP was complete. 

Research participants in the DTES are typically given small sums of cash 

when they participate in an interview and the women that participated in this 

project would have likely had this in mind h m  the outset. In her study of fernale 

heroin addicts, Rosenbaum (1981) discusses the paid interview as follows: 

The paid interview made Ule women feel important; they were being paid to share some 
of th& knowledge and expertise rather than being "therapized" and they appreciated 
this ... most of the wornen intervieweci were poor; al1 other reasons aside, they came to 
be intenriewed because they needed the money (144). 

In fact, two of the women who I intenriewed asked if they would receive a cash 

payment before they formally agreed to conduct an interview with me. Prior to 

their inquiry, I knew as well that I wanted to ofkr something in return to 

participants at the close of the interviews but I knew that a 'gift' would likely be 

=Id, food would likely go uneaten and being 'realistic,' I knew that either 

cigarettes or cash would be most appropriate. Fumer, I was leaning towards a 

paid interview because I knew that in taking up these women's tirne, I was also 

mmoving them from p i b l e  opportunities to generate incorne. Before I 



conducted the inbnriews then, I had decided to give each parücipant $20.00 for 

their time, energy and involvement in this project and as I mentioned above, the 

paid interview is an established research practice in the DTES. As I already 

mention&, before agreeing to an interview, two women had inquired about 

whether or not they wouid receive any monies and two of the women did not, but 

al1 four participants were given a $20.00 cash honorariurn upon completion of the 

interview. I realize that my decision to give $20.00 to the women will likely be 

criticized by some as 'buying' the data. Personally, I think that research 

participantslresidents in the DTES should be compensated for their tirne, their 

participation, and their knowledge that has made this project (and many others) 

possible. Saying mat, I also recognize that there are many ways that 

researchers and research projects can attempt to 'give something back' to 

participants and payment is certainly not the only method here. In fact, this is an 

area that could have been given more time and attention on my part. 

NeverVieiess, it was ctear that sorne of the womefl who shared their 

stories with me, both infomially and during the 'formal' intwiew setting, also 

seemed to iind the conversational pracess 'semi-therapeutic' and one of the 

women put it ais way: 

1 dont tak about #nS Mxi of shit wifh very many peopie. / know Bat 1 should, 1 know that 
you havri to talk about things so you a n  move on but its hard you know. People down 
hem aii have Vie same story and most people don Y give a shif about what I'm going 
thmgh - cause they'n, gofng Bmugh the same thing.. . Sometimes 1 wish 1 had s o m m e  
to talk with but 1- bied the counseling îhing, /'w aied W s  of Mit but I'm still an a d k t  to 
the m... Then thene's îhe people who wont to you cause you ham HIV. Everyone 
knows each d h r ' s  business down hem and sometimes th& maUygeis to me. 

(Interview with Kelly, February 1999). 





consent form and a participant feedback fomi (see Appendix Two and Appendix 

Four). After the consent forms had been signed, the tape recorder was then 

turned on. 

Each interview was taped and lasted between 2 and 4 hours. In 

negotiating the interviews, I asked participants to choose a location where they 

would feel most comfortabie. The first woman I interviewecl (Nadine) suggested 

"either my place or your place". I offered to make lunch for us at my home before 

conducting the interview. This suggestion was met with enthusiasm. After 

discussing possible interview locations, the second participant (Lisa) agreed to 

an interview in my home as well, stating that she was curious and interested in 

seeing "life in the burbs." When I then inqüired as to when she had last left the 

DTES, this participant's response was *about five or six years agon. 

Subsequently, the first two interviews were conducteâ in my home, which worked 

out well, but l admit that I was a bit apprehensive about bringing participants to 

rny home. Our interactions, up until the interviews, were conducted in 'public 

spaces' (on the streets, in various community organizations, restaurants, etc.) 

and the 'move' to a private, personal space (my home) seemed suggestive of a 

possible shift in our current relatiinship. Aithough I was pleased that the women 

were interested in conducting the interviews in my home, I was also mindfui 

about the importance of being ciear and up front with the women, for I knew that 

some boundaries had to erected and resptxbd. Calling feminist methodology 

into the debate, Stacey (1988: 24) questions the notion of feminist ethnography's 

- - .  - - -  -- 

O Each participant was givm a'Rnnipant Fcedback Form" (se ~ppidix FOU~) and a rtmiped envclope 
with the address of the Chair, Universir/ Ethics Mcw Cammittœ at Simon Fraser University. 



superior ability to safeguard and therefore better represent the interests of 

The irony I now perceive is that [feminist] ethnographie method exposes subjetcts to far 
greater danger and exploitation than do more positivist, abtract, and "masculinist" 
mearch methods. The greater the intimacy, h a  apparent mutuality of the 
researcftarl~rched relationship, the greater is the danger (citeid in Kirby 1993: 130). 

That said, I had known both of these women for over a year at the time of the 

interviews and I made a judgment cal1 hem that proved unproblematic for both 

the participants and myself. I picked both of the women up in my vehicle at an 

agreed upon location and time and after the interviews, I dropped off the 

participants at a location of their choice. My fieldnotes from the second interview 

that I conduded in my home read as follows: 

Other than forgetb'ng to tum my ringer off, I think this interview went okay. I could tell 
right away that our interadions were 'diffeienl than usual and I suspect îhis was mostîy 
due to the selting (Lisa's comment about my place, 'in the middle of nowhere') rather 
than mducting the actual interview.., I k m  I felt a bit strangelnervaus about having 
Lisa m e  b my place and I could tell that she felt a bit awkward being hem. I wish I 
would have thought to ask her about how she felt being here at my place during the 
interview and l'II have to mmember to brin-is up next time 1 see her. Anyway, the 
dynamic was awkward at first but we both relaxed after I made tea and she seemed to 
enjoy l w w g  thmugh my photos and books. Atter the interview, I gave her my copy of 
'Don't Sweat the Small Shiff to take back to her place and we both had a good laugh 
mile she read some of the passages aloud, relating them back to her life. Lisa definitely 
isn't lacking a sense of humor! (fieldnotes December 1998). 

At the participant's request, the third interview (with Kelly) took place at the 

Ovaltine restaurant in a booth. This proved to be a rather awkward setting 

considering the interruptions, lack of privacy, and the intoxicated group of men 

that were seated in the booth behind us just as we were finishing up the 

interview. Upon transcribing the third interview, I discovered that the last five 

minutes of this interview were barely audible because of the background noise, 

which points to ttie influence and importance of the interview setting. The final 

interview I conducted (with Shauna) twk place in one of the SR0 units in a hotel 



facated in aie DTES, which has been ais woman's home for the past two years. 

This ako prwed to be a satisfactory setting for an interview as the participant 

was visibly relaxed and other than a bit of yelling in the halîway, her actual hotel 

m m  was fairly quiet. Although I felt cornfortable once I got up to and in this 

woman's home, I found the atmosphere in aie lobby and ride up in the 

dilapidated elevator with twa men who suddenly 'forgot something upstairs' and 

who began interrqating me in the crarnped space of the rickety elevator 

somewhat intimidating. 

Nevertheless, at the end of the intenriews participants were also given a 

"Resource Listn (se8 Appendix Three), that noted some relevant resource 

information and services. However, in presenting each of the women with a 

rwurce list, I was also hoping to rninimize emotional harm or damage to 

participants - for I had anticipated that sensitive sub- and emotions could 

come up during the interview process. This is an area worthy of further 

consideration and I cal1 attention to it here because I Mieve that I could have 

thought this through more carefully. In retrospect, offering a 'resource list' in an 

attempt to cope with the possibility of painful human motions seems rather 

'green,' rather naive, and altogettrer inadequate. 

Although I witnessed countless violent altercations while researchirtg and 

working in the DES,  l was never physically assaulted myself. Constant verbal 

insuits and physical threats did not escape me, however, and there were many 

situations where I did feel threatened, by both men and wornen. For the most 

part, however, my position as a researder and worket in the D E S  provided me 



with a bi of a 'safety barrier' while I made my way in the community. In this 

serrse, being an 'outsider' was signifiant in that 1 decreased my chances of 

Wng a vicüm of physical assaults. In Maher's ethnographie study of women and 

the drug market in Brooklyn, she claims that "1 think the fact that I was a 

researcher was salient in affording me a degree of protection from the men that 

was not m d e d  to women drug usenn (1997: 220). 1 would add to this that 

threats to personal safety in an inner-city setüng such as the DTES come ftom 

both men and wornen. In taking precauüonary steps to avoid victimization, 

researchers would be naïve to think exclusively in terms of victimization at the 

hands of men. 

Maintaining a sense of balance can be challenging when working or 

researching in the DTES and this is another important consideration for 

researchers interestecl in better understanding the lives of inner-city, drug-using 

individuals. Keeping my sanity as a community worker, academic and mother 

has been difficult in an area where addiction, poverty and abuse are rooted so 

deep that a sense of Mility and frustration has also seeped into my own life over 

the past few years. Further, keeping a sense of balance working within a 

cornmunity with its own rules and its own version of justice and, at time, circus- 

like atmosphere can prove challenging in itself. 

Alaiough it was my original intention to follow an interview schedule made 

up of reasonably open-ended questions (se8 Appendix One), al1 four of the 

interviews played out a lot more like conversations and I found the interview 

schedule sornewtiat 'unnatural'. In fact, the interviews and the project itself 



evolved in ways that were not always apparent to me at the outset and the 

shifting, flexible nature of ethnographic research has been described by Wiebe in 

the following manner: 

ûften, emergent topics of inmtigaüon are identifieci alat shifi the focus of inquiry in 
unanticipateci directions. Thw, a major strength of ethnographic research stetms from its 
expforatory, flexible, and descripüm Eapabiliües... it is furaiemm important to note that 
other types of rneaiodobgies do nat lend themsehies b the types of findings that are the 
mainstay of ethnographic msearch (1998: 197). 

In spite of the fact that the original aim of this project was to explore the impact of 

HIVIAIDS through Aboriginal wornen's experienees and stories, I found that the 

project shifted in focus towards the muitiple constraints and day-to-day realities 

that these four street-invoived, drug-using women spoke about. Furthemiore, 

even though each of the interviews began by my asking each participant the first 

question on the interview scheduk, which asked ifaiey could please tell me 

about themselves - the women's stories did not simply proceed to follow my pre- 

determined questions, Moreover, because I was interesteci in finding out what 

the women had to say, the intenriews were directed largely by the stories that the 

women decided to tell. I did make some minor attempts during the interviews to 

'fit' the schedule questions in when they seemed relevant to what was being said, 

but again, I was careful not to re-direct the conversation away from the stories 

that were naturally unfolding dunng tha intevisw proceas? 

Data obtained ftom interviews (and field notes) were read repeatedly in an 

effort to identify and compare the ideas and experiences of this small group of 

HiV-infect& Aboriginal women. In so doing, I was loaking not only for 

- 

Stacey Pigg s t d  this appmach to me suggesting thai 1 bc cautious about imposing identification on 
nsearch parîicipanîs because of the ways in which Ihad framed this nsearch projeci. In aüempting to 



cornmona~ies in the data but also points of diversity, contradiction, etc., for it was 

not my aim to present 'typical' inner-ciîy, HIV-positive Aboriginal women. In the 

first reading of the transcripts, I began to highlight the most obvious themes that 

were running throughout the stories that I collected. Ouring the second reading 

of the transcripts, I was looking for any unusual or contradictory points that stood 

out and these comments were highlighted and then moved to a separate list. In 

the third reading of the transcripts, I began to think about piecing this project 

together and at this point, I began to link and select the excerpts from the four 

intenriews that I thought best portrayed what the women themselves were telling 

me about their Iives. 

ln conducting this research, I better understand that participants' 

involvement may or may not follow the intentions of the researcher. Although I 

rernained open and flexible throughout the research process, being mindful not to 

'push' participants towards activities aimed at meeting my own research agenda, 

I wasn't always successful here. For example, at the end of each of the 

interviews that I conducteci, I asked the women if they would be interested in 

reviewing the transcripts of the interviews (presuming that some of the women 

would), but only one participant expressed an interest in doing so. Wthin the 

sarne week, I returned the transcript to this woman, asking her to cal1 me at 

home in the next couple of weeks, once she had a chance to look it over. 

However, I never heard back from her and aiter leaving several messages at a 

cornmunity organization frequented by this woman and two trips to the DTES, I 

oûtain the wolnen's @sis, she suggested that 1 show the participants that 1 would be just as happy if they 
didn't talk about tiieir 'disease'. 
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finally found this participant. When I asked her if she wanted to discuss the 

transcript or interview, stie explained th& she had been kicked out of her hotel 

and that she had left al1 of her 'stufP with a friend. I aien asked the participant if 

she wanted another copy to review but she stated that she didn't think she would 

get to it because things had realiy gone 'down-hili' for her Iately, which I could 

see for myself. At that point I decided mat it would be best not to putsue the 

matter further. In fact, I feit rather awkward about the situation and in driving 

home later that day, I realized that my interest in obtaining feedback was clearly 

unimportant to this woman, especially considering her predicament at the time. 

Even though I was mindful of not Ming 'pushy' or aggressive as a researcher, I 

realize that in this situation I was attempting to direct this woman's participation 

(rather than the other way around) because of my intent to 'share' this project. 

Maher discusses the burdens that can be placed on participants through weli- 

intentioned efforts to 'assist' the trend of participatory methods and studies in the 

following manner: 

Another way of framing this apparent dilemma is to ask wtiether it is appropriate to 
expect that wornen who have a diffhxrt tim just sutvbing-who faee so many problems, 
nsks, and dangers in mir everyday l i i h w l d  be as inwlved and invested in this 
project as one whose Mure aademic career mis on it Certainly, they were interested- 
but to a point. To expect anything more wouki amount tw little more than the imposition 
of my own needs for reinforcement and affirmation on my infomants. This is a burden 
that Üie women who agreed to participate in my sîudy did not undertake to carry (1997: 
230). 

Wfih my limited experience as a graduate student and researcher, I believe that I 

was attempting to 'impose my own needs for reinforcement and affirmation on 

my infomants" (Maher 1997) in Ihe situation deswibed above and even though 

my intentions were not maliious, they were intentions not shared by this 

parücular participant, at mis particular point in tirne. 



That said, doing f o l b  up research with individuals with long-terni, intense 

dnig addictions can be d i i i t  for various reasons and from my experience, I 

found it challenging to actually find the women because they are often moving, 

due to unstable housing situations and because they face new crises almost 

daily. As well, when I did find participants, they were often too high or too tired to 

bother with the project and usually, I'd end up just "shooting the shit," giving them 

a few smokes, and the oâd few dollars that I could spare. 

I had originally developed respondent 'profiles' for each of the four women 

who I had intenriewed but after writing and re-writing participant profiles, I 

realized that profiles do not lend themseives well to guarantwing confidentiality. 

1 he informed consent form mat each d these four women signed stated that the 

researcher would "guarantee confidentiality of both identity and information 

provided by using pseudonyms and omitting al1 identifying characteristics in the 

data ... this pseudonym will also be utilized in the written report (MA Thesis) and 

again, the written report will not include any other identifying charactensticsn (see 

Appendix Two). As such, I provide only minimal details about each of the wornen 

that agreed to participate in this project and where necessary, I've avoided 

identifying information and in this way, certain d o n s  of the transcripts were nat 

included in the writing up of this report. 

I have highlighted variow themes relateâ to ttie methods utilized in the 

collection of data and the writing up of the final report for this project and in so 

doing I have shown that I direcfed the projed much more than I originally 

intended. What I mean to say hem Es that I had originally hoped that the 



participants and myself would get together to discuss the transcriptions, to 

discuss how their stories might best be presented, and what migM have been 

done differently. I believe we have to take the lead from those who agree to 

participate in our projeds and in this way, it was never my intention to 'push' 

women to engage in the research process but as I illustrated above, rny pre-set 

rewarch agenda proved to be signifiant and it did lead me to make some poor 

decisions. Although we can and should attempt to make Our methods more 

participatory and more collaborative - whereby knowledge is produced 

reflexively by subjects and ethnographers - intending and attempting to do so 

does not guarantee increased participant 'involvement'. I presumed that the 

women whom I interviewed would, in fact, be interested in staying involved in 

various stages of the research project but this was not the case. Alaiough I was 

open to the notion of refiexive knowledge production and I offered and 

encourageci participants to get and stay involved (beyond participating in the 

interview), the wornen that I interviewed were not at al1 interested in reviewing 

transcripts, reading drafts, or ofïering feedback. As a researcher, I tried to 

respect th- decisions but I wasn't always sucœssful and, at times, I let my own 

agenda $et in the way. 

Aithough we can never really measure 'how rnuch' we (as researchers) 

influence out participants' stories, we play a large part in the construction (and 

m-construcüon) of their stories by the ways in which we frame our projects, by 

intmiewing experience (or lack thereof), and by 'being' our individual selves in 



the field which refers to Our age, sa, race, class, and al1 of the multiple weaves 

of Our identities. In fact, I've thought often about these sorts of issues: 

I bel a bit obsessii lately, wondering how things "cwld have k n W  with this project, 
Really, t h i w  are what they are and I can't keep worrying about lodring tao 'rich,' which 
seems kind of funny right now, al1 things considered! The sarne with my thinking about 
not being "Indiin enough" or thinking people will take me more serious when i'm "dd 
enough'! Why do I do it? Ifs too much ... l am what I am and I have to stop making 
apdogies for 'being me '... So what's the botbm line??? k i n g  up front, being respecfful 
and non-judgmnbl, but 'being me" in that pmcess and being okay with that. 

(personal journal entry, May 1 999). 

Although I've tried to maintain the centrality of the women's voices in this project, 

my voice took precedence throughout the research project in that I chose the 

topic and the participants, I framed the questions, and I've chosen what to 

include in the writing up of this report which obviously re-shapes the women's 

narratives. Despite the women's desire for others to hear them and to 

understand their (hard!) Iives, it is my voice that is at the forefront. However, in 

the following section, we will hear from the Aboriginal women who participated in 

this project and look at some of the practical and theoretical issues that corne out 

of their stories. 



CHAPTER FOUR: THE NARRATIVES 

Before I go further, I wish to point out here that I have re-arranged the 

women's narratives, beg inning with their diverse views about testing positive for 

HIV. As mentioned previously, the women's narratives did not follow my pre- 

determined interview schedule and in this way, topics ernerged in some of the 

interviews and not others, or they were more pronounced in certain stories, 

depending on the stoiyteller. My point here is that I have rearranged their 

stories into themes that were obviously significant to the women themselves, but 

I was not attempting to present their words in 'order of importance' or as 

evidence of their collective 'agreement' on issues of import to each of the 

parücipants. Rather, I have arranged the narratives, beginning with their stories 

about living with HIV, recognizing that my decision to do so re-shapes the stories 

told to me by the women themselves, resuiting in the construction and creation of 

the narrative (re)presented hem. 

Testing positive for HIV-infection was painfully dificult, in d i r e n t  

persona1 ways, for each of the four women intervieweci for this study. 

Nonetheless, some of the women's stories an also representative of the strength 

and perseverance of drug-using, Aboriginal women infect4 by a virus that poses 

yet another challenge to their daily survival. Esch of the four women who i 

interviewed spoke about this time in her life and what the diagnosis meant to her 

and to those around her, as Lisa explains below: 

1 knew it [HIV-infection] was thrwgh shanng q s  and when 1 got tested in '91 al the dmic 
on Mari, strieet, 1 âidn't ewn ne& to see the msutis because I almdy knew the msufts. 
For me, it was just like heanng the final confimiatbn and that's anoiherday I mmember 





say the wrd. 1 couM have h8d any kMd of diswse, 1 I have even had herpes and 
she wwm have just loved me! But she couldn't say HIV. She never dEd Say it. 

(Interview with L i ,  December 1998). 

Although Lisa's comment above is representative of the intense stigma, fear and 

condemnation associateci with HIV-infecbion, this is only one side of her story as 

she also described her HIV-infection as a 'positive' turning-point in her Ife, that 

she explained in the following way: 

This woman asked me once, 'lfyou wem gmnted one wish to change anything at al1 in 
your l&, what wwM you wish Ibr?" R took me Mo seconds to answer that one and 1 said 
'10 have my m m  beck " Tne woman ihen eskeâ me, 'but don't you wish that your 
illness would go away?" end 1 said, 'NO WAY!" 1 toM her thet this [HIV-infecüon] h8s 
mal& helped me to take a bepterlodr at my 11%. Yah, it's t8hn me quite a while you 
know, to actually open my eyes ... Farthe fGst five years 1 was down hem, you cwldn'i 
get me to go 8 bIOekp88t Maki end Hast@s - lm couhW do it! It was like them was 
en imaginaty well and 1 couklnY go any tùrther. nien, 1 branched out by delivering 
papers Ibr the Women's Centre to all these other places and that was okay. Same with 
the Positive Mmen's Nehnork. At first, 1 wesn't neady to talk to them much but 
ewntualiy, 1 got htuolried with them and so if khid of evdved that way. lt's kind of neet 
maIiy1 'cause î've met e lot of good wwnen thmgh thm. 

(Interview with Usa, December 1998). 

In time, Lisa's serocnnversiofl became an important part of her identity as she 

slowly began to increase her involvement with various agencies in and around 

the DTES and this 'shift' in Lisa's life is k k e d  at in more detail below. 

Nadine also talked about the day she tested positive, in 1994, from 

sharing needles with her then husôand - who was already HIV-positive. Nadine 

described that time in her life as follows: 

M e n  my husband and I wiwe memed, he wes aire&@ HIV-positive and we were careful 
about using sab sex. It wasnY until I began whxking [inWng drugs intiauenously] 
coke and hewn Ibr days on end lh8t things goQ bad. Then my husband started whacking 
wm me, we got a hotel rwm andiust kept gorïg. #y t@s WIFI aii fircked up and 1 toid 
him thet they ~ l r e  plugged and batimd and that 1 needad one of h h  ngs. 1 dHn1t care 
because 1 thought I was gohg to be $ead by tlie end of ihe weekend anyways and when 

" 'Seroconversion' rcfnzr to the dcvelopment of det&le anhies to HIV in the blood as a result of 
HIV-infdon. It normally taka scvcral months for a n h i e s  to the v h s  to develop afker HIV 
transmission has occurred. An individuai may have e h  a positive or negative 'serostahis,' dependent on 
whcther or not they have ddectable aniiaodics in their blood. 



he went to the bethroom, I took one of his @S. At that point, 1 knew that if 1 Iived thmgh 
the weekend, 1 wes gonna be i n k h i  a 1IPw monttrs later and I was.. . I was tdd by a 
nwse~tthedenOxthatCwespasroYe. /wawesnYsurpn'sedata/i. IwashshockyetI 
wasnt h shock. I llBmember beii?g slane then and I hefed it and I went out on another 
suici& missicm r@ht away. 

(Interview wiîh Nadine, June 1998). 

Nadine's story is an important one that needs ta be heard and acted upon, 

especially when one considers that a "growing epidemic of passive suicide is 

happening in Vancouver's Oowntown Eastside" ( C m  Women Care 1995: 35). 

Many of the girls and women who I came to know in the DTES made frequent 

comments about having "nothing to live for" or they believed that their cuvent 

lifestyle would likely cut their lives short, as Liia explained when she used to 

constantly tell herself, "Nope, you're not going to see 30, no way!" Lisa went on 

to explain to me: 

I couldnt even '00' properly when / tried! I'd get ail these stupid thoughts ~nning 
thrwgh my heed. You k m ,  I tried but ehvays in üm bsck dmy head, I'd think, WaIk it 
off woman, wdk it OR" So Christ! [Participant laughs] I couldnt even kiII myself properly! 

(Inteniiew with Lisa, Deœrnber 1998). 

Speaking about passive suicide amongst women in the DTES, the Core Women 

Cam report suggests that "they are deiiberately putting themselves in one high 

risk situation after another. Death is seen as a release, rather than something to 

be feared" (1995: 35). Lisa also made reference to the increasing numbers of 

addicts who deliberately attempt to &are needles with sorneone they know who 

has HIVIAIDS in the hopes of speeding up their own death or increasing their 

monthly govemment assistance cheqw by acquiring 'disability' status by way of 

HIV-infection. As Lisa explained: 

WiUl the HIV, I let people know beIbriphand, especWy bebm fixing 'cause fine, 1 Icked 
up my lh but 1 dont need to fuck up enywn, eWs l h l  I@st Say I can Y, I'm positive and 



(Intenriew with Lisa, December 1998). 

Kelly, the youngest participant interviewed for this study, was much more matter- 

of-fact about testing positive two yean prior to the interview, at the age of 22. 

During the interview, Kelly spoke about being infected with HIV as follows: 

HiVis no b@ deal to me. I was angry at frrst but 1 don? wony abart it too much anymore. 
M're ail gonna dk? swnehaw, right? i'm ahvays si& wiih something so why not HIV? ... 

(Interview with Kelly, February 1999). 

At the time of the intmiew, Kelly diin't view HIV-infection as a major issue in her 

life and îhis may have been due, in part, to the fact that she had not experienced 

any opportunistic infections3at that point. More likely, however, Kelly's lack of 

interest in her positive setostatus stems from the centrality of heroin and cocaine 

addiction in her life, combined with low self-esteem, unresolved and painful 

issues of past and prssent, and her own observation that her health status was 

largely beyond her control. Again, speaking abaut the issue of passive suicide 

arnongst wmen in the DTES, Core W m n  Cam states that: 

The women are trappecl inb living and hanging out in this vdatile and depressing 
environment. They are continually bombarded wiîh mainsiretam attitudes, stereotypes, 
and myths held about th&=: that they are eqmndabfe, subhurnan iow life's that 
ladt intellince, morals, motivation, intrinsic seif-wuth, or any redeerning qudity; mat 
the worid urould be a better piace if they weren't in it, that the sihiaiion is their fault, and 
that Viey're unwilling to help ttremseives. nie trouble is that the women also believe 
these things about themsehrss (1995: 35-36). 

'Oppomniistic infeaiolls' or 'oppwtu&ic coadiîiolls' refèr to an infection or cancer that occurs 
espcciaüy or exclusivcly in persons with weak immune stem due to HIVIAlDS or cancer. For example, 
Pncumocystis Carinii PncumOlLia (PCP) is a lung iafection that p w s  rapidly m the lungs of ~ l e  with 
A I E  and was fmerty the leadiig AlDSicM causc of d a t h  

64 



Kelly's outlook on bsting positive was furtloer described to me in her response to 

my asking her if she currently received any help or support. Kelly replied: 

Nope, 'cause 1 stid dont get eI]OUQIi dope to dull the pain! [Participant laughs]. To tell 
you the huth though, 1 don? spend a lot of trine thinkW about HIV or AIOS. Vou know, t 
newr thought much aboutit belbre having an HIV test end 1 dont think much about R 
MIW, I'm young, I'm strongi So f8c 1 guess i'ue been pmîty lucky cause 1 havent had 
any bouts dsickness yet Ks not iike 1 dont know what can happen to me orsornethmg. 
/Ys not that, it's 's8t 1 cari? do much about 1 now so / tfy n d  to wony about it. Nobody 
can change that. 1 get e hell of8 lot marrr sfck from the dope than HIV but 1 can? change 
that either! 

(Interview wiîh Kelly, Febniary 1999). 

Kelly's statement above about not getting "enough dope to dull the pain" 

highlights the tension that exists between re-presenting 'their' story (participants) 

and 'my' story (as a researcher) in that narrative analysis necessarily involves 

points of departure. What I mean to say here is that these four narratives of 

experience diverge from my own voiœ, from my own analysis at particular points. 

Kelly's comment above points to aie need for a better understanding of the 

unique care and support needs of street-invdved, drug-addicted Aboriginal 

women living with HIV. Her story supports my own observation that many 

Aboriginal women remain untreated for their HIV disease, their addictions, their 

lack of self-esteem, coping skiNs and anger - Men directly related to their 

painful, violent pasts and their powtty. This results in an increased risk for early 

progression to AlDS kt street-involved Aboriginal women. Further, it shows that 

cuvent strategies are Ming to mach al1 Street-involved Aboriginal women and 

that a more comprehensive approach that looks at the whole woman, which 

might also include children and larger family and community networks, is 

desperately needed to improve healîh and qua l i  of Me. If we hope to enhance 

the support of al1 HIV-positive women, we should start by validating Aboriginal 



women's voices and errperiences, where realistic and relevant solutions and 

strategies stem from the women who need thern the most. 

Shauna explained to me that she learned of her HIV-positive status two 

years prior to the intemicm fmm her involvement with the VlDUS proje&. 

Shauna said: 

It was a shock to hear it, 'cause 1 guess you ahvays keep that glimmer of hope you know, 
that they w m  gonne say, "No, you're okay". 1 nevershared my ngs wibi, anybody except 
my girlfrrend W k  ümn dhen W n  she came and tuid me, aG~ess Mat, I'm positive, ," 1 
knew. She diün't tell m ibrquite a while and she knew alreedy when we were sharing 
needles, but she didn't say 8nything. YYeh, her theory was 'My, you aireedy got it" but 
that's not exact& a pœ?dhw way to think because that's not necessan;rV true. 1 think that 
misery kves company and that's what she was probebly thliikriig. But hey, 1 made the 
ch* myseîfwhen I chose fo sham the @s so 1 cent blame if on her 'cause it's both of 
our îaults. She wes shanng with mebody else behind my bac& and I shouMn't have 
been shan-hg in the Hieistpleca. So, 1 csn't blame it on anybody but myseL 

(Interview with Shauna, May 1999). 

However, later in ttie interview, Shauna had this to say about her health and her 

life since testing positive for HIV: 

1 think 1 have th& paR, whem iys Iike denial. You know, # you don? rsally deal with it, 
then it's not m l l y  thm. Yah, especially with something like HIV, 'cause you don' feel 
sick. .. l i e  actually been heatthmr sime 1 testeâ positive than I've ever been. Just the 
litHe things that I've changedl but they make such an extreme diference! Like 1 used to 
go Ibr t h m  ortburday bendem withwt sleepiirg but now I rnake myseCfgo to sleep 
ewryday and if I can't sleep, 1 still make myself lie down for awhik 

(Interview with Shauna, May 1999). 

Testing positive for HIV-infection and actually living with this disease 

means different things to each of the four women who I interviewed. As is seen 

in their stories above, HIV-infection is not necessarily the central conœm in their 

lives - lives that revoive amund day-to-day survival - but again, it depended on 

the parücular storyteller and where the story was 'at' for s h b  in focus were 

cornmon. Nevertheless, in various aintexts this disease is wven throughout 



each of their stories but from my observations and listening to the women 

themselves, HIV-infection plays out as yet another constraint on these women's 

difficuit lives. Although this virus has devastating implications, especially for 

female, IV drug-using Aboriginal wmen who are seroconverting at an alarmingly 

high rate, the women's narratives are illustrative of the multiple, complex and 

brutal constraints they face on a day-to-day basis, as well as their strength and 

perseverance to survive. 

By far the most central, shared theme that ran through the four women's 

stories was that of their past and premt drug addictions. From my observations 

and the data I collected, generating incorne to attain and consume drugs is 

presently the unrivaled focus in each of these four wmen's lives. Each of the 

women I intewiewed spoke candidly about their addictions and some wornen 

discussed previous treatrnent experiences. Alttiough their stories of addiction 

are found within this particular section, t wish to again point out that 1 have placed 

the women's stories here - 1 have decided which excerpts to include and where 

to include them. Subsequently, I cal1 attention to my editorial decisions, 

recognizing that this story could have been put together differently. 

Nevertheless, Shauna's comment below highlights the relationship 

between the dnig economy, current drug trends, and the decreased value of her 

sexual labour: 

WI, Uie woTi(ing girl's p w s  have ehvays gone by î h  pnb3 of dope- lf dupe pn'ces go 
up, then o u r p d  goes up. But now, 8s sa hcii ir  cheepl Belore the 'skaniy'looking 
thriigs, p u  know the dder, ugWgiri;s, WOUM ch- gey les, you know hveniy bucks or 



somefiin'but we'd al1 just let lhat dide because they eouldn't mally make that much 
money anyway. But now, you've got good hkh' women who could be chargrng lots 
m m ,  but they'm W n g  ten &Uar &tes %awe they went to do that rock so damn bad. 

(Interview wiih Shauna, May 1999). 

Supporh'ng her heroin addiction airough sexual labour, Shauna questioned how 

much longer she would be able to support herself via the sex-trade. After 14 

years of generating incorne thmugh Oie sex-trade, Shauna talked about her 

predicament in the following way: 

M e n  I started doing hemh it was 35 bucks a cap and I%I usualy do about ïwo caps lbra 
îix, so say 70 bucks and T I  did a speedbeil, fi wouM be about 90 bucks. So, I'd go out 
and do one date end maybe if it was a bad &te, I'd haw to do Iwo to get a hit. But now 1 
can't even imagine making 90 bucks for one d8te - it wouW pmbably fuckin' kill me!. . . 
Latelyl I'w been out on a paj&y, yw know FrKIey nbht and I've still only made 700 
bucks - al1 fucking nbht! 1 mean 1 cauM make more i f /  wanted ta sit them and do hventy 
M a r  detes al1 nght but I'm not gonna do 20 bloody dates in one nght. And why should 
I? 1 mean Christ, ycwlre almdy degtad@ ywrseir enough as it is, so why push it? 1 
know everyone cracks to a w h i n  extent. M e n  yw'm jbnes'n'[also commonly refened 
to as being 'dopesick' - when a drug-user is physicalty dependent from the on-going and 
intense use of drugs such as cocaine andior herain. M e n  aieir use is withdrawn, the 
body responds with a set of wiaidrawal symptoms iwluding wld swats, aching bones 
and muscles, nausea, sleeplessness, and diarrhea] or whatew, al/ obus, and nobody 
can say they don?, will go under what they believe in and what they think the rates should 
be. But still, 1 maintain you shouW siMt to a lbe schedule cause once these guys pay 
twenty bucks, they'm nevergonna pay the reguiar mte aga&. I mean why would ya? If 1 
go pay one ddlar lbre piece of c h d a t e  cake, then why would I pay five do/Iars some 
place else? It's just common sense - it's eammks end it sucks. Ifs gotten to the point 
now whem 1 cant even make a livmg and Mat3 m l &  sad. That's part of the reason why 
1 want to get m m  invdved in other stdfend letely Iim been thinking about the 'meth.' 
[methedbnep program 'cause 1 just can t make it out Vlere anymore. 

(Interview wlh Shauna, May 1999). 

Nadine spoke about her heroin and cocaine use as a daily baffle - sometimes 

won, sometimes lost - in the following way: 

1 mlapse, scunetimes fuduin' up, Wng the cake or M n .  Other times it's fïghting the 
compuls~ns and obsessrwis and my d8ys mqht statt of the seme, you know getting up, 
eating, cleaning up, righting those îhings and seiüng goals and plans and bllowing through 

" Shauna is ceferring to Methadone Maintenance Rograms which o f k  oue tùrm of treafment for 
individuah addicted to hnoin (or other opiate dnigs). Taking mahadone prwents withdrawal and there are 
appmximately 3,600 people m Canada on methadone maintcnance which is thought to d u c e  the incentive 
to injcct Mcthadouc maintenance m o t  bt u t i l i i  wiîh people addicîed to cocaine or 0th- non-opiate 
drugs. For a more detsilcd examination of methadone maintenance programs in Canada, see the report 
titled "HN, AiDS and injection Dnig Use: A National Action PIan (May 1997). 



with them so 1 can spend tim with my daughhr, I t!y skipping pest al1 those other things 
and plan schedules, tryhg to mamtah a Ireem,y /i& with e baI8m of &hg, msting, dîndoing 
posrtive îhings. 0 t h ~  times my dey wiil be ups& down, # I go the other way, if 1 choose 
drugs, and then my 'one day' might tum into sew dap b e h  1 finaNy go to sleep. My 
one day will ium hfo -ng drugs hm someone, and them piiecing me off and getting me 
@ng and on and on it goes. 

(interview with Nadine, June 1998). 

Discussing a previous attempt to get off heroin in 1991, Shauna criticized 

the limited availabiiii of treatment options and facilities available to women with 

addictions in the DTES. She stated: 

People ahnrays assume that because youh en addEcZ, you're an di& or something. 
Some dates treet you like shit just kausa they know you need cash to fx. Yah, I'm skk 
of wuMn' but the defoxes hem dont do shit ibr ya. I've gone thrwgh al1 the detoxes 
hem end they were just fucking useless. 7Myfre in the most twbly situated places that 
they cwld possibly be but nosne th i i s  eôaut Ni&. Yw know, in the summer trine 
you've got your window open and yw can heer ewerycum in the alley fixin' - and I'm sony, 
but yau just can? do that when you're an a#ict! Yw're at yourlowest point, your 
mkes t  state and this [the DES] &pst #te kst @8ce yorr should be. 1 went up to a 
detox in Kamloops once and Hiet place was r d l y  gmt. It's situated in e greet spot, 
we'd go îbr long walks and see the odd deerand it was just mlly good. That program 
was greet 'cause rY kept ya busy but h m  you just sit on your ass and maybe have a 
gtwp meeting once a dey and then you have al1 this spen tim to think abwt how shiîîy 
you W. W I  everyone eventuaily thhks, 'gw, 1 couid hl beîîer A 10 minutes' and 
they're back workin' and usin'. 

(Interview with Shauna, May 1999). 

Nadine spoke at length about healing and the time in her life when she was 

"clean and sober," working for an Aboriginal organization that assists urban 

Aboriginal individuals and families with addictions. 

When 1 was about 19,I stopped drinkhg and druqs and s l a M  s&heaIing. 1 was 
looking lbrmy antity and 1 started Lrahhg and t a l a i  courses at college. 1 really wanted 
to make sotnethhg of my /i& and so I started w n g  to heel and I became c k n  and 
sober. 1 staW gtnO1hg out with this guy who W me on a spiritudjoumey lbr a couple of 
yeae and that m l l y  taught me a lot and helped me to get strong. 1 trained in Alberta as 
a Gbug and elcd,d çwnselw. / I& wenîeâ to help an- to not have to sutkorgo 
through Ule snit 1 du. 1 met an ddwguyand we biécl to get a treatment centre together 
and the funding e l m t  went throrrgh but we had a change in Chbf and Council and that 
scmwied ewything up. 1 got miid& and I said fuck it and 1 started doing fhe 
dnrgs and dnnkhg again ... When I firsf trkd it flnîravenous drugs], 1 was stil working 
thm. I took a medkai leaw but 1 phoned my wwk and 1 tdd ihem I muM no longer work 
there anymore because 1 was no longer walking rny ta/k and 1 begged Uiem to let me go. 
Yah, 1 fdà them îhat 1 cmssed the lme end 1 cauW no hmger W... 1 was doing family 
and indiviiual counseling Ibr &ugs and alcdid but / was bumt out and I needed to leave 



lo get he@ m y M  ... but when t m l  Mto recovery, my husbend ahvays kept hounding 
me and obsessing end menîpul~bhg me and i'd ehvays Say fudc if, and i'd cwne back 
out. E w y  th / w m ' t  usivig, heu cwne back wnd kause he tWnT Iike where I was 
at end he w8nW us b be togeaier. 

(Intmiew with Nadine, June 1998). 

Nadine's narrative made frequent references to the rd8 of men in her life as a 

steady source of violence (aee beiow) but also as key players in her introduction 

to drugs and the maintenance of her habit. Nadine's experience corresponds 

with Taylor's ethnographie study of fernale intravenous dnrg users in Glasgow, 

where s b  discovered that male pariners were offen significant facilitators, 

teaching girls and women the "skills involved in becoming a successful drug user: 

knowledge of where to purchase dnigs; who to buy frorn; what to Say; what to do 

with themu (Taylor 1993: 36). 

There are many complex barriers to treatment far Aboriginal women in the 

DES.  Currently, there are just 59 detoxification beds operaüng and avaiiable (if 

you can wait) to midents of Vancouver's DTES. In the DTES then, 29 beds 

operate at the Cordovakhrbour U@ht Detox. Of these 29 beds, 6 w m  set 

aside as 'female-specific' but these 6 beds have recently been transferred out of 

the community to the 8C Women's Hospital. Additionally, there are 24 detox 

beds operaüng in the Vancouvw DeWx and finally, ttiere are 6 detox beds 

availabie to youth 21 years of age and under at the DEYAS Youth Detoz What 

this adds up to is a criücal shortage of detoxification facilities, and the 

govermnents' inadion and neglect resuits in large numbers of individuaîs going 

untreated with the disease of alcohoi andlor d ~ g  addiction. Further, when you 

combine the large number of individuais with addictions in the DTES with the 



lirnited detoxification services available, the result is long wait-lists and missed 

opportunities. Moreover, considetring that the facilities remain full to capacity on 

a day-tday basis it is sa& to say that current demand for treatment cannot 

possibly be met by the current supply of detoxificafion facilities in the DTES. 

As well as an acute shortage of detoxification beds, there are also many 

other barrien to existing services. For example, the "window of opportunity' for 

intervention is narrow and this rneans that whem individuals do seek treatment, 

they must be able to access services without May, oaierwise, that 'opportunity' 

might be lost. Another barrier to efficient treatment involves the lirnited hours of 

detoxification services which means that individuals m u t  currently decide and be 

ready to go into detox between the hours of 10 a.m. and 6 p.m. Finally, there are 

the female-specific barders to seeking adequate and appropriate treatment for 

addiction considering that k w  centres offer services for pregnant women or have 

provisions for women with childrem in their care or take into account the fact that 

many women simply dont feel sab in the presmce of men. A women's detox 

centre in the DTES could address these issues, oflering a safe space for street- 

involveci women going through the painful process of detoxification. 

In the Core Women Care study completed in 1995,52% of female 

respondents cited furttier alcohol addiction and drug treatment services as a top 

priority in the DTES (Core Women Care 1995: 28). Furthemore, the 

Vancouver/Richmond Health Board suggests that individuals most at risk for 

contracüng HIV are those who are, or are likely to becorne, injection drug users 

and within this group, Aboriginal peoples, women, people with mental illness, 



youth and those with unstable housing were i d e m  as being most at risk for 

contracting HIV (Regional news miease, Heakh Canada Home Online, June 25, 

1998: 2). However, the narratives reveal that furttier research and creative 

sttategies regarding treatment options and facilities are best conceptualized by 

the actual resiâents in this neighborhood, for dnrg-using women are diverse and 

in this way, their needs do not necessarily converge. In fact, the women I 

intenriewed were quick to point thk out, as will be seen in the next section. 

The harm nduction appnuch 

The 'Ham Reducüon' approach, with respectto HIVIAIDS, is often 

associated with injection drug users and this approach, grounded in the theory of 

behavioral change, is followed by many of the centres (staff) offering senrices in 

the DTES and it is put into practice by some of the IV drug users that reside in 

the DTES. Ham reduction holds diirent meanings ta different people and 

organizations, but essentialiy the hann redution approach focuses on reducing 

the hamihil effects of behaviors without asking people to abstain or stop those 

behavion. Thus, the central aim of the harm reducthn approach is to lessen the 

negative consequences of IV drug use. However, this approach is not restricted 

to IV drug users alone. In fact, the hann reduction discourse runs through much 

of the prevention literature relating to gay men and HIVIAIDS, but it is now k ing  

applied to various 'populations' such as women, youth, and IV drug users. 

Nonetheless, what I am going to briefty outhe hem is the harm reduction 

approach as it is used with regard to injection dnig use and in so doing, I will 



outline some of the principles of harm reduction, as set out by the Canadian 

AlDS Society. 

The first principle holds to the idea that no drug is inherently 'bad' and 

following from this, complete abstinence is not always necessary. Secondly, this 

approach suggests that the non-medical use of drugs is inevitable in any society 

that has access to drugs. Subsequentiy, the real i t i  of drug use must be dealt 

with in an effort to lessen individual and social harm. Thirdly, the ham reduction 

approach looks at drug use as a public heaith issue rather than a criminal justice 

issue and in this way, addiction is viewed as a chronic process that may even 

require l i i long treatment strategies. Next, the ham reduction approach 

recognizes that drug usen are an integral part of large communities and with this 

recognition, the hami reduction approach works to enable drug usem to 

effectively integrate within Wr  eommunities, rather than to segregate and 

marginalize them. Finally, ham reduction recognizes that drug users are not a 

homogenous group and that the actual practii of ham reduction works best 

when various supportive strategies and resources are made available and then 

left to the individual drug user to decide how to put them into action (Canadian 

Al DS Society, 1 997). 

Examples of strategies that f o l h  a harm redudion approach in 

Vancouver's DTES include the methadone maintenance program, the needle 

exchange programs (which have opeiated lawfulty in Canada since 1989), and 

the availabiiii of free condoms. These initiatives attempt to attract IV drug users 

with a non-judgmental appmach in an effiart to reduœ the harm, individually and 



socially, of IV drug use and 'unsafe' sexual activiües in the DTES. Further, 

proponents of harm reduction hold to aie notion that it is a more 'realistic' 

framework especially considering that attempts at drug prohibition consistently 

fail and they do absolutely nothing for those who actually live (and use) in this 

neig hborhood. 

Talking about her participation in the making of a documentary film about 

living with HIV, injedion drug use and ham reduction," Lisa discussed her 

understanding of the harm reductiin approach as follows: 

BasrCaIIy, it'siust like if you're gcmna use, well we'm not umdoning it but ifyou are gonna 
use, be sa&! P! put Uie stmt nurses in bciis movié, DEYAS, VIDUS, d l  these places 
and then they asked me io wok wifh them &one dey and 1 ended up working with them 
a whde week! So, Ryw're gonna use, well this is what couM happen to you and if# 
does happen to yw, them is heip. 

(Interview wiai h a ,  December 1998). 

However, Lisa's comment below shows how current promotion of safe injecting 

sites for intravenous drug addicts does littie to address the needs of large 

numben of urban crack usen like herseif in the DTES. 

Every~flû has th8~0wn -S about how b %x' this pfBC1) but t~ mû, S 8 h  fixing S ~ S  
just not somethhg that 1 ml& bdbw in. MI, it's just not going to deel with al1 the 
issues. M a t  about this b& issue that's coming up and that's that people are smokin'e 
lot of crack- They need as much hdp as the people ihat îix but nobody wants ta talk 
@bout it. For one ththg, when peopCe came abwn aîhwthree or lbur deys of smokin: and 
they dont have a hoot and they'm W i i  ya they want to die or else theirlungs are gorig 
on them - it's mal@ herd you knawI Sometimes, you drm't even know if what you'm 
smokin' is rock or not. So ye, @ht MIW 4's only M i n g  et pan of the pmblem. 

(Interview with Lisa, December 1998). 

" Visitmg the Youth Action Centre (YAC) in May 2000,I vkwed YAC's copy of this video which is 
tiiied iV pirnte: an &atioml dxumenhwy abwr living positive. î l e  video was produced by 
" C d  Productionsn and it was fimded by the AiDS Communily Action Program, Health Canada and 
the phanndcal  company Merck FrosstConada& Co. 



Although much more can and should be done regarding treatmentidetox facilities 

and hann reducing options for drug-addicted Aboriginal women living with 

HIVIAIDS, I wish to point out that this approach alone will not make any 

signifiant changes in theset wornen's lives. I cal1 attention to the systematic 

inequalities that anstrain the lives of poor, dnig-using Aboriginal women and 

safe injecting sites and more treatrnent beds do nothing about the larger issues 

of racism, sexism, poverty and classism which al1 interact to constrain the women 

from controlling certain a s p b  of their lives and therefore their baith. 

Furthemore, we need to think about better organization and expansion of 

services towards a more comprehensive, long-term approach, which might 

increase access and dwease the frustration and stress that marginalized 

peoples often talk about as they get shuffîed around or diverted to various 

agencies. This sometimes results in some people giving up on their healing and 

recovery because the system is simply too ftagmented and inflexible to make any 

real impact on their lives. 

Street-involveâ women crte 

Although fernale crack users have often been portrayed as being 

cutthroat, ifrational, desperate and self-serving, my observations of Lisa's 

'networking' capabi l i i  and relations in the DTES strongly challenge these 

nanow images. Lisa's pmence in the DTES is warmiy welcomed by other 

addicts (both IVdnrg using and non-IVdrug-using men and women) as well as 

by agency stMthat I often obsenred her interacting with. Further, Lisa's 

outgoing persmaiity makes her well known in the DTES and, as 1 stated above, 



she is well liked. She frequently goes out of her way to inquire about how mers 

are rnaking out and her tendency towards caring for others, especially other 

women, is easily appreciated when one spends time with Lisa- Working in the 

DTES, listening to women's stories and day-to-day realities, I better understand 

the 'insider' knowledge and street survival skills that are necessary to reside in 

this community, openly shared arnongst some of the women themselves. 

For women involved in the sex trade, this type of insider knowledge and 

intuition is even more important. In fact, peer support is critical to some women's 

day-to-day suwival in the DTES and the wornen I interviewed spoke about the 

support or help they receive from friends and peers. In the DTES one example 

of how peer education can be a successful strategy in reducing the inherent 

hami of sex trade involvement is the use of the 'bad date list'? However, this is 

an area that requires more attention to both the possible benefits of and 

obstacles to increased peer education but again, direction from street-involved 

wornen is crucial to these sorts of strategies. 

The reality of women as fonnal and infonnal caregivers, responsible for 

managing the majority of family and community health directions on a day-to-day 

basis was apparent in each of the stories told by the women that I interviewed. 

In fad, many of the women who reside in the DTES continue to carry out the 

gender-inscribed role of 'caring for others' despite their addictions and day-to-day 

survival strategies. Dnig-addicteci, HIV-positive Aboriginal wornen may re-work 

" 5 ''Bad M e  List' is published every hvo or thtee w& by DEYAS and WISH and this list alerts sa- 
ûade workers to daugerous individualslsituations to bc awan of (violent j o b  johns that refiiscd paymait, 
j o b  dut have rccentiy nipcd workcrs, etc.). Wonnation for the 'bad date list' is reportcd by women 
mvolved in îhe sex trade m an effort to keep each other safe. 



this role to fit their cuvent liistyles, but they do continue to play out the 

caregiving role inscribed on women. In the interview, Lisa spoke Men about the 

various individuals she was attempting to care for, and in her comment below 

Lisa talks about visiting her cousin, who was dying at St. Paul's Hospital: 

Yah, one of my cousins is in St. Paul's [Hospital] but 1 dont thhk he's gonna make it out 
th& t i im. .  he's gone ful-blwn now and.. . he's just so happy to se8 me when I'm them 
but, then it's so hanl! 1 know 1 an? tum my back on hrin but 1 also know I'm swing what 
wiii ~ ~ t u s l l y  happen to me. 1 mean, 1 hop9 a's not lbr a long time but - R's stil just hatd 
to go and se8 him but 1 will. The lest trine 1 went, he couMnlt even hdd his balance 
anymore. It's just hard to watch, that's al/. 

(Interview with Lisa, December 1998). 

Lisa's comment above is also representative of the large family and generational 

neîworks that exist in the DTES, especially amongst Aboriginal residents of this 

neighborhood. Speaking with Lisa, I heard many stories about her family 

mernbers who afso lived in or visited the DTES, struggling with their own issues 

and their own addictions. Many are no longer living today. 

Nadine described her earlier attempts to manage the 'juggling act' of 

caregiving as a young Aboriginal women with addictions, living between 

Vancouver's streets and her resewe community. 

Slowly, 1 staerted thinkhi about the teachings my father tdd me when 1 was yarnger and l 
tried to go b8ck b schod- 1 Wd to stay in school ewn though 1 pafiiedl drank and did 
dryle. I lnied to graduate and 1 mede it as far es mpleting grade 1 1. 1 new dkî fit in 
there because 1 wes already grown up, living on my own and doing, you know - ad& 
things end stM. Yah, 1 did dl of that shit and whik 1 was pattying, 1 was taking Cam of an 
dd man, end 1 was gohg to schod. 1 was taking cam of otherpeople too. Other 
mnaways (long pause) ... ya, 1 was taking cm of a whde femily ofpeople, like 1 was ümir 
mouier.. 

(Interview with Nadine, June 1998). 

The notion of 'street families' is important to this discussion since it was often 

referred b in the interviews. 'Street families' take various forms, but essentially 

one's 'de' typically stems frorn being a veteran of lif& on the street and 



subsequentiy, women &en end up spending much time and energy with those 

with less experience, especially youth, and this can be draining for HIV-positive 

women with compromised immune systems. That said, taking on the role of 

street 'mom' is obviously a central asped of Lisa's identity. 

1 usually hang out et Native Heaiîh and at n@ht 1 drop by the W S ~ '  pmgmm fsom sk Wl 
ten 8t nrEpht. A cwple of deys ago, it made my dey when 1 was on the bus and mis 
woman says to me, 'you know iffi wasn't brpeoph like you or Sandm, 1 probably 
wouMnY be amund enymm'. She mid th& 1 make the girls h l  aecepted and cared 
about and 1 was just silling there on the bus Minking, that's cod! 

(Interview with Lim, December 1998). 

Having spent a fair bit of time with Usa over the past few years and observing 

her interactions in the DTES, I've corne to better appreciate the ways in which 

'street mothen' attempt to make life more cornfortable for those individuals that 

they are especially close to. Furthemiore, I've seen how these 'mothers' provide 

protection and instruction to each other, sort of like 'Survival101' where the most 

crucial lessons are often learned from long-time community members who 

instnict the younger, less experienced girlshomen about the skills necessary to 

stay alive in the DTES. However, what also needs to be pointed out is that the 

multiple responsibiliîies and demands placed on women in the name of 'caring' 

may result in lower heakh status among these women, and this is especially 

marked in women that have compromised immune systems from HIV-infection 

and chronic addictions. Nonetheiess, the caregiving role typically taken on by 

many Aboriginal women plays out in a similar manner in the DTES and this is an 

area where more research is needed. 

" ' W I ~ ~ b r c p I n  centre ~wicty' operata out ofthe F k i  United Church Iocated r 320 East Hastings and 
it is a hpin cenirc fat sex tradc workas m the D'ES. 



Mothering was also talked about at length by some of the women involved 

in this project and as the narratives reveal, their stories of motherhood shifted 

during the interviews, sometimes cherful and sometimes somber. Nadine 

talked about her relationship with her then eight year old daughter as follows: 

1 know the dnrgs have alllected my ciaughter because she's had to gmw up really W. 
She's had to leam about a- and dmgs, and needies - thhgs that she really shouldn't 
hem to know about. m u s e  of me, slieb haû to be w-t her mother et times, to 
leem how to have losses and stuff and put her Wmgs aside. 1 guess, you know, Ibr her 
to leem to be smaft, so she's like 8 liltle &fi... Sometimes I'm like a kid, just fucked right 
up and ctying and she's th- Wing me 2's &y mom ', you know.. . So, she's been 
mally resüient and ouf bond isjust as slrorig as ever, ifs never sepamteci us. And 
thmghout al1 these yeers, I've ttieà to be there hher, as fUcked up as l'we been, I've 
taken time out and lh9 W to dean up and 1 go spend lime with her. .. I'we been lryrng ta 
Qht it ever since 1 got hooked! But y8, she's had to s&r losses but nOt a complete loss 
beceuse w ' re  still togethec 

(Interview with Nadine, June 1998). 

At a later point in the intenfiew, Nadine came back to the challenges and the joys 

she experienœs parenting, which she daes with her family's assistance. 

However, Nadine's narrative also illustrates the ongoing tension between her role 

as a mother and her role as an IV drug user. Nadine stated: 

If 1 end up beriig in- wiîh other crack heads or h m n  addicts, 1 have to fight the 
dnrgs even sbonger #I plan on bemg wM my daughter and thaYs the hardest thing Ibr 
me to ûy and do. You know, to say 1 can Y do this because my daughter is hem or 
because I'm going to see my daughter and then 1 have to walk away from what 1 might 
nonnally do. So 1 have to fight ii all the üme. lt's not difficult once 1 walk away. When my 
daughter and me am together, nobody can burst that bubble. /Ys like my daughter has 
such a p o w  and strength and when we'm logether end somebody walks in and says, 
'Hey Nedine, a n  you do th& forme?" /Ys Iike 'My, îiickoff r@ht now!" Mosüy my 
daughteraikCs a lot of popire. She can &ct six people to not do dope and play with 
her insteed and gel msponsibk and stM, The cornmon thing about me and other addicts 
1 hang amund with is îhat they have e chiM ioo, thet they are out of touch with. 1 donPt 
know ifthey're pmbnding thet they're with #eLown kW or what but they're glowing just 
as much as me a h r  ouf W e n d  togeümr is over! Yeh, sometrines me and a haif a 
&en otherpeople WH al1 be devloted to my Etid! 

(lntenriew with Nadine, June 1998). 

b i d e s  relationships with their childten, the women involved in this study also 

spoke about their past and present relaîionships with men and women. 



During the interviews, three of the four wornen made reference to same- 

sex relationships but none of aie wornen identiiecî themselves as lesbins. 

Shauna's comment belw shows how she views her sâme-sex relationships as a 

direct result of her negatiie and abusive experiences with m m  Hovuever, 

Shauna's story also suggests that in seeking same-sex relationships, she is 

b a r  able to receive the kinds of support and respect she needs because of her 

involvement in ttbe sex trade. Explaining her preference for women as steady 

partners, Shauna stated: 

/ thmk my atîmcâbn to women ceme wlth Uie constant bullshit that 1 got liom a man, 
e w y  singk Rrcking t h  h m  a man, no ma& who it wes! WiW guys, 1 m#nY seem 
to seek out enylhhryl ml, mentd&I physicaiiy, emotionaIiy - whatever it was, my 
expecteti'ons m m  never met no maIter how much i lowered them, lhey were never met. 
I know this is 8 temle fhmg t~ say but WM wwnen it's ao % men# and 20% pnyscical. 
it's not so mudi of8 p h y W  relatiWishi)r and 1 dont end up W i n g  I&e I have to heve 
sex. And thai's a big piessure for me. Men just dont seem b unâ8mtand that when you 
go stand on a comer ell nignt, the la& thhg went is anybody iouchihg p. And men 
setwn to th&k you can ium jmur Mibgs on end ollike a IQht switch but you just can't! 
Men l'm wking, 1 set my mind h maihm to go out t h m  and when I come badr in, if's 
hanl b wiiid down and ect Iiike youmMagain because you'm not mal& )mu' when you're 
out tlHKe - yiou canJt be youWof  yar'd go fuckrir'crazy! 

(Interview with Shauna, May 1999). 

Alttiough Kelly and CWa also made reference k thdr involvement with temporary, 

same-sex relationships, neither of them spoke in much detail about their 

relationships and as I mentioned above, none of the women actually identified 

themselves to me as 'lesbians'. 

Violent vienne put & p m n t  

Another factor that cietarly impinges upon Aboriginal wamen's heaith in the 

DES is the impact of violence and this is another area that clearly requires 

fu-r attention by the heaith research eommunity. As the narratives reveal 

below, vioknce and abuse are on-going constraints for these four women and 



their experiences of violence are cast in many foms, including childhood sexual 

abuse, partner violence, and for women invoived in the sex-trade, work-related 

sexual violencelassaults. Moreover, each of the participants who I interviewed 

spoke of being violated, violently, by family, by partners and by the individuals 

that they work and reside with and the women's stories illustrate the centrality of 

violence and abuse in their day-today activities and decisions: 

Them'sjust too many wwking gids mw and I'm passin' up a lot of money out there these 
days 'cause I'm so O V E K - C B ~ ~ ~ U S ,  but I'd rather be cautbus than stupia or dead! / almost 
died hro summm ego when this date tn'ed to kill me. .. so yeh, I'm mdy cautious now 
but I'd rather tum dawn money and think that / may have saved my ass than take it and 
think maybe 1'11 get th& money ormeybe 1'11 end up in a ditch somewhem- It's just al/ too 
fucked up out there now, and /te been working hem shce 1 was eghteen!! 

(Interview with Shauna, May 1999). 

All four of the women interviewed for this study referred to childhood abuse, 

again, cast in many forms. Other research studies have shown that women who 

use illicit drugs frequentiy have histories of childhood abuse (Bourgois and 

Dunlap, 1993; Boyd, 1093; Sacks, 1993). Although impossible to 'measure,' the 

women's histories of abuse and violence (and low self-esteem) played a 

significant part in their decisions to engage in activities that increased their risk 

for HIV infection. 

Discussing her painful childhood, Nadine's comment below illustrates the 

extent that violence and abuse featured throughout her 'developing years' and 

she goes on to draw a link between eariy childhood traumas, running from 

abusive situations at home, and her early involvement with dnrgs and alcohol in 

the following manner: 

There was akays lots of beatings and sexual abuse and shit, frwn pmnts, fiutn baby- 
Mîers and that So, we tnèd to fun away and then my faüierphned my mom on 
VaI)couwIr lsiend and saki, 8cume and get your MsI  * so she came and got us, ARer 



(Interview wiar Nadine, June 1998). 

Linking eariy childhood traumatic events to her involvement in the sex trade, 

Shauna described her feelings conceming past abuse experienœs in the 

following rnanner: 

I'm not reelly om, d those types ofjwqle thal biams olhers. You know, 'My pamnts 
r a M  me M y  and that's why I'm a// fucked up' lype of thing. But I will say that a lot of 
the tfrhgs thet htippened to me when I was a ka all put this 13 tmtion. SN, 1 mmeen some 
o f h  chahs I mede myself abng the way, but I don' really beliew 1 wou1d have made 
those ssme choices undermmt cirwmstams. 1 I S  abused constantly - I don? 
even remember the beginning. My uncles abuseci me. my gra~#athr ,  my baby sitrer, 
andthenmydadwést~Cestmlineofa#thepeo~? So. Ij~~tdonYthhfklwwh"dh8ve 
made some of the decisions 1 have end 1 m&ht not have been hem. 1 know I never would 
have sMed workiiig &wn hem except Ibr Vre fect lhat 1 obviously view sex in a di9bmnt 
smt of llght oien most peoplepeople WII, 1 haw yet to have had any fun âoing it! / suppose $1 
acîu8iiy worked out aB my Cittle thhgs in Uierapy, 8 m@ht be a diniemnt siory. But the only 
way I vmw sex is someîhhg b aichange. Thar's the way it was when 1 was a kid, 
samething to be exchenged Ibrsomthhg eise - that's just the way it WON out to be. 
It's just &8ys been 8 role play and 1 've never been thoroughiy inîmsled in sex. But 
even in th relathships 1- had, it's ahvays been phony, ifs aiways been f i ,  and it's 
aiways been l&e this is what Uiey wped so mis b whet they get. But $1 just dm# with 
sex the way 1 wmted to, /'d newr even havw II! it duesnP hdd anything &me. 

(Interview with Shauna, May 1999). 

Shauna's commerit aboire about being uninfefested and dissociateci from sexual 

acts was an outlook that was expresseci to me by many of the girls and women 

invoived in ttie sex trade in the DES. Moreover, eariy c h i l d M  sexual, 

physical and emotional traumas were often cited as reasoris for and the ab i l i  to 

'disconnect' during semial adivities as well as being related to their move and 



adjustment to surviving, as Aboriginal m e n ,  in the DTES. Thus, despite their 

diversity, the narratives reveal that the womn held many issues in common as 

well and past and present abumdviolence was an a m  referred to often in each 

of these women's stories. Some of their stories s h e d  how in attempting to 

escape abuse and violence in their early tives, they eventually made the move to 

Vancouver's streets. However, instead of escaping or finding relief from 

violence, many Aboriginal women continue to experienœ grim violence in their 

day-to-day struggles to survive. 

On the move... 

Another common theme revealed in the interviews was the lack of secure 

and stable housing available to street-involved Aboriginal women and al1 four of 

these women talked about how often they had to move andlor why îhey wen 

aîways moving. Moreover, decerit housing is almost non-existent within the 

DTES and since the federal govemment stepped away from social housing in 

1993, the city has taken the stance that they cannot afford to do it alone. 

This means that large numben of street-involved Aboriginal women must 

reside in SRO's and this living situation invdves sharing a washroom with men, 

which often places women in vulnerable situations. As well, there are usually no 

cooking facilities and most of the SR0 units do not corne anywhere near meeting 

basic health and safety standards. Furthemore, because there are sa few 

affordable options tbr wornen in the DTES with regard to safe housing, women 

may find thernselves W e d  into abusive relationships, where they again sacrifice 

their bodies in order to house aiemseives. The housing situation is even worse if 



you have HIVIAIDS b u s e  then the physical conditions of current housing 

(damp, mach infested, raümouse droppings, inadequate heating, littlelno cooking 

facilities, no fridge to keep prescription drug treatments in, etc.) inevitably impact 

one's heafth status. In identifying and prioriiizing aie current heaith needs of 

women living in the DTES, the Core Women Care study revealed that 72% of 

fernale respondents felt that an increase in transitional facilities were a top 

priority which included recovery homes, detoxification spaces, homeless shelters, 

and battered women's shelters (Core Women Care 1995: 18). Frustrations 

regarding housing came up again and again in the narratives I collected and 

during my work with women in the DTES, housing crises were common. 

Discussing the unsafe situation of her current housing arrangement (a SR0 unit 

in the DTES), Shauna stated: 

/ have a lot dtmuble sleeping, iî's just always been like that. 1 think a lot of it has to do 
with behg down hem. I'm ahvays constanîly wonW. Anybody could b m k  into my r o m  
but tfrey [hotel bndlorbs] dont give a shit! Men  1 moved out to Abbottsbrd, 1 slept a 
whde lot better! 

(Interview with Shauna, May 1999). 

Kelly also made rdrence to the rundown state of available housing options that 

currently exist for drug-addicted, street-involved women in the DTES when she 

I'm &ays in-between things yw kmw, I'm hem and them and everywhem! Ya, and 1 
dont plen on stsying put - what Ibr? On the streets, nothing hokis you down and when 
you da try and setile, them's aiivays someone orsornethhg that gets h your face and 
puts you uut 1 mliy dont know how ihese women can do it! 1 man  I'd ratherlive 

man Iive in timse shit-hdes down hem anyway and 1 know a lot of people that 
bei the same way. 

(Interview wiîh Kelly, February 1999). 



At the tirne of the interview, Kelly had been homeless for just over a month and 

she explained to me that she was currentiy staying 'wherever' possible. 

Essentially then, what is desperately needed to address women's specific 

housing needs is mom housing, but also &, tlsxible and relevant housing 

options that allow drupaddicted women to take further control over their lives, 

thus improving their overall heaith status. In the meantime, however, the city 

must stop destroying the oniy affOrdable housing options that DTES residents 

have unless govemments are going to offer aiternative housing for community 

residents. 

Another recent study also revealed that the unstable housing situation in 

the DTES was most evident amongst fmate injection drug users. In the data 

collected for the 'Community Health Research Project' (CHRP) it was found that 

75% of female IV drug users lii in non-stable housing (Information Request 

Report, Community Health Reswrce Project, March 1999: 5). Moreover, the 

research findings from the CHRP study correspond with the findings in this study, 

in that non-stable housing was a common aieme in both the narratives and my 

direct observations in the DTES. Infecta with HIV, trying to take care of her 

daughter, her partner, her d y ~ h i ~ o n a l  family - and then having to cope with 

moving - yet again - was a selfdescribecl 'breaking point' for Nadine. Further, 

the actual impact of inflexible housing on the heaith of women in the DTES was 

observed over and over again. After being e v W  fiom the Mavis-McMullen 

housing project for women, which had been her home for years, I noticed a 

marked difference in Lisa's appearance and overal health. Since then, Lisa has 



moved three more tirnes and she continues to struggle to find safe, affordable 

and relevant housing in her cornmunity. In the meantirne, her heaith continues to 

deteriorate. 

Active community memben 

Imporbntly, the narratives point to the fact that street-involved women are 

active cornmunity members, but to sorne extent these women are also defined 

and constrained by the spaces where they live. As was discussed above, Lisa's 

life changed rather significantly since testing positive for HIV in that she had 

never involved herself in community agency activities prior to seroconverting. 

Lisa's comment below points to the reshaping of her identity and her increased 

community work since tesüng positive for HIV in 1991 : 

1 just got &à ofahays taking and taking and afferawhile, ljust wanted to give beck to 
the communiiy. Ya, @ht now I'm working on a commiitee to put somethhg together to 
Mp keep tmck of the working grils beceuse so many of the gids are missing hom the 
bowntown Eastside. And recently 1 was asked to sit on another c o m m i t  
committee fora new HIV Outreach Worker et the Women's Centre ... stayhg invdved 
keeps me out of truuble. If 1 get bored, I'm back 'downtown' using [drugs] agah so il's an 
a M  bonus! 

(Interview with Lisa, December 1998). 

Street-invoived Aboriginal women continue to mate and re-create their own 

i d e n t i i  and livelihoods within the Downtown Eastside community. For Lisa, 

t-ng positive for HIV has also opened up many opportunities (induding some 

income generating opportunities) and she spoke often about her increased 

invohrernent in the OTES. T hat said, Lisa's goal to keep herself busy and 

involved in community work stems h m  multiple factors that she made reference 

to ttiroughout her story including: staying away from dnigs, a desire to help 



othen, generaüng incorne from community agencies, and keeping her mind off 

painful and unresobd personal hues. 

I t?y to do lots of &wth@s so I dant heur, to thmk about things I'm not m â y  to deal 
wiai, Thelb why 1 go help out but Lhere are soms things /'m just not ready Ibr you know. 
1 lieel happy when 1 help pecrpie out, buï stüi I know Ihem am some things mat /jus& can't 
do. But lby tobehappywi tn~e~s I  do... ~ewhenIwasalo(y0ungerIusedto 
îeü myseir, 'N4peI you'm not gaing to see 30, no way' but now 1 me mymif wanting to 
/ive bad. I h  Bïi I'm 60 'cause ti?ere 3 a lot of Mngs 1 went to do now, 1 have a lot d 
'gung ho' m my 11% nowl Now when people ask me I I  want ta iix, I can say no. 1 bund it 
wirdatdrst 'cau~Iwes~opamnoidwhenIwssh~htbut~cansay m... N w I &  
specrSPecraîevents, IspeekattxMmmw, end I worlcettheinibnnatiim~s. ljusl 
started dokig th& m#nlly. 1 @ce at a conlierem at Carnegie and one at Malhg Our 
Spi& Right naw I'm doing a talk Ibr the speaker's bumu at Cmbbw. 1 useâ to 
vdunteer the# a lot m. I a h  vdunleerat th Ntmen's Centre, you know mosHy 1 just 
help Wl. /do 88îM 8i Native Ht38IIh end WSH. 

(Interview with Usa, Oecember 1998). 

Lisa's story abwe is also important in that it challenges the n a m  images of 

drug-addicteci wornen in the DTES, revealing a more accurate pichire which 

reftects the hard work and cornmitment of many street-involved women to take 

care of each other and their community. In fact, throughout each of theit 

narratives, the women talked about making the most of the spaces they currently 

occupy. Shauna's comment below reveals how she approaches her life in the 

DTES: 

You can play this place eiiimr way. You can tota/ly aihate yourseJf down hem but N y o u  
knowthem~0umsaratrci iest~tMyowessandbyI;ogeth~~ them'sa &nite 
sense of communlty. But, you have io invdve yourSenin it because it's not going toiust 
t a b  you in - you have to get Myow butt and ta& cam of youM. I mean them's lots 
of Ouneach i4Wmts who try lo get you hwdved but un- you're gomg to put the emrt 
in yourssll; ümm's noîhhg there. 

(Interview with Shauna, May 1999). 

Thus, alaiwgh the womeri's stories show that they are, in sorne ways, able to 

acüvely negotiate their involvement in their communities, the women's lives and 

activities are also defined and directed by the spaces they occupy and their day- 

M a y  struggks as poor, drug-addicteci women residing within those spaces. 



Speaking about the large numbers of Aboriginal people that live on or neat 

Vancouver's streets, including herself, Lisa explained: 

iî's hard to Iive by traditional teachings downtown. Natives keep talking about that too, 
l& goriig bsck to ourteechings, whhh th md/y neat, fit helps. 1 /ive by my own 
teechings because that's what you have to do, it's the on& way to get by downtown. .. 
Most of us never make it out of hem. 1 dont dwell on it or anything, 1 mean I have a lot of 
things going &me rfght now. If 1 stad thinking aboutit 1 get this 7 give up' attitude. I 
look at V,ings diikmntty, yw know.. . Actually, 1 111y enpy the times when 1 just sit and 
have a CO& with annebody buse  then Astead of gohg Ibr a toke or somethfng it's, 
well, it's a b g  diikmnce. 

(Interview with Lisa, December 1998). 

As an active community member, Lisa also discussed the politics of her 

incread community involvement by way of both her drug-using peers and 

certain staff members at the various community agencies she has been involved 

with in and around the DTES. With regard to her street-involved, drug-using 

peers, Lisa had this to Say: 

A bt Ofadûkts just totally giV8 up down hem but forme 1 just thinkl weil yah I'm an 
aMict, but 1 dont gim up because of it. I've had my sham of harsh words though, tbr 
vdunteenng at these places down hem. Some people thhk i'm too good or they're Me, 
'Oh, you think you're too good ibr us now" - you know, shit like that. But I try and just let 
it go %ause it's not Worth it. 

(Interview with Lisa, Oecernber 1998). 

Negotiating her own role in the DES,  Kelly made reference to the importance 

she placed on maintaining a 'tough' image, drawing a link between her image 

and current income generating strategies that she is involved in (selling drugs on 

the street-level market). Moreover, the daily work that Kelly must do to support 

her addictions, and the image she portrays during and after work, do not seem to 

lend themsehres well to active involvement in her community. Kelly explains: 

Wnh mypb [setlling drugsl, you dont hrck amnd  too much. Ya, 1 have to keep my own 
shit together so people know I'm not gonna put up with theircrap. You know it's mosüy 
an imege thing but 1 don t giV8 a fuck if people like me or n d  Actuailyt 1 go oui of my 
way someümes to make peopk NOT like me! 1 have to! 1 mind my own, take care of my 
own and that's the way sire goes. Y i  know, 1 keep to my Senand my csmisrof the 
M d  and mat's just the way 1 like it! 



(Inte~ew with Kelly, February 1999). 

In fact, when I fimt met Kelly she went out of her way to show me that 'tough' 

side of herself but in time, I came to understand the importance of creating and 

maintaining an image in the DTES, and how image also plays a significant role in 

many of the women's day-today negotiations and strategies to survive. 

Later in the interview, Usa again made reference to negotiating her role in 

community activities. Describing some of the more difticult aspects of her 

involvernent with various agencies in the DTES, Lisa gave this view of her 

situation in relation to the work she does: 

Al1 ofthese organitsthns, as mas  I'm concemedl have got to stop fighting with each 
other, They shouM pull togethrand instead of mhting for grents, they should be mhting 
together to sham gmnts and stM- no4 t@ng to tear each other apart, k a u s e  they're al/ 
down here bre purpape. ArmtJiw thhg that ~ i i y  gets to me down hem am the people 
that try and manipulate me. / know a k t  of peqple in the diffemnt organizatibns down 
here so 1 akays seem to have pec@e askriig me, '1s so and so doing theri work?" or "Do 
you know what so and so is up b?" I tum amnd end say; " W l  do 1 look like an 
infomatmn bocith to ywr?" Or l say to them, 'You're the one that hired her so you figure 
it out!" l'Le even tdd the p e m  that sometimes toUl 

(Interview with Lisa, Oecember 1998). 

As the narratives illustrate, community involvement is neither simple or 

predictable amongst street-involved women who reside in the DTES. However, I 

believe that this is an important area, worthy of more attention and action in that 

many of the women that I came to k w  were willing and able to 'help out,' get 

involved, participate in various activities and decision-making opportunities within 

their community. In this way, more attention could be placed on providing paid 

opportunities for dnig-using, streef-invohied wmen who are willing and able to 

work and gain new skills while living in their community. In so doing, interested 



women could generate income, gains skills and take a break h m  their work in 

the sex trade or dmg economy. 

In the chapter that follows, I look at some of the theoretical links that 

contributed to, and at times challenged my research, analysis and writing 

throughout this particolar study. 



CHAPTER FIVE: THEORETICAL LINKS 

'it W m  8 gmrt ôeal of work to r m  
propk i rom~mtical  dbaurkn.' 

- Lee Meradn 

In Chapter Three, I talked about how this research project was conducteci 

by looking closely at aie methods utilized in carrying out the research process. In 

Chapter Four, we heard the women's narratives, which were unavoidably partial 

and incomplete - yet not insignificant - for cdlecüng their 'theories' was largely 

what this projed airned to do. In this drapter, I link the methods and voices with 

the theoretical frameworks that have guided my thinking and writing and in so 

doing, I grapple with certain aspects of narrative method, feminist ethnography, 

and population heahh, their contributions and unresolved contradictions, as 

played out and nlated to this study. 

Essentially, this project was about documenting the experienœs and 

stories of four street-involved Aboriginal wmen living with HIVIAIDS. My starting 

point was that their voices, their stories and their knowledge were virtually 

unheard, beyond their own circle, and aiat they deserve further attention. 

Personal narratives and illness accounts are increasingly used as research data 

in anthropology and health related research more specifically. Narrative rnethod 

focuses especialiy on an individual's subjective experienœ and understanding of 

an illness, "pointing to the cnicial importance of social and cuitural factors for the 

interpretation of syrnptoms" (Steffen 1997: 99). This approach has b e n  

elaborated by Arthur Kieînman in his book The lllness Namfives (1988) and was 



expanded upon in Kleinman and Kleinman's article, "Suffering and Its 

Professional Transfonation: Toward an Ethnography of Interpersonal 

Exprieneeu (1991). Stressing the centraiii of ordinary human experience by 

focusing on what is at stake for particular participants in particular situations, 

Kleinman and Kleinman suggest that: 

Anthropological analyses (of pain and passion and power), when they are experience- 
distant, are at risk of delegitimating their suôject matter's human conditions. The 
anairopoiogist thereby constitutes a alse subject; she can engage in a piofessional 
dimurse every bit as dehumanizing as that of colleagues who unreflexively draw upon 
aie tropes of biomedicine or behaviorism to create their subject rnatter (1 991 : 170). 

In a more recent work, Kleinman called for the inclusion of positioned knowledge 

for when it is rejeded, "say through the sole use of HIV sero-status and AIDS 

fatality rates to measure the AIDS pandemic, something fundamental to the 

human experience of suffering may be lost: namely, its grounding in greatly 

different local worlds and livesn (1995: 82). Following Kleinman then, I was 

interesteci in looking at the social course of HIVIAIDS with particular participants, 

in particular situations - namely, stteet-involved, Aboriginal women living with 

HIV-infection. To undetstand and better appreciate the women's lived 

experienœs - their positioned knowledge - an ethnographie perspective that 

placed primary emphasis on narrative provided the framework for this research. 

Aithough street-involved Aboriginal women in the DTES have told and 

continue to tell their stories amongst themselves, their voices do not typically go 

beyand Vancouver's streets - to the far removed places and spaces of academe. 

However, in thinking seriously about the rnethods and the voices that guided and 

infomed this study, I better appreciate how I too moved the women's stories 

from their original fotm and context and placed them somewhere else (to 



academe and this MA thesis), which beyond documentation does very little for 

those that adually told h i r  s to rh  to me. 1 have to point out hre as well the 

damage done to îhe women's stories, in that acaciemic research and writing 

involves a process and that p m s  goes well beyand the collection of women's 

stories. It involves the seledion, arrangement and presentation of women's 

stoBes and knowledge, but them whose knowteâge is really k ing presented 

here? And equally important, who heiits? Although not my original aim, I 

alone seleded and arrangecl the women's storbs and in this way, I have largely 

directed this text. My original intent, however, was to seek out ways to 'share' 

the project with the wmen who agreed to participate but what I found instead 

was that rny intentions were not 'shared' by the wornen themselves. I had been 

submerged in academic (feminist, postcolonial, postmodern) trends which 

demanded that I be accountable, reflexive, and non-exploiive (Henrik 1994; 

Hastrup 1994; and Weeks & Schensul1993). Further, my mearch had to be 

coliaborative, polyphonie, participatory and quick to expose any and all power 

relations (Okely 8 Callaway 1992; Moore 1988; and Mascia-Lees et al.). 

However, as I explained in Chapter Three, these sorts of 'intentions' w e  not 

followed by the participants of this shidy. 

In theriry, I agree with these sorts of research and writing strategies and 

frameworks but in actualfy conduding this sMy, I found that the women 

themsehies had very i i i  interest in the research strategies discussed above. In 

retrapxt, this seems tathet obvious considering our respective locations. Put 

more simpiy, these four women were interested in survival strategies, not 



research strategies. Howevet, I had not given sufficient attention or thought to 

aie actual position of the participants of this study because m a t  of my attention 

had beeii focused on my position as a researcher interested in conducting 

'respectfui' research, directed by 'respectable' theories, utilizing 'respectlul' 

methods. Ultimately, the project was shared - not in some of the ways that I had 

originally hoped and planned for -but by way of the women's involvement, aieir 

experiences, their expertise, and their stories which made this project possible. 

Going back, then, to the notion of prioriüring lived experience over 

theoretical knowledge, Jackson (1996) has pointed out that for the most part 

"human beings live their lives independently of the intellectual schemes dreamed 

up in academen (4). Jackson goes on to suggest that: 

In priaritking the knowledge with which peopb live rather than the knowledge wiai which 
Western inWlectuals make sense of life, ethnography helps us place practical and social 
imperatives on par wiai scholastic niles and abstract understanding. It help us remver 
a sense of those critical contexts of existence where knowledge is not a matter of how to 
know but a matter of life or death, when something is hatardeci and risked in the pracess 
of m i n g  to kn W... (1096: 4). 

Discussing her outlook on research studies in the DTES, Lisa made reference to 

aie disappearance of researchers and the apparent inapplicabili of our 

academic projects to affect real change in her everyday life. Lisa offered the 

following thoug hts: 

WH, iî [research] ain't so bad if it can ectually be used ni ais  am. The Easîskk isfist 
one of those amas that is ahvays Ni an epkhmic state because of one thhg or another. .. 
wHn al1 good intentbns, the mseamh starts but then it just goes away and a ioî of these 
people 1 see are~bst ofthis a m ,  it!! like ihey dan? fit in down hem. Others do 
so 1 guess it mal& depends.. . I'sjust, you know, nobody seems to being rdoMg a who& 
heU of a lot night now! 

(Interview with Lisa, December 1998). 

For myself, I've had to accept the fact that this project will likely not do, as Lisa 

stated above, 'a whole hell of a lot right now" but I still think it is an important step 



in that four HIVwitive, Street-involved Aboriginal women's voices have been 

documenteci hem, but more stories rnust be told and bard if meaningful, 

grounded changes are to occur for aiese women. 

It goes wlhout saying that globalty, within most countries, and then within 

more localizeâ settings (such as the DTES), wornen have difFerent relations to 

HIVIAIDS because of poverty, race, geography, sexual orientation or age. What 

this means is that the day-to-day realities of, for example, an HIV-positive 

Aboriginal m a n  living in the DTES are going to be a world away from the day- 

to-day realities of an HIV-positive Caucasian woman who returns to a nice house 

ftom a well-paying job. In the same way, women with HIVIAIDS that cate for 

children, partnen andlor farnily or community members will have different 

experienœs than, for example, women living with HIV/AIDS in the prison system. 

What 1 am suggesting hem is the iieed for the inclusion of many more voices. 

Further, I maintain that the narrative madel, as utilized in ethnographie, health- 

related researeh, provides for the inclusion of rnarginalized voices and 

unvalorized knowledge and experience. In this way, marginalized women's 

perspectives, on their l i i  or illnesses, can become a resource to direct change. 

Discussing the striking silence on the topic of women in AIDS discourse and 

questioning why womem's voices wete virtually unheard during the first decade of 

the pandemic, F a m r  (1996) observeci ttiat: 

One explanaiion for this parttality is that the majoriiy of womn with AIDS had been 
roW of ai& voicecr long b e f i  HIV appeared to furaier c o m p l i i  their IRres. In 

of entrenched ditism, they have ben poor. In setangs of enîmched f ach ,  
they h m  been womn of cokr. In setüngs of enttenched sexism, they have ben, of 
course, womn (6). 



In conducting this study, a space was creaîed where four HIV-positive Aboriginal 

women could qwak about what is at stake for them. The results are not neat 

and tidy, the study is incornplete and fragmented, but in hearing these women 

speak, this project accurately refîects some of the constraints and struggles, 

hopes and bars, and strength and resistance of four street-involved Aboriginal 

women. h this way, I have shown how an ethnographie perspective, with an 

ernphasis on narrative, can offer a plaffonn for rnarginalized knowledge and 

theorizing about health and well-being. 

The population herlth rpprorch 

The narrative rnodel utilized in this study provided the means to illustrate 

how four, street-involved Aboriginal women actually experience the unequal 

distribution of health status in this country. Guided by a population health 

perspective, I have also called attention to the larger wntexts which, as the 

stories revealed, undoubtedly shape and direct these four wornen's experiences. 

In fact, their important stories highlight the need for fundamental changes to 

occur - changes that address the poverty, social exclusion and devaluation of 

many Aboriginal women today. 

The diverse factors that actually influence and shape our health then - the 

physical, mental, emotional, spiritual, cultural, historical, emnomic, and 

environmental are al1 interrelated and must be taken into account when looking at 

a population's health status. Moreover, gender and race are intncately 

wnnected with the factors outlined above, for they tao shape, detemine, andlor 

heaviiy influence our experience wîih health or il1 health. That said, the literature 



and many population healîh-based research projects seem to have ignored or 

downpiayed gender and race as variables to health and my point hem is to 

emphasize the limitations of a population health framework that downplays race 

and gender simply because it is already taking multiple variables into 

consideration. 

Nonetheb, the most significant contribution of population heahh has 

been its ability to move researchers and pdicy makers away from a narrow 

concem with the causes and cures of specific diseases. Instead, researchers 

and pdicy makers are recognizing the validity of focusing in on the wider pidure 

- which has included a more serious look at the historical or colonial Iinkages to 

heaith and il1 heaith, as related to this country's Aboriginal population. In fact, 

more and more interested parties are beginning to utilize a population heaith 

perspecti*~ in this country. Recentiy, the population health modei was promoted 

in a report on Aboriginal health status by the Assembly of First Nations (AFN), 

where it was noted that: 

Many interrelatecl factors come into play, and populationhaalal researchers are 
beginning to aihk of health more bmadly, as a mlationship belwwn the person and 
hisnier physical and social environment In this respect, the population-health approach 
is becoming more congnient with tradiionai First Nation and Inuit views of health as a 
state of balance W i n  the individual, and with the family, the comrnunity, the 
enviinment and aie spinhial wodd (AFN 1999: 12). 

As the most advanced thinkm in health p o l i  circks today have begun to reach 

some major conclusions about what makes people well - why some people are 

healthy while &ers are not (Evans et al. 1994; Wilkinson 199û), we can see that 

these 'detenninants of heam' converge with some Aboriginal perspectives on 

heaith and healing through several key ideas: heab cornes from the 

interconnededness of hurnan systems - body, mi&, emotions, spirit - not their 



separate dynamics; economic inequality (personal and community poverty) plays 

a central roie in detemiining heaith; the healar of the environment affects the 

health of the people; and that health and welI-being in childhood affect lifelong 

health status. 

Nevertheless, population health is really a set of interrelated ideas rather 

than an actual model and as such, the population health approach often shifts 

depending upon the researcher utilizing its framework. However, the same can 

be said for each and every theoretical framewrk and paradigm and after having 

looked closely at the population health approach, I find it both applicable and 

useful towards extending our dominant paradigms of health to include areas 

previously not considered in how we view balth, illness and healing. 

Considering how slippery the population health approach is, l think it is helpful to 

keep in mind the fundamental question the analysis is concemed with, which 

asks why some people are heaithy and oaiers are not? With the recogniîion that 

social, political and economic structures and processes have a powerful 

influence on health, Wilkinson (1996) points out that: 

The development of effscüve 19mis of prevention means understanding how social and 
econornic structures impinge on people and what kinds of p d i  might be beneficial. It 
means understanding the implications of d i n t  institutional structures at work; of 
d i t  forms of insecufity in relation to houshg, incorne, and jobs; of social and 
community development; it m n s  understanding the determinants of the subjective 
qwlity of F i ;  finding ways ofsbi4ngthening the social fibric of society; above all, it 
means understanding the psychomchi efliects of hierarchy and social position (14). 

Adding ta this, researchers who follow a population healai perspective must also 

put race and gender at the core of al1 anatysis if inequalities and their relationship 

to health are to be worked out, both theoretically and practically. 



Women involved in health-related research have expanded upon the 

population health framework to ask why poor women of color experience less 

qualii of life and health and what we migM do as a society to promote 

meaningful change. In this way, advoates for research in women's health are 

focusing more consistently on the intemcüon of gender, race and many other 

factors on the creation of health and well-being for al1 women. 

HIVIAIDS, women and hmlth rererrch 

Over the past ten years, the Merahire relating to women living with 

HIVIAIDS has grown rapidly in response to the neglect and lack of awareness 

that existed throughout the first decade of this dise-. In fact, during the early 

19809, HIVIAIDS was erroneously labeled a 'gay men's disease,' that could be 

virtually ignored by the 'general population', In fact, the homophobia, racism, 

sexism, and classism that directed the early response to this virus ensured that 

the topic and subsequent research of wornen living with HIVIAIDS would reœive 

scant attention for sorne time to corne. In reality however, women have lived with 

and died from HIVIAIDS sinœ the eady 19809 when the virus was first 

rqn ized .  Yet many of the women who d i  of HIV-relateci infections never 

did receive an AIDS diagnosis, proper treatment, care or support. This is 

because HIV (which causes a syndrome of ilInesses known as AIDS) affécts 

women dibrently than mennand the hegemonic medical deCinitions of the 

disease had been based on ilInesses more common to men. Subsequently, 



women were rarely enrdled in research cohorts, especially those from poor 

communitii. Furthetmore, the lack of wornen in experimental drug studies 

meant that the effects on women, positive and negative, of these d ~ g s  had often 

remained unknown until women were prescribed these treatrnents after licensing. 

When women are permitteci to take part in experimental drug trials, the study 

sites do not generally consider women's unique needs for childcare, appropriate 

transportation, and appointments aiat match their need for caring for children and 

other well and il1 familylcommunity memben. A p t  from the lack of enrollment 

of women in research trials, the 'research agenda itseif for HIVIAIDS has some 

glaring omissions that have a direct impact on the heakh Gare of HIV-infected 

womenn (Rodriguez-Trias & Marte 1994: 309). In fact, Rodriguez-Trias and 

Marte (1994) go on to suggest that because of a la& of funding and commitment 

to women's health research, we still do nat know how to evaluate or effectively 

treat a large number of health-related pmblems experienced by women with 

HIVIAIDS: 

Menstnial irregulanties are experiertced by many HIV-infected women, but we still know 
nothing about the h m n a l  conwquences of HIV or how (and whether) to treat them. 
Conversely, virtually nothing is k m  about the effec& of h m n a l  interventions, for 
instance, oral contraceptives, on aie cours8 of HiV inkdon despite the widespread use 
and the importance of HIV-infected women of being able to choose safe and effective 
contraception. Reseanh on abnormal Pap smears in HIV-inlected women is the first and 
still the only gender-retated issue to ~KJ inwstigated in any depth (31 0). 

Six yean later, very l i  has been done to balance the research agenda. 

However, advocates for research in women's health are taking into account the 

diverse variables that interact to create heafth anditions (including many of the 

" Tbcrc an many LUDS-relatai opportunistic inMons that a&ct oniy women including increased 
vaginal inféctions (especially vaginal candidiasis, also known as yeast infections), hi@ incidences of 
cervical dysplasia, cervical canccr, pelvic iaaammatoty disame (PD), as well as mensmial changes, 

100 



variables found within a population health approach), but women's health 

research focuses much more consistent& on race, ethnicity, sexual orientation, 

and disability. 

In a recent publication advocating the establishment of a Women's 

Health Rosmrch lnstitul within the already existing Canadian Institutes of 

Health Research (CIHR), mernbers of the 'Working Group on the CIHR: Gender 

and Women's Health Research' called for the inclusion of sex and gender as 

critical variables in 811 health research in Canada. Moreover, this working group 

suggests that a women's health research agenda would work to address the 

glaring absence of data on, for example, Aboriginal women, women with 

disabilities, lesbians, and immigrant women, providing for a more comprehensive 

approach to women's health research. In this report, the working group States 

that in order to guarantee a clirnate of comprehensive health research, "two key 

variables: sex (the biological differences between men and women) and gender 

(the different social and cultural experienœs of women and men)" must be 

integrated into al1 health research (Grant & Ballem, Jan. 2000: 4). The report 

goes on to highlight some of the specific areas that might be better addressed by 

a women's health nsearch agenda which are summarized as follows: 

(1) identifying gaps in existing research through consultation with a range 
of stakeholders to form the basis of the research agenda; 

(2) recognizes that one cannot generalize to women what has been 
learned frorn researching men. Doing so may lead to improper 
diagnoses and darnaging treabnent. The quaiii of science suffers from 
this omission as well; 

(3) uses muliple methodologies, including qualitative, quantitative, 
interdisciplinary and cross-culhiral approaches and; 



(4) involves paying attention to the interactions belvueen gender and other 
determinants of health including income, race, education, sexual 
orientation, and environment (Ibid: 4). 

Remgnizing the importance of the above strategies, we can no longer delay 

heaith research and innovative strategies related to improving street-involved 

womem's overall health, especially Aboriginal women, who are over-represented 

in Vancouver's DTES. However, we need to do more than simply 'pay attention' 

to those 'other' determinants of health. This is parücularly crucial with regards to 

stiimatized and stereotyped women who, because they use drugs or seIl sex are 

often judged as 'immoral' or 'unworthy' of our attention, research, or funds. 

According to Sontag (1989), societies need to have an illness identifieci 

with evil, where society can lay blame on its "victimsn through stigmatization and 

the creation of a 'spoiled identity' or shameful existence. Sontag goes on to 

explain how societies have created myths, often through metaphors (Sontag calls 

them mtaphorb trappings), and that these sorts of metaphoric descriptions can 

be found in an analysis surrounding myths about tuberculosis, cancer and more 

recently, HNIAIDS. In fact, Sontag goes on to explain that the advent of 

HIV/AIDS "has prwided a large-sale occasion for the metaphorking of illnessn 

(1989: 104). As such, HIVIAIDS has been conceptualued and perceived as a 

viral 'assault,' 'attack,' or 'plague' that often guarantees one's membership in a 

particular 'ri& groupn worthy of societies condemnation, criticisrn and judgement. 

Sontag suggests that: 

The illness flushes out an identity that might have remained hidden from neighbors, job 
mates, farnily, hlends. It also confimis an idenMy and, among the risk group in the 



United States m08t se~enly afhckd in the Winning, homosemial men, has been a 
creator of wmmunity as well as an axperience that isolates the il1 and exposes them to 
harassrnent and persecution ... The uns& bahaviorthat produces AlOS is judged to be 
mon, than just weaknesri. It is indulgence, delinquency -addictions to chernicals that are 
illegal and to sex regardecl as deviant (1989: t 13). 

Certainly, one need not look far to see how invasive and insidious Our 

descriptions surrounding women, HIVIAIDS, Aboriginal peoples, and women 

involved in the sex trade can be. Moreover, h w  we've conceptualized the health 

and justice issues in the DTES and what we as a sockty are prepared to do 

about the pressing health coneerns says a lot about how the public h l s  about 

who is worthy and/or not-worthy of assistanœ and improved quality of life. The 

time to start a dialogue about street-involved women and HIVIAIDS is long 

overdue. For example, in the literature that I was able to cover there were no 

studies that have looked at how cocainelcrack and heroin interact with 

prescription medications taken by some wmen living with HIVIAIDS. In fact, we 

know very little about the affects of street drugs on the human body (especially 

the immune system) and this is a research area that may be side-stepped 

because governments are afraid that research in this area might be viewed as 

approving of IV drug use. As a society, we should seriously think through Our 

attitudes toward addiction, HIVIAIDS, Aboriginal wornen residing in the DTES - 
and toward al1 people who occupy the bottom of the social ladder - for we need 

to look at inequality but more importantiy, we need to aàdress inequality with 

research and preventative stradegies that are based in reality. Thus far, the 

overwhelming efforts by governrnental policies to date have been ones of 

containment and separation - between one group of people from another - the 

sick frorn the well, the brown frorn the white, or th8 undesenring from the 



deserving. By containhg and segregating 'di* Indian' w m n  in the DTES, 

have created a system that tums a blind eye to ssme women's $&ring in the 

name of rnoralism, racism, and classism and in sa doing the powerful, mufti 

layered discourses that have created and sustained such injustices remain, for 

the m a t  part, obscure. 

Many writm have expanded upon Foucauît's recognition of the 

production and repmduction of certain kinds of sexuality, of certain kinds of 

Mies,  and of certain kinds of power. Thus, aibough Foucault (1 97ï; 1984) 

treated the body as if it were not diffemtiated by gender, feminist research on 

HlVIAlDS has higtilighted the themes of bodily self-control and selfdiscipline that 

nin through much of the AIDS discourse, and they have directed attention to the 

rnainstream interprmon that those women living with HIViAIDS are not only 

respmsible but somehow deswing of their illness. More specifically, women 

depicted in HlVlAlDS discourses are alrnost a h y s  mothers, pregnant wamen, 

women of color or wornen involved in the sex trade, thus depicting a particular 

'kind' of woman th& is polluting to men and children and categorically différent 

h m  'normal' women. 

HNfAIDS discourses, which are about d b s e  but which are equally 

about sexuaiii, power, and race, 'rened this diffusion of power relations in their 

reproduction of already existing medranisms and patterns of social control" 

(Sacks 1996: 61). With their preoccupation with 'perversions' and irregularities in 

sexual behavior, H1VIAIDS diseourses often place 'deviant bodies in sharp 

contrast with the 'general population' or 'normal' bodies, wtiich aliows for the 



stigmatization, policing and control of these 'deviant' bodies- In 'Women & AIDS" 

(1906), Sacks explains that: 

Discounies help these behavioral noms b becorne intemalized, and in so doing to 
reinfoice existing social, political, and economic hierarchies. They are pattemed in 
systernatic ways, ways which pefpetuate perceptions of certain 'kinds' of behavior, and - 
because, according b Foucault, sexual behavior is prceived as isomorphous with 
identity -certain kinds of people as deviant, less valuable, more prone to and desewing 
of disease, and inexpliCaMy intriguing in theif apparent penrersity (60). 

For Aboriginal women in the DTES, this means that too often they are perœived 

as agents of transmission who infect men. Regarding research on HlVlAlDS 

among women in the sex trade this means that in almost every instance the 

emphasis is on the potential for sex workers to spread the disease to male 

customers who might then spread the disease to less-desenring (or less 'dirty') 

women, like their wives, who live in communities around the Lower Mainland. 

Moreover, substance-using women, like those 're-presented' here, have been 

viewed as seif-destructive, insecure and immoral. They have been stigmatized in 

countless ways because women who use drugs are viewed as having deviated 

from a woman's expected gender role". According to some researchers, even a 

limited number of drug-use episades severely affects "a woman's entire social 

identity, stigmatizing her as wild, promiscuous, unstable" (Ineiardi et al. 1993: 

23). 

Subsequentiy, the pervasive and biased discourses of women and HIVIAIDS 

perpetuate assumptions of women as 'vectors' of H N  and produœ and 

reproduce already existing notions of the female body as dangerous and 

Resauchers have also show that drug-usmg women are 0th more socially isolated and more 
disconnectod firom immediate M i y  m e m h  and children than dmg-ushg men. For a more detailed look 
at how hg-using w m e n  afe sîigmaîized, see Gomberg 1982; Taylor 1993; Maher 1997; and Sterk 1999. 



polluüng. In fact, the narratives revealed that women discriminate, based on 

HlV-status, against each other as well. Lisa explained this in a story she told 

about a recent experienœ she had at the Bumaby Correctional Centre for 

Women: 

1 ses the atiiiua, especially with being HlV yw know. Them's people sitting there 
whismng, "you know so and so has HIV, ' or '1 hmnl so and so has AlDS. ' 1 just tell 
tnese peaple, W l l ,  / îhink that's their business and you're gonna have to work with 
pebple that you mrght not went to work with, ripgardless of their illness. 1 mmean think 
abwt it! Ydu're more of a risk to them than they am to you! Then they almost alweys 
say, 'Oh, 1 never knew that.' 1 dont think that halfof the people in BCCW knew thal 1 was 
posmVe.. . t h m  or Ibur ya, but 1 di&? a m  liust @ured okay, you want to ba lHends - 
sum, or no ywr W ' t  want to hang out, weil that's &y too, M y  hiûe who you are. / 
think #'s really on a need-bk~mw basis. In some circumstances, well ya, people need to 
know but somethes 1 just don? know, you get toa samatized sometimes when people 
know. Nat only in jail but everywhem. 1 don? know, but people tend to treat p u  
mrent/y. 

(Interview with Lisa, December 1998). 

However, it is important to keep in mind here that individuals are oflen 

siigmafied not so much for specific acts as they are for being certain 'kinds' of 

persons, for membenhip in a devalued category (women, women who seIl sex, 

pwr women, Aboriginal women, wornen who are IV dnig users, women with 

HIVfAIDS.. . ). However, when sex trade workers fail to fuifill their role as 

'contaminators' or 'infectors,' this does nothing to alter the ways they are 

perceiveci. Thus, in HIVIAIDS discourses, women becorne their 'deviant' identity, 

and their sbreotyped and monotypical role overshadows the diversity of th& 

individual experiences. Schur (1984) suggests that M e n  individuals are 'seen' 

in terms of a deviant status and ident ity... the tendency is for that to be ail the 

other persons 'seel. Such imputed deviant identity becornes ... the individual's 

essential charader" (24). In the interviews that I conducted, Shauna said: 

WII, 1 was in fWlCh with my hher, we wouM talk every month or so but when i tdd him 1 
was positrire, it was such a b@ fucking deal so 1 dont ewn botherphoning him much 



(Interview with Shauna, May 1999). 

Shauna's story above is also illustrative of the intense stigma associatecl with 

HIViAIDS. As well, her comment highlights the fad that living with HIV-infection 

can be painful on an etnotional h l  as well b u s e ,  as Shauna pointed out, 

*the big mythsn but also because of the 'deviant' role HIV-positive women often 

gel cast in. Finally, Shauna's comment points to the importance of the relational 

aspeds of health as relations with othets - individuats, family andior community 

- can be difficuk for street-invohred Aboriginal women living with HIVIAIDS. 

Before concluding the interview with Lisa, 1 asked her if there were any other 

issues or concerns that she would like to talk about during the taped interview. 

Lisa replid: 

One of my main concems is that PBOpEB don Y cut each 0th~ of when they are posiiiw. 
Ttiem's stüî a lot of ihat gomg on and that realiy bugs me. When they &/ like they get 
mykîed 12wn a Rot of peqde jusî pmhrto give up and I hate s88iw th&. 

(Interview with Lisa, Oeeernber 1998). 

That said, it is al1 the more imperative that researchers tesist the tendency to 

ass0~1'ate HlVs modes of transmission with 'risk groups" rather than 'risk 

behaviors." In the media and in p o l i i l  âebate, the epidemiological category of 

'ri* group" has been used to further stemtype and stigmaüze people already 

seen as outside the moral and economic standards of the 'general population." 



Instead, ethnographers are better off focusing on the concept of risk 

practiceibehavior which moves the emphasis away fiom characterizing and 

stigmatizing people as members of groups, focusing on risky "behaviorsn and not 

risky "people." 

Criticaily, the symbds and logics of science anchor mis educafjonal environmeni, making 
it virtually impossible b escape certain ideas, like the notion that some people are 
intrinsically at risk becam of who they are... People have the right to understand the 
idedogies of science and of ciducation: HlVlAlDS education must ahmys ber political. 
HIWAIDS education either reinscribes the sexual, class, and racial ideoiogies that are 
propped up by rnoralism and science, or disrupts the hiirarchical formations of 
kicowledge and opens up space for groups and communities b work out tfieir 
interrelationships wiîh information they have decided is relevant (Patton 1990: 104-1 05). 

Patton goes on to point out that HIV/AIDS strategies frequently require 

interdisciplinary approaches and involvement of peoples whose vast stores of 

knowledge are not designated as "expert" by traditional standards. This 

expertise is found within the stories that I collectecl for this particular study but 

many other stories need to be heard, Moreover, relevant information, 

knowledge, and direction must come fiom the women who have 'sornething at 

stake' and this sort of information is readily available to health researchers willing 

to listen. 

The myth of 8 h r d  undambndin~ 

Aithough many feminists argue that feminist research is an "inteliectual 

system that knows its politicsu (Whittaker 1994: 357), it has yet to resolve some 

fairîy significant contradictions with regards to the theoretical and political 

complexities of women studying other women. In "Feminism and Anthropology: 

The Story of a Relatimship," Moore points out that: 

The end result is that feminism as a cultural critique, as a political criîique and as a bais 
fw p o l i i l  action is identiiîed with women - not with women in their socially and 
historically distinct context, but with women as a socidogical category. The problem for 



kminism is that the concept of d i rence ihreaîens to deconstnict this isomorphism, ihis 
'sameness,' and with 1 the whole difice on which feminist politics is based (1 988: 10- 
11). 

Thus, feminist anthropologists are struggling to establish the theoretical and 

empirical grounâs for a feminist anthropology based on difference. However, this 

notion of 'difierence' applies not only to 'other' women but to every woman and to 

every way of 'knowing' about wornen's expiences. The notion itself mises the 

question of the basis of comparison and the grounds for affiliation. 

For example, while cunduding research for this project, I found that being 

a mother provided some 'shared understandings' in our conversations and 

interactions, but our individual experiences of mothering were also dependent on 

social, cultural and economic positioning and this became very apparent to me 

while I was conducting this research. Thus, it would be naïve and erroneous for 

me to claim a complete connection, a shared understanding, and a common 

experience with the four women I intervieweci - on the basis of mothering. As 

well, it would be inaccurate for me to daim a common experience and a shared 

understanding with these four women on the basis of my Metis heritage for 

again, understanding is in no way guaranteed by race alone. Narayan (1993) 

refers to the "multiplex nature of identity" which includes ones race, gender, 

education, class, sexual orientation, etc., and she suggests that people can 

highlight and downplay identity accordingly. As a researcher with a mixed 

background, I find Narayan's discussion interesting, perhaps because I recognize 

and acknowîedge that I tao pull on the strands of identification and this has 

undoubtedly affected my interactions with the participants of this project. Fumer, 

my position as a researcher, able to walk away from but not ibget, the cornplex 



issues facing the women I intewiewed highlights the very real bridge that 

separates our worlds. 

As Oevault (1990) points out, w m n  do not always (or even usualty) 

understand each other easily. She gœs on to suggest that wtiiie understanding 

and famiiiar cornfort are benetïîs of some of aie ways that women have come 

togethet, they are not guaranteed by gender atone. "Women wtio are positioned 

differently leam to speak and Ciear quite different versions of "woman talk," 

adapüng to distinctive blends of power and oppression. Failures of 

understanding abound" (Devault 1990: 98). 

For mysetf, this project has clearly demonstrated how powerhilly 

posriinaiii and aieoretical fraines affecteci the ways I viewed this researcti 

topic, my research intentions, my decisions in the field, my interactions with 

participants and the eventual 'writing up' of this thesis. Extending this Iine of 

thought to each participant also means that we cannot possibly expect the data 

to fit into mat and tidy titles and subtitles, as each of the women lod<ed through 

aieir own lens of experience, with their own important agendas, and this makes 

the writing process challenging as well. That said, I recognke that I have made 

many generalizations hem. 

Ultimately, this thesis was directed and controlled by mysev. It was 

inforrned, for the most part, by my decisions as a marcher and writer of 

significant privilege. White I no longer feel the need to make apologies for these 

facts, I do recognize the contradictions and imngniencies in how the project 

achially playeâ out compared to how I had hoped it would tum out. However, 



Judith Staœy highlights the contradiction betweem the desire for collaboration on 

the final research project and the reality that "the research product is ultimately 

that of the researcher, however modified or influenced by infomantsn (Stacey 

1988, cited in Mascia-Lees et al. 1989: 21). In the final chapter, I offer a brief 

overview of this research project before taking a retrospective look at the 

limitations of the study, noting sorne areas that might have been approached 

differently. Also, I explore some of aie theoretical questions and directions that 

stem from the resutts (especially the women's voices) of this research project. 



CHAPTER SIX: 
READING WOMEN'S LlVES - A DISCUSSION 

This project was about listening, observing, b e r  understanding, 

analyzing and documenting 'things as they are' for the four street-involved, HIV- 

positive Aboriginal women who participated in this research project. Kelly, Lisa, 

Shauna and Nadine shared their personal stories with me and echoed in their 

four stories is the fad that the advantages associated with good health are not 

shared equally in this province. Taking a more comprehensive view of heah 

that encompasses the historical, social, cuitural, economic and physical factors 

as they interact with race and gender, this study has shown that narrative method 

can contribute to Our understanding of the wider picture of health, in particular 

spaces, as told by particular story-tellers. The narratives I've presented reflect 

the particular situations and circumstances in which four Aboriginal women live 

that contribute to ttieir vulnerability, not just to HIVIAIDS but to a number of 

constraining factors that affect their overall health status, factors that I take into 

further consideration below. 

These four women's Iives, and therefore their balth, are affecteci first and 

foremost by crushing poverty and policies, programs and research must take into 

account the everyday realities of poor women's lives, as played out in particular 

spaces - such as the DTES. The four Aboriginal women that participated in this 

study spoke about the various strategies they employ to survive their perticular 



circumstances in the inm-aty and beyond, as was currently the situation for 

Nadine who was residing in South Bumaby at the time of the interview. 

Nevertheless, the necessary strategies mat secure their survival 'today' are often 

at odds with their long-term wetlbeing and heafth and these realities must inform 

and direct policy development. 

Through their stories, we heard that their lives and their heaith are 

afïected by inadequate, unstable and unsaf'e housing; relentless violence and 

abuse; deep-seated addictions that continue to go untreated; as well as the 

gender-inscribecl role of 'caring for others' despite their compromiseci immune- 

systems and day-to-day survival strategies. Also, we heard that their lives, and 

therefore their heaith, are affetcted by low seîf-esteem and low self-worth which 

often plays out in active suicide attempts but also by their participation in high- 

risk activities. Further, their lives, and therefore their health, are anected by the 

fact that they live in poverty, and as poor women with few options, they must 

struggle to find ways to support their addictions, to find shelter, to eat, or to take 

care of children and family - which again often involves high-risk activities. 

However, Aboriginal women's 'health' is not just about the absence of illness - 
for health is also about feelings, emoüons and social nlationships. Just as 

important, health is about having options. It is about quality of l i i ,  and the 

women's stories highlight the desperate need for an increased societal 

cornmitment to decrease inequiües, injustices and poverty for women most at 

risk. 



In mvkw... 

In Chapter One, I outlined the purpose of this study and the vanous paths 

aiat brought me to and through this particular research project. In Chapter Two, I 

brbfly outlined an historieal conteict in which to view the current state of 

Aboriginal heaith in this country. Clearfy, the substandard health experiencgd by 

many Aboriginal peoples arwnd BC now is historically linked to the poor policies 

and practices put in motion by the federal and provincial govemments in the early 

develaprnent of this province. Chapter Three went on to describe the current 

situation in Vancouver's Downtown Eastside, but it also looked at some current 

research in the DES,  before outlining the methods utilized in this particular 

study. In Chapter Four, we heard from the women who agreed to participate in 

this project. Through the women's narratives, I've shown how 'substandard' 

health actually plays out in four Aboriginal wornen's Iives. I've also shown the 

importance of regarding the subjective experience of illness (in this case 

HIVIAIDS and addictions) as a valuable source of knowledge in attempts to 

address the diverse health needs of al1 women. Knowing and accepting 

women's varied, everyday realitii and experienœs living with HIVIAIDS is an 

important step in this process. We heard 'what was at stake' for each of the 

women and in this way, we can better understand the multiple and cornplex 

constraints to attaining safety and health mat some women face daily as well as 

the barrien to exiting their current circumstances. Moreover, their stories pointed 

to the importance of includirtg those who have something at stake, for they are 

the real experts and this was especially pronounced in their critique of and 



discussions around current treatment aptions, facilities and directions - including 

harm reduetion. In Chapter Five, I revisitetd social theory in an elfort to describe 

the theoretical frames that guided the planning, procms, analysis and 'wriüng up' 

of this particular project, I looked specifically at aspects of feminist ethnography 

and populatii heaîth, pointing out contributions and contradictions, as related to 

this particular study. In the remainder of this chapter, I describe some of the 

limitations of this project before I explore some theoretical directions and 

questions that flow h m  the data (voices) and findings. 

In retirwpect... 

I mentioned previously that my research intentions did not converge with 

the participant's intentions in that I had hoped that the women would be 

interesteci and willing to offer more feedback and possible directions, affer the 

interview process. However, there are some other areas that I want to consider, 

with regard to what I might have done differently in this study. For example, I 

think it would have been preferable to have had the transcripts reviewed by more 

than a single remarcher, perhaps by having each of the participants review the 

data (like a peer review process) and I could have offered payment to each of the 

women that expressed an interest in doing so. In retrospect, I realize now that I 

should have built (budgeted) this into the research design, and in this way some 

of the women might have chosen to stay involved with the project beymd the 

collection of data. I believe that this would have added more depth to the 

anatysis and the construction of the final report. I realize as well that this 

direction would have had to have been worked out beforehand, with consent 



being given by al1 involved parties. This might have taken the form of a focus 

group, where participants joined the researcher to discuss what was said, what 

was contesteci, what was possibly left out, or it might have involved working 

closely with one or two interested participants, who could have directed th& own 

involvement in light of this being a paid work opportunity. 

As well, I believe that an additional, more experienced researcher or 

community mernber would have proved invaluable in reviewing and coding the 

transcripts but again, this sort of strategy would need to be worked out early on in 

the design of the projed. Recognizing that participants would have to be fully 

informeci that another researcher would be reviewing their recorded interviews, I 

mention these strategies as possibilities for future research in light of the fact that 

I thought aften about how others might organize, classify and piece together the 

data, esgeci8/ly the women themselves. I cannot speak for other graduate 

students, but in my experienœ I found it difficult to piece the project together in 

large part because of the fact that the women who participated in an interview 

were not able to invest more un-paid time into the project. That said, working 

abng-side a more experienwd researcher (one who has been in this 

predicament) might have helped in getting me through the 'froten,' inexperienced 

and ill-prepared state that I found myself in after the data had been colleded. 

However, I also realize that getting out in Yhe field' and 'doing it' is a necessary 

step in gaining experience in ethnographie research and that the 'writing up' of 

women's voices presents its own challenges, that must be respecffully worked 

through. I recognize as well that these research strategies involve much more 



time and energy frorn al1 invdved parties and without sufficient funds, 

researchers, and cornmitment, these sorts of research strategies could prove 

probiematic to individual graduate studerits. 1 suspect as well that collaborative 

research strategies are, in many ways, a privilege of academics and agencies 

who have secured the funds and frameworks necessary to 'assist' participation 

amongst women whose day-to-day sunrival takes obvious precedence. I want to 

point out that collaborative, parücipatory research involves more funds, more 

energy, more cornmitment and more bodies than traditional researcher- 

dominated methodologies. lncreased fun& and multiple researchersiparties 

makes this important process more 'doable'. Without providing an answer, I've 

been reflecting on how this plays out with poor womenlparticipants. If a project 

can "afford" to keep people "involved" that is worthwhile, for there is definitely the 

potential for certain benefits for certain participants, but what kind of pressure 

does this place an participants to get involved because they are poor, because 

essentially, they need more money? The same sort of (unresolved) issue arises 

from my decision to compensate participants with $20. 1 might have saved and 

budgeted to ofbr paid research opportunities to these four women - beyond the 

interview process - but this didn't occur to me in the initial design and planning of 

the project. Again, I mention these strategies, in retrospect, for possible future 

research strategies, recognizing that aîthough this project has been an intense 

learning experience for myself, many issues go unanswered. 



The Imt word 

Conducting this research and getüng to h women in the DTES, I do 

not mislead m y W  into bel i ing that relief will come soon for these four 

Aboriginal women, that opportunity will corne knocking once they've 'kicked' their 

habits, or that mis research project will, as one participant stated, "do a whofe 

hell-of-a-lot". Moreover, I don't pretend to know the answers, but one thing I can 

say with œrtainty is that it is much mm dicult for some Aboriginal women to 

avoid HIV-infection and it is more difficult for some Aboriginal women to 

experience health and welbbeing. As these four women's stories have shown, 

illness and disempowerment are heavily connected to povefty, race, and gender 

as well as the particular spaces occupbd by street-involved, drug-using 

Abonginal women and the difficuit and complex circumstances that moved them 

towards their current predicaments. 

However, I believe that current policy and practice can be reworked and 

re-directeci by the women thernselves -for they hold many important answers, if 

we are willing to hear their stories about the multiple and complex factors (past 

and present) that constrain their attainrnent of heaîth, safety and increased 

qua l i  of 1%. Just as important, hawever, we must value the lives of âII women, 

especially aiose m a t  marginalized and stigmatized by society, so that relevant 

research, pdicy and praetice can begin to address and pertiaps relieve some of 

the constant constraints and barriers to health that some women must Face and 

wntend with daily. Wrtti regard to Aboriginal women specifically, there are also 

the negaüve and n a m  images perpehiated in certain contexts that depict 



Aboriginal women in the DTES as easy, immoral and disposable. These images 

directly and indiredy a m  their health. Discussing destructive attitudes and 

racist steredypes, Emma LaRocque States: 

They do affect Native peoples, mal human lives. I believe there is a direct relationship 
between racisUwxi8t stemtypes and viobnce against Native wornen and girls. The 
dehumanking portraya1 of the 'squaw" and the over-sexualization of Native fernales such 
as in Walt Disney's Paiahntas surely render al1 Naüve fernale persona vulnerabb 
(1 998: 12). 

Moreover, through my research, work and obsenrations in the DTES I've come to 

better understand that fundamental question asked by tesearchers working 

within a population health framework, which asks why are some people healthy, 

while others are not? Highlighting some of the gendered and racialized 

inequalities that shape the healai and well-being of four Aboriginal women, I have 

shown that health is powerfully a M e d  by social position, and I have drawn out 

some of the social links between health and inequality. In fact, throughout this 

thesis I have stmssed that heaith must be viewed in its larger contexts and in 

researching and wriüng about Aboriginal health, an historical approach is 

fundamental to better understanding the injustices and substandard health 

experienced by many Aboriginal people, families and communities. Rather than 

viewing heaith in tems of disease alone, this study has taken a more 'holistic' or 

comprehensive pe-w to emphasize and illustrate that 'heaith' is affected by 

every aspect of r i :  health goes beyond the body to encompass emotions, 

thoughts, attitudes, and feelings. In listening to these four women's stories, it is 

viviily apparent that vue must better address the deep-seated emotional pain that 

many drug-using Aboriginal women contend with, which is further compounded 

by the stigma and rejecüon that the women spoke about in relation to being HIV- 



positive. As their stories revealed, ernotionat pain was discussed as both a 

reason for entry into, and the maintenance of, their drug addictions - but the fact 

remains that their emotional needs continue to go unaddressed and unresolved 

and this is an area that needs further attention. 

The quaiii of their physical sunoundings must be seriously taken into 

account as well for health also depends on the state of the environments that 

they exist within. Following from the women's stories and my own observations 

in the DTES, the issue of safe, secure and affordable housing for women in this 

neighborhood desperately needs fut#er attention and action. As it stands, poor 

women living with HIVIAIDS and addictions have very few affordable housing 

options. This means that women often live in vulnerabie situations, where they 

are at risk for further violence and decreased h d t h  - where a working stove, 

fridge and basic heat are a luxury of few, whiIe roach and rat infested, damp and 

confined spaces are the reality for rnmt m e n .  For poor women with HIV- 

infection, substandard housing clearly contributes to the early progression to 

AIDS. Creative and flexible housing strategies for and by drug-addicted women 

living with HIVIAIDS are desperately needed; but again these initiatives must be 

based in the everyday realities of the women's lives. 

Finally, this study recognizes that not k ing si& is an important aspect of 

a healthy existence and through the women's stories, I bard discussions related 

to HIVIAIDS but more prmunced, I heard them speak openly and honestly 

about their addictions and how those addiions have been a signifiant factor in 

their decisions to engage in high-risk activities, as they do what they a n  to 



survive. The women spuke about current treatment options and facilities and 

their various critiques highlighted s m e  of aie limitations of detoxification services 

as well as the fact that their health needs are diverse. L i a  pointed out that as an 

urban crack user, her needs do not converge with the c u m t  trend of promoting 

safe injection sites for intravenous drug-users and this highlights the fad that 

treatment options, faciiiiies and harrn reducing strategies are best conceptuaiized 

by this diverse population of d~g-using women. It is their voices that can best 

express their specific needs. Many voices need to be bard for only then will 

prevention efforts truly be by and for al1 women. 

Spending time observing and listening to Aboriginal wornen in the DTES 

and through the telling of these four women's stories, I better understand why so 

many Aboriginal women find themselves in Vancouver's DTES, what sorts of 

eonstraints women face once aiere, and why their health status continues to 

decline. However, as I have suggested in this study, the solutions to the wmplex 

and wide range of constraints and problems faced by Aboriginal women must not 

only be grounded in their voices, which tao Men go unheard, they must address 

the larger issues of decreasing Aboriginal women's poverty, uprooting sexism, 

and eliminating racism. Collectively, we must also not krget the deep and 

complex factors impinging on Aboriginal women's healai, stemming frorn 

historical policies and practices that continue to negatiely affect overall 

Aboriginal health and well-king in this country today. Through the colonization 

process, there has been a breakdom in Aboriginal structures - stemming from 

the c l e a r d  exploitation of Aboriginal lands, resources, peoples and traditions. 



However, as shown in Chapter Two of this discussion, the breakdown in 

Aboriginal individual, famiiy and commun@ heaith is also directly related to the 

poor policies and practices put in place by the federal and provincial 

govemments in their misdirecteci efforts to protect, civilire and assimilate this 

country's Aboriginal population. As I illustrated in Chapter Two, the residential 

school system is a prime example of the undeniable rehtionship between poor 

govemment policy and practice and poor Aboriginal health. 

These four women's lives, and therefore their health, have ckariy been 

affgcted by the colonking process and the dysfunctional and depressed state of 

their larger networks of family and their community. I struggie here, for I do not 

wish to further 'pathologize' Ahriginal peoples, families and communities but at 

the same time, I cannot avoid discussing the social and political factors that have 

contributeci to these women's particular circumstances (past and present) and 

the constraints they face as Aboriginal women. As I have stated, an important 

aim of this particular projsct was ta ground the research in the voices and 

experiences of the participants and their four stories cal1 attention to the serious 

pmblems that continue to exist in many Aboriginal communities today. However, 

their stories also cal1 attention to the cultural legacy of abuse and mistreatment, 

especialiy in relation to educational discourses and prat i is ,  and the strength 

and determination of Aboriginal peopies to adapt, resist and sunrive an evolving 

poîiiical proce88 that undoubtedly impinges on individual, fimily and community 

health today. 



Finally, I want to point out that Aboriginal women have in the pst,  and 

continue today, to actively parücipate in improving the heaith and qualii of l i  of 

their communities and Lisa's story was especially telling in this regard. Her work 

and active involvement in the DTES portrays the strength and detemination she 

brings to nurture and c m  for others in her current commun& despite her own 

illnesses. However, this often results in an added health burden for her and 

other Aboriginal women with compromised immune systems because of HIV- 

infection and addictions, who continue to take care of blood and non-bloûl family 

relations. In fact, many of the wornen that I came to know havelhad family 

networlis within the DTES - some living, some not. On the basis of this study, 

two of the participants spoke about their mothers and aunts living in the DTES. 

One participant spake about a brother living in the DTES, while another 

mentioned living, temporarily, with her grown daughter in the DES.  Finally, two 

of the women made teference to cousins who also live in the DTES. Caregiving 

is an important and crucial aspect to some Aboriginal women's identity in the 

DTES and this is an area worthy of further attention. Speaking about herself and 

other Aboriginal women, Paula Gunn Allen has stated that, "We survive, and we 

do more than just survive. We bond, we Gare, we fight, we teach, we nurse, we 

bear, we feed, we eam, we laugh, we love, we hang in there, no matter what" 

(1986: 190). These four wornen do "more than just surviven and I hope this 

narrative has portrayed, not just the oppression and mnstraints these women 

face daily, but also sorne of the active sttategies being evoked by Street-involved, 

Aboriginal women living with addictions and HIVIAIDS. 



Nadine, Kelly, Lisa and Shauna are fellow human beings living with a 

deadly illness and addictions, in dilapidated housing (if they have housing at al), 

where violence is central, where women's bodies go missing, and ihey deserve 

Our time, energy, resources and cornmitment to improving their qua l i  of life, 

safety and health. if, as a society, we can better assist them in mcrete ways, 

directeci by the women themselves, then we shouid take the time to Iisten, we 

should take the time to b a r  what they have to say about their experiences, their 

lives, their heatth. In getting to know the women and actively listening to their 

stories, I've created a space where their voices could move beyond their own 

circle. Having entemd into their circle, I have tried my best to work and write 

from a place of respect but I realize that I made some poor decisions, that I rnight 

have done some things cîiirently, and I've trieâ to write openly and honestly 

about this as well. It can be intensdy difficult to discuss peoples' lives, hard 

Iives, that are often tooked down upon by the 'general public' or the 'rniddle- 

class'. My anxiety about representing HIV-positive, substance-using, Aboriginal 

women was only compounded when I got to actually know the women - enjoying 

their Company, looking forward to swing them and wondering how they're doing. 

I've struggled from beginning to end with how to research and write respectfully 

and honestly about HIVJAIDS and street-invohred Aboriginal women tied to the 

DTES but I realize that I too have made generalizations here. However, I will not 

stop researching and writing on topii that need and deserve to be heard. That 

said, I make no effort to mistead the reader into thinking that these women's 

experiences, living with HIVIAIDS in a community where basic survival is a 



moment-bynoment preaccupation, are simple or predictable. Rather, what I 

have tried to do hem is let the women speak for ü'tmseives about the sorts of 

issues that they Llt were woraiy of furaier attention. However, I have also 

aîûmpteid ta highlight and discuss certain amas that impinged cm their overall 

health - as 'heard' airoirgh their stories. 

Significantly, ethnographic balai-related research can work to challenge 

the ways in which boai health planners and practit ' i rs define the Indian healtti 

'problem' in Canada, in Britiih Columbia and in more specif~c locations (such as 

the DES). furthemore, ethnographic tesearch is playing an important part in 

moving us ôeyond the 'standard' solutions and approaches by redefining the 

ways we think about and act on issues affecting heatai. Local contexts, 

knowledge and voices can inforni, direct or redirect heaith-relateci policy and 

practice by considering the larger context and cornplex detenninants of 

substandard Aboriginal heaîîh in this country, in relation to the everyday 

experiences and realities of some Ahriginal women's lives. The stories reveal 

the connedon between inequality, poverty and health and they illustrate the 

specific canstraints that Mme Aboriginal women faee in their daily situations - 
and that there is little spaœ left to heal wounds of the pst.  Irnportantly , the 

stories are illustrative of the importance of developing more socially responsible 

policies and program that lodc seriously at the whole individual, within her 

historical, sacial, political, cultural and eco~~mic contexts. Coming full-circle, I 

will repeat the wrds of Nadine who started off îhis story when she explained 

that: 



I think we Aboriginal women sornehow need to find a way to develop a tighter chde 
together because I don? mach out to women that often, but I'd like to have healing 
cirdes, or talking ciffiles, or lndian mediines, or lndian cerernonies or just anything that 
coliects us tPgether as a group ... we need to be together in a circle beeause rigtrt now, 
we're al1 so fragrnented. I'd Iike to be invdved in mat ... 

(Interview with Nadine, June 1998). 



Appendix One: Interview Schedule 

1. Couid you tell me about yourself? - where did you gmw up? 
- when did you come to Vancouver? 
- can you tell me about your neigbborhood? 
- do you have any children? 
- what does a 'typical' day hold for you? 

2. When did you test positive for HIV? - how did you become infected with HIV? 

3. What did you do when you first found out? - who told you that you were positive? 
- What advice did they offer you at the tirne? 
- Who did you tell when you fitst tested positive? 
- What was their response? 
- What do you do when you get si&? Where do you go for help? 

(familylfnends?) 
- Do you receive the help that you need? Why or why not? 

4. Why did you decide to parîicipate in this project? 

5. Are there any other issues/concerns that yoir think we should cover in this 
Interview? 

6. How did you find this interview? 
- any suggestions that may have made it better for you? 



Appendix Two: lnformed Consent 

SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY 

MFORMED CONSENT BY PARTICIPANTS TO 
PARTICIPATE lN A RESEARCH PROJECT 

The University and thosc conducting îhis d pmject subsctibe to the ethical conduct of rwearçh and 
to the protection at al1 times of the intercas* c u m f a  and safcty of subjects. This fonn and the information 
it contains are given to you for your own proiecîion and full understanding of the pmcedures of the 
research describeci bclow. Your signshirc on diis form will signify that you &Ily understand the pmcedures 
of the research, that you will not be at ri& by participating in this research, that you understand the benefits 
of this nsearch, and that you have reccived an adquate opporiunity to consider the information in this 
document, and that you voluntarily agm to parîicipatc in the projecî. 

nie purpose of this research is to bcîter undastand the lived experimces and actual needs of Aboriginal 
women with HIV infection; thus, by parîicimg in this study, you will help to document the experiences 
and needs of Aboriginal women living with HIVIAIDS in the Lower Mainland of Vancouver. Participation 
in this rcscarch consists of an in-person interview with Shamn Ryan ihat will be tape-recorded and 
tmscri'bed. Participation in this pmject is entitely voluntary and you rnay refuse to participate in the study 
at any time. If you do decide to take par! in the study, the results will be used to identiïy ways to impmve 
the care, ireatmait and support needs of women living with H I V f W ,  which rnay be of some benefit to 
you. 1 will guarantee confidentiality of bdh identiîy and infinmation provided by using pseudonyms and 
omiîting ail idcntiïying characteristics in the data; îbrhm01~, you will in no way be at risk by 
pdcipating in this pmject. Your HIV statu will be known only by Shannon Ryan, the principal 
investigator of this project and will not be released to anyom else. Al1 documents and computer files 
storing information collected h m  you will be assignal a pseudonym and will not contain your real name. 
This pseudonym will also bc utilizcd in the d t i e n  tepon (MA h i s )  and again, the wrinen tepart will 
not include any othef identiïying charactmstics. You will also be asked to review a transcript of the 
interview, with a two-wcck time Iimit, in ordet to identi@ any areas that may n a  be included in the tinal 
thesis. Please take this opporîuniîy to ask any questions you rnay have regadiig your participation in this 
research project. 

Having ben asked by Shannon Ryan of the Sociology ikptm~nthropologyt of Simon Fraser 
University to participate in a nsearch pmject, i have r d  the procadws spacified in this document. 

1 understand the procedures to be uscd in this rcsearch project and the possible benefits to me in taking part, 
as descrihi in this document. 

1 understand that 1 rnay withdraw my participation h this m h  project at any time. 

1 also understand that 1 rnay ngister any cornplaints 1 might have about the research pmject with the chief 
researchcr namcd above or with Dr. EIlcn Ge, Chair of the Sociology & AnthropoIogy Department at 
Simon Fraser Univmity. IX. Gee can be reached at (604) 2914297. 

I rnay obtain copies of the results of îhii siudy, upm itP completion, by contaçting: Shannon Ryan at (604) 
421-2389. 



Appendix Two: Infoned Consent (continued) 

1 have been infonned that Shannon Ryan, the principal investigator, will hold the research material 
confident. 

1 a g m  to take part in this nseruch projcct by parîicipatmg in an intmiew with Shannon Ryan for 
approximately two hours, as dcscri i  in the doclllllent abovc, during the period. June 12,1998 to August 
30,1999 at a private place egraed upon by ba(b the pnriicipnt and the researcher. 

ADDRESS: 

SIGNATURE: 

DATE: 

WITNESS: 

Once iiped, a copy ofth& coiwat forai a d  B irbjcft îèedimck finrm ihould k providtd to you. 



Amendix Three: Resource List 

Healing Our Spirit: BC First Nations AIDS Society 
Outreach office offerhg confidential personai services and support to 
First Nation, Inuit, and Metis people living with HIVIAIDS. 
# 212-96 E. Broadway 
Vancouver, BC 
Tel: (604) 879-8884 (Ask for Ken or Alex) 

Oakee C h i c  
Provides care to HIV-infated women, children and youth. 
For information cal1 (604) 875-22 12 

Positive Women's Network 
1 170 Seymour Street 
Vancouver, BC 
Phone: (604) 68 1-2 122, ext. 200 

Vancouver Native Health Society (Outreach Onice) 
Food bank every Tuesday fiom 1 - 3 p.m. (except cheque issue week). 
441 East Hasîings Street 
Vancouver, BC 
Phone: (604) 254-9949 

AIDS Vancouver 
1 107 Seymour Sûeet 
Vancouver, EK: 
Phone: (604) 681-2122 or the Help/Crisis Line: (604) 687-2437 

Dmp-in Lunch for Positive Women: In the Positive Women's Network kitchen. Every 
Tuesday h m  12:OO to t :JO Pm., Meet with other positive women. Hot lunch pmvided. CaH 
Bronwyn for more information or to become a PWN member at (604) 681-2 122, ext. 276. 

BC Persons with AlDS Society 
Peer and Support Counselors availsble 10 am. to 4 p.m. Monday through Friday in the Support 
ûflïce area (off the Lounge). Counselors see people on a dropin or appointment basis. 
Phone: (604) 681-2122, ext. 326 or go by 1 IO7 Seymour Street (upstairs). 

Care Team Program: Small teams of trained volunteers can supplement the services of 
proféssional home care of m d s  & family for people experiencing HIVIAIDS related illnesses. 
Care teams can provide companionship, in-home cleaning, meal preparation, etc., for people who 
are in unmediate need of support. Cali AlDS Vancouver Support Services at (604) 681-2122, 
ext. 270 for more infonnation. 



Appendix Four: Participant Feedback Form 

SIMON FRASER üNMZRSITY 
UNIVERSITY RESEARCH ETHICS REVIEW COMMlTTEE 

PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK FûRM 

Completion of this form is OPTIONAL, and is not a requimment of participation in the project. 
However, if you have 'oeen a participant in a rcsearch projet and would care to wmment on the 
procedm involved, you may complete the following fomi and send it to the Chair, University 
Resemh Ethics Review Cornmittee. ALI information m i v e d  will be treated in a stricrly 
cofidential manner. 

N a m  of Principai Iaveadgator: Shannon Ryan 

Did you sign an Infonned Consent Fom befm padcipating in the projet? 

Were there signiticant deviationdchanges h m  the originally stated procedures? 

I wish to wmment on my involvement in the project above which took place: 
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